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Abstract

This thesis investigates the application of multivariable design

techniques developed by Professor Brian Porter of the University of

Salford, England to design digital control laws for the UH-60A Black

Hawk helicopter. In the study, designs were developed for five

longitudinally and laterally, strongly coupled plants with control

inputs of cyclic roll control, cyclic pitch control, collective lift

control, and tail rotor yaw control. An improved computer-aided design

package called "MULTI" was used in refining the control laws.

Separate controllers were developed to perform three flight

maneuvers. The maneuvers performed were a coordinated turn, a yaw rate

response, and a vertical rate response. Since each maneuver is flown at

a different airspeed, a uniquely specified linearized plant model was

required.

The methods employed to obtain a design are presented along with

the evaluations of the final control laws. After successful designs of

the individual control laws for the three maneuvers were developed,

.4. tests were performed to find a single controller to perform each

maneuver for its applicable flight conditions. Finally, the evaluation

of the robustness of the single controllers is presented.

.4xvi
* xxvi
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I INTRODUCTION

The advent of digital fly-by-wire control systems has hastened the

need for the design of multivariable techniques to handle large complex

systems. The advantages of digital fly-by-wire control systems are

faster response times to inputs, the elements of the control laws are

just numbers stored in the flight computer, and the vast reduction of

hardware due to mechanical systems which would be replaced by smaller

electrical networks. With this reduction in hardware, more weapon and

navigational systems can be stored in the aircraft.

This thesis addresses the development of digital multivariable

control laws for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. The results of this

thesis are to be incorporated in a survey of multivariable control law

techniques for multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) systems in order to

develop the best optical fly-by-wire control system for the UH-60D Night

Hawk helicopter. This first chapter presents the background, problem

statement, assumptions, and the sequence of presentation.

Background

Classical methods, which worked well for simple single input/single

output control systems are no longer easily applied. As aircraft become

more complex, especially for aircraft which have strongly coupled

longitudinal and lateral modes, a single input may not cause just one

output. With this added complexity, the need for multivariable control

S"law techniques to handle MIMO systems is apparent. Professor Porter and

his associates have suggested four direct design techniques to be

implemented as digital flight control systems. These techniques provide

%
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for the design of fast sampling error-actuated digital controllers for

- highly interactive linear multivariable systems. Professor Porter

proposed that to obtain tight tracking of commanded step inputs, an

* integral plus portional controller actuated by the error between the

commanded input and the desired output must be employed. This control

technique, he suggested, would result in greater decoupling of the

outputs than other previous multivariable control law methods. Even

though other design techniques have been used successfully on other

aircraft, the subject of this thesis is applying Porter's method to the

Black Hawk helicopter.

Problem

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the development of

tight tracking multivariable digital control laws for the UH-60A Black

Hawk helicopter. After individual control laws are developed for each

maneuver at its applicable flight conditions, the design of a robust

controller that will perform at all flight conditions for a pirticular

maneuver, is investigated. These controllers are developed and

simulated by the use of an existing computer aided design (C.A.D.)

4. software package called MULTI (Ref 13).

Approach

This thesis is limited to the design of digital multivariable

control laws using the control law techniques developed by Professor

Porter. All designs are completed using the interactive computer

4 program MULTI. In this thesis, five steps are taken

42
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1. Development of the equations of motion and actuator dynamics

for five separate flight conditions.

2. Development of the control law theory as proposed by Professor

Porter.

3. Design of digital multivariable control laws using theI.1"

irregular design method (see Chapter III) for three maneuvers at their

applicable flight conditions.

4. Design of a robust controller to perform tight tracking of the

commanded inputs for all flight conditions of a particular maneuver.

5. Development of a nonlinear simulation of a symmetrical aircraft

to be implemented in MULTI.

Assumptions

Basic assumptions are established to reduce the model complexity.

These assumptions are listed below.

1. The helicopter is a rigid body, and its mass is constant.

2. The rotation speed of the helicopter blades remains constant as

designed by the manufacturer.

3. The earth's surface is an inertial reference frame.

4. The atmosphere is assumed fixed with respect to the earth.

5. Linearization about an operating point is acceptable for point

", 'designs.

- 6. Aerodynamics are fixed for each flight condition.

7. The initial angular velocities, po' qo, and ro in the body-axis

""-"frame are equal to zero.

-oI"
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, Presentation

Six chapters are included in this thesis. Chapter II presents the

helicopter's equations of motion in the required state-space

representation. The regular and irregular design approaches developed

by Professor Porter are presented in Chapter III. The development and

results of the individual digital control laws for the three maneuvers

at their applicable flight conditions are presented in Chapter IV.

Chapter V describes the development and results of the robust controller

for each maneuver at the applicable flight conditions. Finally, Chapter

" VI offers conclusions from the design effort and recommendations for

further studies and improvements to MULTI.

S.4



II. UH-60A Black Hawk Model

The linear, first-order set of differential equations describing

the rigid body motion of the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter are of the

form:
x Ax + Bu (2.1)

where the state vector x represents the perturbations from trim of the

body axis variables: u, v, w, p, q, r, 0, ando. The contro± vector u

represents the deviations from the trim positions of the controls 6e ,

6c, 6a, and 6p. The linear representation is valid only if the initial

angular velocities p0 , qo and ro are zero.

The elements of the plant matrix A and control matrix B are of two

types. The first type consists of inertial and gravitational terms that

can be obtained analytically from the equations of motion. The second

type consists of partial derivatives arising from aerodynamic forces and

moments.

The output equation is of the form

y = C x (2.2)

which gives a relationship between the desired outputs and the linear

combinations of states to obtain those outputs. The elements of the C

matrix reflect the desired maneuver to be performed.

In this chapter, an attempt is made to understand the perturbation

state equations, the control surfaces, the actuator dynamics, and the

trim conditions for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. The first step is

to take a careful look at the state equations described by Equation

(2.1).

The full linearized set of state equations can be described by the

following matrix equations:

5
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where

wB
qB

e (2.4)
vB

rB

is the state perturbation vector which can be further decomposed into

the longitudinal perturbation states x, and the lateral perturbation

states x2 as shown below.

1, = IwB  and x2 = B (2.5)
IqBI I
Le JIrBI

The longitudinal perturbation vector consists of four states

defined as follows:

=-a,,'

. uB = velocity along the x-body axis (ft/sec)
_. wB :velocity along the z-body axis (ft/sec)

qB = body axis pitch rate (rad/sec)
8 = Euler angle pitch attitude (rad)

The lateral perturbation vector consists of four states defined as

follows:

vB = velocity along the y-body axis (ft/sec)

PB = body axis roll rate (rad/sec)
rB = body axis yaw rate (rad/sec)

= Euler angle roll altitude (rad)

o.
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The state equations for a sample flight condition, VEAS:20 knots,

is presented below:

uB -. 0104 .0374 -. 608 -32.0 -. 0223 -.188 0 -. 195 uB

wB -.146 -.383 35.8 -3.27 -.0254 .422 .748 -.300 wB

d qB .00108 .00343 -.89 0 .0111 .289 0 -.0298 qB
- 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 0 .0234 a

dt VB .0181 .00692 -. 00138 .0765' -.0582 1.46 32.0 -33.0 vB

PB .0218 .0166 -1.98 0 -.0375 -3.74 0 -.0653 PB
0 0 -.00239 0 0 1.00 0 .102

rB -. 00464 -. 00295 -. 845 0 .00688 -. 453 0 -. 369 r B

-1.58 .97 .0329 .913
-1.04 -7.33 .0461 1.07

.351 .0273 -. 00384 -. 00644 A6 1
+ _ 0 C, 0 0- j 6 c (2.6)

.05 .0626 .953 -1.34 A6 a

.0472 -.0126 1.36 -.619 LA6 P
0 0 0 0

t -. 00692 •0593 .0881 .527

These state equations can be partitioned into four 4 x 4 matrices as

shown by the dashed lines in Equation (2.6). A notational

J, 1--- x + [ u (2.7)

expression for the state equations with partitioning is shown in.',

Equation (2.7). Ideally, the cross matrices A12 and L 1I are set equal

to 0 and the state equations are then decoupled into the longitudinal

and lateral state equations. However, a close examination of the cross

matrices reveals that the cross matrix elements are not approximately

equal to zero. In fact, some of them are quite large compared to

elements in the diagonal matrices. Therefore, a reduced-order

.4-

controller design is not practical as it would ignore the effects of

coupling between the longitudinal and lateral modes.

-S
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" ... Since decoupling of states is not practical, a more workable set of

equations is needed. The new state vector that is used in this thesis

is

uB
z = vB (2.8)

wB

PB-o" qB

L rB

This new vector, z has three advantages over the old vector x. The

.4 first is that it is easy to remember in that the Euler angles, the body

velocities, and the body axis angular rates are grouped together. The

second reason is that a relatively simple method for calculating

transmission zeros is available for B matrices in the zero-2 format.

The dimension of 2 is equal to the number of inputs. This second

reason requires that the BI matrix be a zero matrix. The third reason

is that in order to pick a measurement matrix M, the method requires the

feedback of rates of states that are unaffected by the control inputs.

Therefore the zero-2 format is desirable, or at least all the B matrix

zero rows should occupy the top rows. The measurement matrix is covered

in Chapter III.

The transformation matrix that transforms the x vector to the

desired z vector is

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 (2.9)
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

N. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
L,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ij



4 The complete set of equations is tranformed using x=T-1 z. Thus

x Ax + Bu (2.10)

T-1  A T-1 z + Bu (2.11)

z = T A T- 1 z + T B u (2.12)

y = C x (2.13)

y = C T -1 z (2.14)

Transformation of the output equation is actually not needed. It

gives the relationship for expressing the old states as a linearized

combination of the new states. Since, an output matrix has not been

specified yet, a new C that reflects the commanded maneuver is developed

when needed.

The new set of state equations for the VEAS=2 0 knots flight

condition can be expressed by the equation below.

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .0234" a

0 0 0 0 0 1 -. 00239 .102
d UB -31.0 0 -. 0104 -. 0223 .0374 -.188 -.608 -.195

v" .0765 32.0 .0181 -. 0582 I .00692 1.46 -. 00133 -33.0 V
w. -3.27 .748 -. 146 -. 0254 -. 383 .422 35.8 - -. 3 w3
.0 0 218 -. 0375 .0166 -3.74 -1.98 -. 0655
q B 0 0 .00108 .0111 I .00343 .289 -. 89 -. 0298 qB
rB 0 0 -.00464 .00688 -.00295 -.453 -.845 -. 3 ') r

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-1.58 .97 .0329 .913 A6

•+ .05 .0626 .953 -1.34 A6c I (2.1): - I-.04~ ~ -- - - --- -'- -.. 0 - - -T- - -~ - |
-1.14 7.3 .0461 1.07 A6a

.0472 -.0126 1.36 -.619 A6p

.351 .0273 -.00384 -.00644 P

-.00692 .0593 .88i .527

Examining this set of state equations reveals that the B matrix is
V

not in zero-2 form. Therefore, another transformation that would

10
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change two of the rows to rows of zeroes is needed. However, this

transformation would result in a new set of states. This transformation

was deemed impractical due to the altering of the states. As a result,

all the flight condition state equations are not in zero-B2 form.

The control input vector, A6, shown below, consists of four control

* surfaces. It is assumed that the rotational speed of the helicopter

,- blades is constant

rA6l-- Ie

as designed by the manufacturer. The longitudinal control surfaces

consist of the cyclic pitch control, ASe' and the collective lift

control, A6c . The cyclic pitch control is analogous to the elevator of

U an aircraft. The cyclic pitch control controls the thrust of a

helicopter. By increasing the angle-of-attack of the blades as a whole,

the helicopter experiences an increase in thrust in the forward

direction. This deflection is illustrated in the figure below. If the

Figure 1. Helicopter Lift Vectors

I'.'.

*helicopter is initially in hover, the lift expressed in the earth-axis

11
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system (XE E' zE) is

LOLD = -L12E (2.17)

By increasing the angl1e-of -attack, the new lift expressed in the earth-

axis system is

LNEWI= I si.inaxE - L 1 cosaz E

Therefore, by increasing the angle of attack, the pilot increases the

force or thrust along the E coordinate by L1 sin . This increased

force causes a forward velocity.

The collective lift control, A6c, is analogous to a power control.

By changing the angle of attack of each blade by the same amount, the

lift vector either increases or decreases in magnitude but not in

direction. Again, if the helicopter is in hover, and the pilot

decreases the angle-of-attack of each blade, the new lift is expressed

by

LNEWy= -Ly2E (2.19)

where L2 <L,. This deflection of the collective lift control results in

a loss of altitude. If instead, the pilot increases the angle-of-attack

of each blade while at lift vector, LNEW, the new lift vector is

-NEW 2  L2 sin x xE - L2 cosa zE (2.20)

where L2 >L1. The helicopter experiences an increase in lift, altitude,

and forward velocity.

The lateral control surfaces consist of the cyclic roll control,

A6 a, and the tail rotor yaw control, A6 p. The cyclic roll control is

12



analogous to an aileron for an aircraft and operates like the cyclic

pitch control except that a change in angle-of-attack of the blades a. a

whole results in a lift vector in the YE' E) plane instead of the (E

ZE) plane. The tail rotor yaw control, A6p, is analogous to the rudder

of an aircraft. The tail rotor yaw control maintains the orientation of

the helicopter, especially during changes in the lift vector, by acting

.-." as a counter-torque to the torque produced by the rotation of the main

rotor.

The control limits for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter, listed

below, are for pedal deflections or stick displacements. The units of

Ithe control surface deflections are in inches. Even though the centrz!

limits are

-5.00 .< A6e 5.00

0.0 \< A 'o  8.75

-5.00 < A6a 5< 5.00 (2.21)

-2.75 \< A6 \< 2.75

p

listed, the actual amount of control deflection depends on the trim

condition of the helicopter.

Actuator Models

The actuator dynamics for the cyclic pitch control, cyclic roll

control, and tail rotor yaw control can be modelled as a first-order

transfer function [500/(s+500)]. The following equations are simulated

*-' with the flight dynamics model. It should be noted that the actuator

dynamics are not incorporated into the A matrix, but they are included

in simulating the complete system.

13
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(s) (500 6 s) (2.22)
s+500 'cmd

where i= e, a, and p

6i(s) [s+500] = 500 6i cmd(s) (2.23)

6i(t) + 500 6i(t) = 500 6i cmd(t) (2.24)

6i(t) -500 6i(t) + 500 6. (t) (2.25)
1 1 icmd

The actuator dynamics for the collective lift control can be

modelled by the following block diagram:

)","s2+1425+8000 -0.013s+1 (s2,79.4s+2674) (s?+8s+234) -

Secondary Power Rotor
Actuator Actuator Dynamics

where KG = (2674)(234) = 625,716. For a step input, the following

figures of merit are obtained:

Rise time (tr ) = 0.0481706

Peak time (t p) = 0.184195

Settling time (ts ) = 1.08044 (2.26)

Peak value (M p) = 1.70024

Final value (FV) 1.00000

. In order to simulate the actuator d-namics in MULTI, a second-order

transfer function is needed. The proposed second-order collective lift

control actuator dynamics model is shown in the following block diagram:

I cmd F S__=-_ c
36 06 -15) (2.27)< ) + s 241?

This transfer function can be represented in terms of phase variable

-.
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notation. The resulting state and output equations are

x 1 00x + (2.23)" . ] -- 24 1 8 - Cm

6c  241 16.06 J x (2.29)

This model for the collective lift control yields the

following figures of merit for a unit step input

Rise time (tr) 0.0470176

Peak time (tp) = 0.146900

Settling time (ts) 3 1.02511 (2.30)

Peak value (Mp) = 1.68905

Final value (FV) : 1.00000

Comparing the figures of merit for the original actuator dynamics model

with the approximate dynamics model reveals that the second-order

collective lift control actuator dynamics model is a good match.

a.

Trim Conditions

The perturbation state equations were developed by linearizing the

nonlinear aerodynamic equations for the helicopter around an equilibrium

condition. For the UH-60A Black Hawk's mission to be completed, it must

perform different maneuvers at six different trim equilibrium flight

conditions. The flight conditions are specified by the total velocity

in the earth-axis-system (VEAS). For the three maneuvers to be

performed: a coordinated turn, a yaw rate response, and a vertical rate

,O* response, the flight conditions for VEAS = 20, 40, 60, 100 and 140 knots

were used. For each flight condition, a set of trim equilibrium values

'( _ 15



. were supplied by the sponsor. The trim equilibrium values are given for

e, *, WB, 6e, 6a, , and . The remaining equilibrium values can be

found, if desired, by using the following equations:

True Velocity (VT) = VEAS x 6080 ft/nautical mile (2.31)
3600 sec

VT = [ u + vB + WB]1/2 (2.32)

8 = sin -1(vB/vT) (2.33)

a = tan -1 (wB/uB) (2.34)

'y = 0 - a (2.35)

From the trimmed surface deflections, the new control limits can be

derived. For instance, if (6a)e = -0.758, then the cyclic roll control

can only deflect another 4.242 inches in the negative direction and

5.758 inches in the positive direction. Therefore, the new control

limits for the cyclic roll control are

-4.242 6 6a N< 5.758 (2.36)

For the VEAS 20 knots flight condition (see Equation (2.15) for the

state equations), the equilibrium trim values are:

ee  = 5.83 deg

e =:-1.34 deg

WBe = 3.42 ft/sec

(6a)e = -0.994 inches (2.37)

(6ede = -0.368 inches

(6) e  = 5.35 inches

(6 p)e  = -1.06 inches

VT = 33.5 ft/sec

'1
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For the trimmed values of the control surfaces, the new control surface

limits are:

6 e6c 6a 6
-. * +e c +a +p

MIN. -4.632 -5.35 -4.006 -1.69 (2.38)

MAX. 5.368 3.40 5.994 3.81

It should be noted that all simulation results are perturbations

from the equilibrium conditions. The following pages contain the other

four flight conditions with the appropriate perturbation state equations

and trim equilibrium values.

. States Equations for the Flight Conr'ition: VEAS = 40 knots

6 0 0 0 0 '0 0 1 .0176 6
S0 0 0 0 0 1 -. 00133 .0759

d uB -32.1 0 -.0112 -.00985 .0429 -.0583 -1.88 -.107 uB
VB .01428 32.1 .0026 -0819 I.00808 2.72 .213 -60.3_ vB
UB -2.44 .564 -. 125 -. 0153 1-.562 .955 70.2 -. 417 WB

0 0 -.00963 -.0312 .0268 -3.94 -1.76 .116 PB
qB 0 -. 00023 .00783 .00675 .247 -1.07 -. 0896 qB
rB 0 0 -. 00623 .011 -.00522 -.408 -.663 -.528 rB

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-1.5 .701 .0181 .866 [A6e(
+ .0395 .196 .94 -1.36 A6c (2.39)

:'- -2.03 -7.48 .099-4 1.63 A6ai
.097 .205 1.35 -.636 I A6
.372 .0635 -. 00149 -.0297 L.
-.0133 .0255 .0868 .5421

... ,
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Equilibrium Trim Values for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 40 knots

True Velocity (VT) = 67.55 ft/sec

0 e = 4.34 deg

Oe = -1.01 deg

wBe = 5.11 ft/sec (2.40)

(6a)e = -0.758 inches

(6ede = -0.208 inches

(6dce = 4.58 inches

(6 p)e = -0.583 inches

For the trimmed values of the control surfaces, the new control surface

limits are:

' e 6c 6a p

MIN. -4.792 -4.58 -4.242 -2.167 (2.41)

MAX. 5.208 4.17 5.758 3.333

States Equations for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 60 knots

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
*0 0 0 0 '0 1 0 0.61

d UB -32.1 0 -.019 -.00227, .0481 .0155 -2.77 9.91 uB
I-1_9 3 -.00342 -.104 1 .0102 3.52 .461 -99.3 vB

-. -.0475 -.0205 -.67 -8.64 104. -.497 wB
PB 0 0 -.0076 -.0329 .0229 -4.05 -1.69 .246 PB

q0 0 .00193 .00602 .00891 .201 -1.23 -.113 qB
B. 0 0 -.00409 .0138 '-.00977 -.333 -.563 -. 644 rBr I-0009 .03

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

-1.41 .593 -.0108 .872 A6 (
.0208 .246 .93 -1.59 IA5c (2.42)

-3.27 -. 32 A3 64-- - Aa
.113 .197 1.34 -.75 [A6,J
.400 .0892 .0053 -.0334
-.0261 -.0385 .0872 .645
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Equilibrium Trim Values for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 60 knots

True Velocity (VT) = 101.33 ft/sec

ee = 3.49 deg

e = 0 deg

WBe = 6.13 ft/sec (2.43)

(6a)e = -0.237 inches

(6ede = -0.425 inches

(6 e = 4.20 inches

b p)e = -0.581 inches

For the trimmed values of the control surfaces, the new control surface

limits are:

6e 6c 6a 6p

MIN. -4.575 -4.20 -4.763 -2.169 (2.44)

MAX. 5.425 4.55 5.237 3.331

States Equations for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 100 knots

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 e
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.0432

d uB -32.2 0 -0.0324 -0.000582 0.0643 -0.113 -4.48 7.93 u B-VB 0 32.2 -0.000714 -0.143 0.0102 4.66 0.752 -167.3 vB
4------------------------------ --1.39 0 -. 00879 -0.0174 -0.79 -5.32 173. -0-.505 wB

P. 0 0 -. 00304 -0.0324 0.0191 -4.00 -1.58 0.356 PB
qB 0 0 0.00251 0.00164 0.00921 0.103 -1.61 -0.104IB

5r 0 0 -0.00304 0.0168 -0.0117 -0.294 -0.513 -0.836 rB

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-1.08 0.646 -0.0166 0.7 A6e
-.0167 0.34 0.932 -1.94 A6c (2.45)-- --I-6.14 -9.63 0.5634 4.0 A6a
0.138 0.228 1.34 -.924 A6
0.46 0.095 0.0283 -.0752

IT7.-.0411 -0.0994 .0861 0.805
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. Equilibrium Trim Values for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 100 knots

True Velocity (VT) =

e = 2.47 deg

-'e = 0.0 deg

VB = 7.27 ft/sec (2.46)Be

a(6e : 0.179 inches

d6ee= -1.06 inches

( c)e = 4.43 inches

. (6p) e = -0.260 inches

For the trimmed values of the control surfaces, the new control surface

limits are:

6e  6c  6a  6p
e c a p

MIN. -3.94 -4.43 -5.179 -2.49 (2.147)

MAX. 6.06 4.32 4.821 3.01

States Equations for the Flight Condition: VEAS = 140 knots

e 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 0 o
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -0.0161

uB -32.2 0 -.0402 -.00206 .0726 -.336 5.55 8.81 uB
d 0 32.2 .00185 -.184 .00698 -6.03 1.01 -.234 vB
dt w. 0.518 0 -.00798 -.0424 -.871 -4.94 243. -.354 wB

PB 0 0 .000609 0.0338 .0152 -3.73 -1.44 .519 PB
qB 0 0 .00509 -. 00707 ' .00944 .0038 -2.02 -. 0252

0 -. 00381 .0184 -.00653 -.35 -.541 -.992 rB
6rB . 00 -. 3 1 .0 8 . .

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-. 808 .489 -. 00579 .567 A6e
"+ -.0771 .3 .97 -2.18 |A6 c (2.4,3)

-9.12 -11.1 .8149 5.54 A6a
0.143 .247 1.36 -1.04 LA6 p]
0.53 0.00436 .0647 -.175

L .0117 -.0785 .0840 .882

',.2
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Equilibrium Trim Values for the Flight Condition: V EAS 10knt

True Velocity (VT) =

a =-0.92 ideg

= 0.0 deg

We = -3.79 ft/sec (2.49)

(6a~e = 0.388 inches

el -1.64 inches

(6 c~e = 5.7 inches

(6 p )e = -. 0260 inches

4For the trimmed values of the control surfaces, the new control surface

limits are:

e c a p

MIN. -3.36 -5.74 -5.388 -2.724 (2.50)

WYMAX. 6.64 3.01 4.612 2.776
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III. Multivariable Control Law Theory Overview

The multivariable digital control law designs in this thesis are

the result of the application of control law methods developed by

Professor Brian Porter of the University of Salford, England. The

techniques are presented in Reference 14. This chapter summarizes the

* . techniques used in the design of high performance tracking systems for

aircraft control. The theoretical discussions cover the continuous-time

case as well as the corresponding discrete-time case. A better insight

into the design process can be obtained by examining the s-plane root

locations and their migrations as the gains + than the corresponding

z-plane analysis. Finally, an understanding of the effects of

transmission zeroes, especially unstable ones, is considered.

The plant to be controlled can be described by a first-order set of

linear differential equations. These equations written in state-space

format are of the form:

x = Ax + Bu (3.1)

y = Cx (3.2)

where

A = a continuous-time plant matrix (nxn)

B = a continuous-time control matrix (nxm)

C = a continuous-time output matrix (pxn)

The dimensions n, m, and p are defined as the number of states, inputs,

and outputs.

The A, B, and C matrices are partitioned to yield the following

equations:

22



. 2 ,

[yl £2 (3.4)

In equations (3.3) and (3.4), x 1eR
n - m , x2ERm, ueR

m , yeRP,

Aj ER(n-m)x(n-m) , A12(R(n-m)xm, 21Rmx(n - m), A2Rmxm, B ER(n-m)xm,

B,*ERmxm, ClfRPx(n-p), and C2 ERPxP. The matrix B2 is a square matrix

with a row and column size equal to the number of inputs in the vector u.

The matrix 22 is also square with the number of rows and columns equal

to the number of outputs. The designation of "inputs" for the aircraft

model usually refers to the control surfaces, such as elevator or

ailerons for a fixed wing aircraft, or cyclic pitch control and cyclic

roll control for a helicopter. However, in designs which incorporate

the surface actuator states into the A matrix, the "inputs" then denote

the surface actuator input commands. Outputs are states or combinations

of states of the aircraft such as pitch rate, roll angle, and flight

path angle.

A requirement of the design method is that the number of inputs

equal the number of outputs, thus B2' C2 and L2 have the same row and

column dimensions. The input and output dimensions, m and p, are then

replaced by a new dimension t, since m=p=k. Knowing these dimension

requirements allows the system matrices to be easily partitioned as

shown above.

Two design methods are applicable to the vehicle under study using

the reqular or irregular designs. The design method used is determined

by the type of plant being considered.

23
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Regular Versus Irregular Design

To be considered as a "regular design", the matrix representing the

first Markov parameter, [CB], must have rank equal to the number of

outputs, i.e. rank [CB] = X. The gain matrix is formed using the

inverse of [CB]; therefore, a rank deficient [CB] will cause an

indefinite gain matrix to be formed.

Plants in which the first Markov parameter, [CB], is rank deficient

are designated as "irregular". To allow a design to be accomplished, the

output to be controlled is changed to w(t) = y(t) + Mx1(t). The new

output matrix F is formed as shown and used in place of the C matrix:

F [F 1  2] (.5)

where

[Cl  + MA11] (3.6)

.[C + MA12] (3.")

The elements of the M matrix are selected to obtain a matrix [FB] having

full rank and thus being invertible.

The fast-sampling error-actuated digital control law governed on

the discrete-time set TT = {O, T, 2T,...) is a proportional plus

integral feedback law expressed as:

u(kT) : (1/T){&o(kT) + K 1z(kT)] (3.8)

where

IT is the sampling frequency

K" is the proportional gain matrix for the error signal
e(kT), K o Rzx

K, is the gain matrix for the backward difference of
the error signal, which is designated z(kT),

K fRiZ
KI.. 2-

*% . ° " ,



The X discrete-time vector integrators which generate the z(kT) vectors

are defined by the equation:

z{(k+1)T} z(kT) + Te(kT) (3.9)

For the continuous case, the control law governed on the set

T = [O,t] can be expressed as

u g(Koe(t) + K, f e(t)dt)

g(Kc (t) + K 1z(t)) (3.10)

where

g is the forward path gain

.o is the proportional gain for the error signal

KI is the gain for the integral of the error signal.

The control input vector u is required to cause the outp.t vector , tr

track any constant command input vector v on T (or T T) in the sense that

the error vector e(t) = v(t) - y(t) assumes the steady-state value

lim e(t) lim {v(t) -y(t)} = 0 (3.11)
t+ t+*

for arbitrary initial conditions.

A block diagram of the system with this control liw is presented in

Figures 2 and 3 for both the continuous and discrete cases. The portion

in broken lines is present only for irregular designs.
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The gain factor in the figures is the sampling frequency (l/T) for

the discrete system or a gain constant (g) for the inuous system.

For the regular design the error vector e is expressed as e = v - y.

-.. The dimension of e is equal to X. Each command in the vector v is

summed with the negative of its corresponding output element in the y

vector and is the input for the proportional plus integral gain paths.

For the discrete case, the control law is

u(kT) = (1/T)[Ko(v(kT)-y(kT))+K 1 z(kT)] (3.12)

where v(kT)zv = constant command vector during the simulation. For the

-integral forward path there exists a bank of integrators, one for each

.- error signal developed, that insure that the error signals are always

driven to zero, thus resulting in the final value of the output equal to

* . the input for the step type commands.

In the irregular design, the e vector is defined by

e= v-w (3.13)

where

w Y + M I  (3.14)

These outputs w are developed with the measurement matrix

MtR~x(n - ) and the derivatives xI of the system states. Again, for step

inputs, the error signal is driven to zero. Rates of the system states,

x1, go to zero because there is no input signal to these state equations

if the B matrix is in zero-B2, form. The one exception to the state

derivatives, x1 always going to zero is when a state derivative in x is

a function of a state in x," If the state in .2 is commanded to a

28



constant, the state derivative in will also be a constant in steady

state. A simple example is if the rate of change of the roll angle

(4) is a function of the roll rate (APB) and the yaw rate (ArB),

specifically, a 1 APB = a 2 Ar B where al>>a 2, then if ArB is commanded

to a constant (k) and the APB to zero, the rate of change of roll angle

will be equal to a2 k, in steady-state. Therefore, to obtain zero

steady-state error, the measurement matrix elements must be chosen so

that the system does not feedback the $ state derivative.

Asymptotic Characteristics

For the design shown in Figure 2, as the gain factor g increases,

the system transfer function G(s) C(sI-A)-IB approaches the asymptotic

form

where

_.L(X) C o (Ajn-Ao)-IB 0  (3.16

-0 - -o (3-17)
(A1 = C2 (XIZ- gA4 ) - gB2K 0  (3.17)

A0  0 0
-- - - -- (3.18)

[A 1K-1K .3[12-2-1KK :A11-A12-.101.

B0 = C 0 1li il22

B 0  j2 (3. 19)

0 [-12_2 1

. [ K ;0] (3.20)

and

.4 -BKjC2 (3.21)
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The matrixL(X) is the "slow" transfer function matrix and(A) is the

"fast" transfer function matrix. The poles of these transfer functions

fall into three groups designated Z 1, Z2, and Z3. The "slow" modes Z.

of the tracking system correspond as g- to the poles Z1 UZ2 of() where

Zi = {Xf C:IX KI.+Kl 01 (3.22)

and

EZ2 = {XC: XIn-X-11+A122fC1 01. (3.23)

The poles of Z I are called the assignable finite eigenvalues while the

poles of Z2 contain all of the transmission zeroes in the system. The

"fast" modes Zf of the tracking system correspond as g +* to the poles

of r(A) where

Z3  {Xf C: (3 .2 4 )

The poles Z 3 are called the fast eigenvalues of the system.

From the matrix partitions of Bo and C., it follows that as g- ,

the "slow" transfer function matrix

0 (3.25)

Therefore, from equation (3.15), the transfer function matrix G) of

the continuous-time closed-loop tracking system assumes the aymptotic

form

r(x) = (Xiz +gC22Lo)-1gC2B2LO (3.26)

in consonance with the fact that only the "fast" modes corresponding to

the poles Z3 remain both controllable and observable as g-. The "slow"

transfer function mooes corresponding to the poles ZI become

asymptotically uncontrollable as g- in view of the block structure of

30
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the matrices A0 and B . The rank of the controllability matrix is

rankM= rank[B A B A2B An B I = n-9 (3.27)
.Z0 -O - O -0 -0

which indicates that there are 2 uncontrollable finite assignable poles

in ZI. The number of poles in ZI agrees with Equation (3.22). The

values of the Z, poles are equal to the ratio of integral to

proportional gain values. (This can be shown by substituting Equation

(3.31) into Equation (3.22).)

The "slow modes" corresponding to the poles of Z2 become become
.asympotically unobservable as g- in view of the block structure of the

matrices A and C The rank of the observability matrix

rankM =rank[CT  AT CT (A) 2cT (AT)n-Ic] = (3.28)

which indicates that there are n-X unobservable finite poles in Z2 . The

number of poles in Z2 agrees with Equation (3.23) and they are located

at the transmission zero locations. The number of Z infinite poles
3

equals the number (2) of outputs of the system. Expressions for the

asymptotic modes are given in Table 1.

-#-4 As the gain factor g is increased, tracking of the system's output

".""to input commands (v) becomes increasingly "tight". Reference 14 shows

that only moderate increases in gain factor are needed for the output to

resemble an extremely fast first-order response. Although the dominant

finite (fast) roots can be made complex, much of the experience to date

has been with real roots.

The gain K, is chosen such that

- CBK= diagonal {01, 02 . .. . . } (3.29)

,.,'.%
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where aj .r + (j:1,2,3,...,J). By using Equation (3.29), the proportional

gain matrix can be found by

K [CB]1  (3.30)

The elements of the E matrix, which is selected as a diagonal matrix,

are chosen by the designer. These values determine respective gains or

the weighting of each error signal on the control surface or the system

input being commanded by the control law. The integral gain matrix KI

is often determined by a scaler multiplication of the K, matrix.

7i (3.31)

It follows from Equation (3.26) that the transfer function ^(X) of

the continuous-time tracking system assumes the diagonal asymptotic form

go go 2  gaz
r(X) = diagonal - - '...' - (3.32)

' ++ga X+902 X+goz

For the digital system the asymptotic transfer function has the form:

r(x) = diagonal al 02 a'' (3.33)
IX-1+0 I  X-1+0 2  X-I+o

Therefore as g-, or T+O, the transfer matrix G(M) approaches a diagonal

asymptotic form of increasingly noninterecting control. As can be seen

from Equations (3.32) and (3.33), the Z3 infinite roots are located on

the real axis equal to -goi for the continuous case and at I-oi, which

is near the z-plane origin for the discrete case.

For the irregular plant, the above equations are applied by

replacing the C matrix with an F matrix. The component C is replaced
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[ by F1 and C. is replaced by L2 as calculated in Equations (3.6) and

r: 52. "-" "'( 3.7 ).

In the equations of Table 1, the gain values K0 and K I are the same

as those developed from the equations that are not in zero-B2 form.

This is because

[CB] : [229] or [FBI [ [L212] (3 . 3 4 )

Transmission Zeros

Transmission zeros are considered as regions in either the s-plane

or the z-plane. These regions are asymptotic locations for certain

finite or slow poles of the system. Output feedback does not alter the

locations of transmission zeros (Ref 20) for regular systems. Such

locations coincide with conventional single input/single output transfer

function zeroes; or for MIMO systems, they may simply be regions that

attract finite poles ag g-. For the basic system transmission zeros

cannot be altered by the controller design and, since infinite gain

cannot be attained, the location of roots migrating towards these zeros

do contribute to the system response.

Designing for a system with an unstable transmission zero is

possible, but it means an upper gain limit for stability must be

established. Stable operation is possible only below that limit.

C. Increasing gain eventually results in a pole migrating to an unstable

location. Establishing an upper control limit is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for stable operation. Another condition that must

be considered is the effect the system responses have on the control

limits. Even though the closed-loop denominator contains stable poles,
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the system responses can cause saturation of the control surfaces.

Saturation for long periods of time can cause windup. This situation is

especially prevalent when a closed-loop zero is located to the right of

the closed-loop pole located closest to the origin. Designing for a

stable system within the given control limits with two unstable

transmission zeros has not been possible since the transmission zero

:. regions are always in the right-half plane.

Using the zero-2 fo.,.. the transmission zeros can be calculated

from Equation (3.23). Although they cannot be altered by output

feedback, transmission zeros can be changed in two ways. First, should

the location of the system be unacceptable, it is sometimes possible to

select another C matrix that is acceptable for the design and yields

different zero locations. Second, the measurement matrix modifies the

-* transmission zeros, and it may be possible to alter the matrix elements

to give both acceptable performance and acceptable transmission zero

locations.

Measurement Matrix Elements

Some guidelines are available for the selection of the measurement

matrix. Reference 19 presents a systematic approach to their selection

for optimum decoupling. In addition the following suggestions are

offered:

1. Make the measurement matrix as sparse as possible, adding only

enough non-zero elements to yield an F matrix and an [FB] matrix of full

rank.

2. Select values for the non-zero elements that give acceptable

- transmission zeros. In most cases, the values of the measurement
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elements result in transmission zero locations that are equal to the

reciprocal of the element value.

3. Select the loc.tion of the non-zero elements to use a state

derivative that can be easily obtained and is zero for steady-state step

commands as discussed previously.

Closed-Loop Roots

The design technique does not quarantee stability of the system

unless it has stable transmission zeros and infinite gain. Even with

stable transmission zeros, the pole migrations can cross into the

unstable region as the gain increases, and then return to the stable

transmission zero. Therefore, the closed-loop system poles are

evaluated after each design parameter variation to check if the closed-

loop system has crossed into the unstable region. The equations for

TV computing the closed-loop poles are presented below.

Partioning of the A and B system matrices is accomplished as before

to yield B. and L2 of order (ZxX), where k is the number of inputs.

.- " .- A 1 ; 11b A2 2i + L i _

_" (3.35)

y [CIK 2 ] x

or

7.11 l + A12 2 + B1  u (3.36)

•.: A, 1 X1 + 22 2 + B, u (3.37)

Y= CI +C X (3.38)

e = v -y (3.39)

u = g 3e + gK1fedt (3.40)
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S .. let z e and zfedt (3.41)

then z : v - y (3.42)

z= -C1 xi - _2 2 + _v (3.43)

H zo+ gK~z= gK t _ _ix

-C22+v]+gK1z (3.44 )

u -g C1x1 -gK Co .+gK v+gK z (H3.45)

=(A1-gB1 1)x1 + (A12-gBK. 2) 2

+gB1K v+gB.Kz (3.46)

(,A21 -g 2 -x1 + ( 2 2 --2 3  )2  (3.47)
+gKZ+gBK (347

Writing Equations (3.42), (3.45), and (3.46) in matrix notation

..-  provides the description of the closed-loop system where v is the input

command vector to the control system.

system

""a. II -IKIAlA2-gIK
l , 1g 1 .. i - gBjK C A gB1K 2 1 + gBjV, v (3.48)

gflA1- gf2) 1  L2 -2 C- gK~
j La

Note that z is a vector of dimension txi. For irregular designs replace

Ei by F and P by -2"

Some caution should be exercised in using these closed-loop

equations. For the digital system, the control is piecewise continuous

between samples and thus, by letting g=1/T, these equations can be useda''.

to evaluate stability in general. Effects that are not considereJ are..
.o

quantization and the zero-order hold when sampling and computational

time delays.
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MULTI Computer-Aided Design

The MULTI program was created by previous AFIT thesi.- research (Ref

13) and allows real-time, on-line, computer-aided designs to be

accomplished with the control law theories presented in this chapter. A

user's guide is presented in Reference 13.

There are several differences between the MULTI program

computations and the theoretical equations presented in this chapter.

In the computation of the gain matrices, a number of flexibilities are

provided. The actual MULTI computations are shown below.

For the regular design case:

1  E:[CB- 1  (3.50)

Both - and e are scalars, and a is used to set the ratio of

proportional to integral gain. Unfortunately, it is the inverse of the

usual method of varying the relationship. c is a scalar that can be used

to change all the gain elements by any desired amount. This design

parameter is especially important in keeping the control surfaces from

*.o being saturated. For the digital design case, varying c proves useful

for cases where the sampling frequency has been fixed by other design

considerations. The system response can be altered by increasing c,

resulting in the same effect as increasing 1/T.
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For the irregular design:

It should be noted that the [PH ratri4X must be used for the

calculations if B is not in [0 form.

* B,
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IV. Individual Multivariable Digital Control Laws and Results

Requirements

41. The following requirements must be satisfied in applying the design

method:

1. The number of inputs must equal the number of outputs.

2. The system must be controllable and observable.

3. All transmission zeros must be stable.

4. Integral plus proportional control is applied to all forward

loop signals.

Each of these requirements is considered in detail in the follcw> g

paragraphs.

Inputs and Outputs

The "inputs" refer to the number of control surfaces that can be

commanded to alter the aircraft's states. These are inputs to the

aerodynamic model (plant). For the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter, the

inputs consist of cyclic pitch control, collective lift control, cyclic

" roll control, and tail rotor yaw control. These are designated by u in

the state equations. The "outputs re the variables contained in the y

vector and are the responses to be controlled. For this system, there

must be four controlled outputs. The outputs can be states of the plant

or linear combinations of states. The commanded maneuver determines the

output responses, y, to be controlled. In this study, three output

command vectors are selected to perform three maneuvers consisting of

yaw rate response, a coordinated turn, and a vertical rate response. A.

explanation of the selection of each y vector is given in the design
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procedure section.

Controllability and Observability

Controllability and observability are properties of the state-space

representation of a system. Controllability implies that the inputs can

affect each mode of' the system. For a linear, time-invariant system,

controllability of the plant can be checked by evaluating the rank of

the matrix Mc (Ref.4) where

Rank Mc Rank[B AB An-IB]= n (4.1)

For the augmented system containing integrators, an additional

requirement is that (Ref i2)

Rank [ n+P.

Observability implies that the outputs are affected by every mode.

It also implies that the effects on theoutputs of one state variable can be

distinguished from the effects of the other state variables. For a

time-invariant system, this property of the plant can be determined by

evaluating the rank of the observability matrix, Mo, (Ref 4) where

Rank M = Rank [ CT ATcT AT(n1) CT] n (4.2)

Controllability and observability are evaluated for each design.

In trials where the criteria are not met, the system model is redefined

until controllability and observability are achieved.

Transmission Zeros

As discussed in Chapter III, transmission zerco.; of the system are

oil ,considered as regions toward which some system roots migrate with
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increasing gain. As gain approaches infinity, or the sampling time

approaches zero, for a discrete system the affected roots asymptotically

approach the transmission zero locations. Output feedback does not

alter transmission zeros. In the strictest sense, it is desired that

all such zeros be stable to insure system stability with high gain.

Such a selection does not guarantee stability for all system gain values

since the locus of system roots may journey into the unstable region

before arriving in the vicinity of the transmission zeros. Thus for

stable transmission zeros, stable operation is only assured for gain

values approaching infinity. A controller design for a system with

unstable transmission zeros can be developed with these techniques, but

in such cases an upper gain boundary is established to prevent system

roots from moving into the unstable region. Thus, the restriction is

not absolute; however, failing to meet it does impose additional design

considerations.

For irregular designs the CB matrix does not have full rank, and

additional transmission zeros are introduced by the measurement matrix

M. These transmission zeros can be altered by changing the measurement

matrix elements. If the measurement matrix is very sparse, the location

of the additional transmission zeros in the s-plane is the inverse of

the values of the elements in the measurement matrix. Thus, a 0.25

element in the measurement matrix produces a transmission zero at -4.0

in the s-plane. This simple relationship breaks down as the number of

matrix elements increases or if the B matrix is not in zero-B2 form.

Reference 19 provides a guide to the selection of the measuremlent

matrix.
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Integral Plus Proportional Compensation

The fast-sampling error-actuated controller is governed by a

control law equation of the form

q
u(kT) f{Le(kT) + Z Kjjz(kT)} (4.3)

where K. R X L (j=0,1,2 ... q), f=I/T is a scalar gain equal to the

sampling frequency, and the control input vector u(t) is piecewise-

constant on the intervals kT < t< (k+1)T (k=0,1,2, ... ). Since only

tight tracking of step inputs is required, higher order vector

- . integrators (j>2) needed to follow ramp, parabolic, and higher order

inputs are not used in this study. Therefore, the error-actuated

controller reduces to

u(kT) f{0e(kT) + K1z(kT)} (4.4)

which is applied on all forward loops. This error-actuated controller

contains a vector comparator, e(kT), which compares the commanded

maneuver, v, with the desired output vector y(kT). It also contains an

integral component. The vector integrator has the equation form

z[(k+1)T] z(kT) + Te(kT) (4.5)

where z t RZ and k=O, 1,2,3,... The vector integrator can be also

expressed as

j=k-1

z(kT) z(O) + T E e(jT) (4.6)

j=O

where z(O) is usually equal to zero. Assuming z(O) 0, Equation (4.2)

can be rewritten as
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j=k-1
u(kT) f{ e(kT) + KIT E e(jT (4.7)0e .

This equation expresses the error-actuated controller entirely in terms

of the error vector, e(kT). Substituting Equation (3.31) gives the

final form of the controller expressed as

j:k-1

u(kT) = f{oe(kT) + K . e(jT)} (4.8)

An inherent stability problem associated with proportional plus

integral controllers applied to actuators which can saturate is windup.

Consider a very large change in the desired setpoint (commanded maneuver

is initiated): the proportional channel of the proportional plus

*y.'., integral controller can cause saturation of the system's actuators, and

A the integrator channel begins to integrate large errors and eventually

reaches a commanded control level that would cause saturation by itself.

As the tracking error signal decreases, the proportional channel output

also decreases, but the already saturated integrator channel does not

"discharge" its commanded control level until after the error has

changed sign, causing the total proportional plus integral controller

output to stay at or near a saturating value, even though the actual

system output, y, may be very close to the desired value. This can

cause very large and undesirable overshoots in the observed system

behavior. An antiwindup compensation method might involve adding a

limiter in series with the input to the controlled system in order to

preclude the control law from commanding values outside the saturation

limits of the actuators. MULTI currently has an option that sets the
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control limits for the control surfaces. However, windup effects are

still experienced if the control limits are saturated for lengthy

periods of time. Therefore, the requirement for proportional plus

integral control is that it is applied on all forward loops and that

control surface limits are not exceeded by the control surface

responses.

A Design Procedure

A procedure for developing a design is established, based on the

efforts in this thesis. The basic steps in this procedure are outlined

below and are then discussed in detail.

1. Formulate the aircraft design model into the proper format.

2. Select the outputs to be controlled.

3. Check controllability and observability.

4. Calculate the transmission zeros and select the measurement

matrix if it is required.

5. Check the open loop-stability of the system.

6. Scale gains for stable response and to keep controls within

allowable limits.

7. Vary weighting matrix elements for desired responses and to

meet control input restraints.

8. Adjust the ratio of proportional plus integral gain for timely

steady-state behavior.

Chapter II covers the formulation of an aircraft model in state-

space format necessary for this design application. Time spent in

developing a controller design requires that the models for the plant,

actuators, and sensors are an adequate representation. If possible, the
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models should be validated before proceeding with the control law

design.

Selection of the outputs to be controlled is dependent on the

maneuver to be commanded. For this study, the three maneuvers to be

performed are the yaw rate command system, the coordinated turn command

system, and the vertical rate command system. The three maneuvers are

shown below as originally presented by the sponsor:

1. Yaw Rate Command System

rB 10 deg/sec, step input

0. PB=0

.' q 0

2. Coordinated Turn Command System

PB=± 10deg/sec, step input - for a period of afew seconds.

YB = 0

3. Vertical Rate Response

hE = + 20 ft/sec, step input

It should be noted that since there are four inputs, there must be four

controlled outputs. The final selection of the output vectors is

discussed later in this chapter.

Controllability and observability are checked for both the open-

loop aircraft and the closed-loop design model prior to performing the

design. This is an area prone to error due to the tedium of performing

operations on matrices with realistic elements. Automation can

significantly reduce the computational burden but is not employed in

this thesis.
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The selection of measurement matrix elements and the calculation of

transmission zeros are steps that are interrelated in the design. An

initial selection of the measurement matrix elements (mi )is made with
2.3

O~mij < 1. After measurement matrix selection, the transmission zeros

are calculated. Based on their locations, refinement of the measurement

matrix elements is made. In some cases, unstable transmission zeros

that are not created by the measurement matrix can be removed by

redefining the output C matrix.

Open Loop Stability

The five flight conditions that are used in this study are the low

speed flight conditions, VEAS = 20 and 40 knots, and the forward flight

flight conditions, VEAS = 60, 100, and 140 knots. A preliminary insight

into the stability of the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter can be gained by

7examining the poles of the denominator of the open-loop transfer

function. If the helicopter plant contains an unstable mode(s), greater

care must be taken in the design process to insure that the right-half

s-plane poles(s) or pole(s) outside the unit circle in the z-plane are

.4 brought back into their respective regions of stability for the closed-

loop system. The denominator of the open-loop transfer functions for

the five flight conditions are listed below.

The denominator of the open-loop transfer function for the VEAS

20 knots flight condition is:

• .1000E+01) S** 8 (-.3595E+01) + J(O. )
( .5451E+01) S** 7 (-.1950E+00) + J(-.7487E+00)
( .8000E+C.) S** 6 (-.1950E+00) + J( .7487E+00)
( .6033E+01) S** 5 (-.1474E+.01) + J(O. )
( .(4828E+01) S** 4 ( .1497E+00) + J( .4652E+00) (4.9)

( .1373E+01) S** 3 ( .1497B+00) + J(-.4652E+00)
( .9037E+00) S** 2 (-.1898E+00) + J(O. )
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C(.2258E+00) S** 1 (-.1014E+00) + J(O. )
•'* "" ( .1459E-01) S* 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that there are two unstable open-loop poles at

s=0.1497 + jO.14652.

The denominator of the open-loop transfer function for the VEAS

40 knots flight condition is:

( .1000E+01) S** 8 (-.3902E+01) + J(O. )
C .6193E+01) S** 7 (-.2371E+00) + J(-.9279:+O0)
C .1126E-02) S** 6 (-.2371E+00) + J( .9279E+00)
C .1113E+02) S** 5 (-.1519E+01) + J(O. )
(.8566E+01) S** 4 (-.1642E+00) + J( .3188E+00) (4.10)

.2219E+01) S** 3 (-.1642E+00) + J(-.3188E+00)

.3890E+00) S** 2 C .1723E+00) + J(O.( (-.8950E-01) S** 1 (-.1412E+00) + J(O.

(-.1702E-01) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that there is one unstable open-loop pole at

s=0.1723.

The denominator of the open-loop transfer function for the VEAS

'4 60 knots flight condition is:

( .1000E+01) S** 8 (-.3833E+01) + J(O.
C .6717E+01) S** 7 (-.3881E+00) + J(-.1370E+01)
(.1432E+02) S** 6 (-.3881E+00) + J( .1370E+01)
'..1656E+02) S** 5 (-.2294E+01) + J(O. )
(.1481E+02) S** 4 ( .1877E+00) + J( .2468E+00) (4.11)
(-.2496E+01) S** 3 ( .1877E+00) + J(-.2468E+00)
( .8405E+00) S** 2 (-.1676E+00) + J(O. )
C .3070E+00) S** 1 (-.2195E-01) + J(O. )

.6304E-02) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that there are two unstable open-loop poles at

s=0.1877 + j0.2468.
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The denominator of the open-loop transfer function for the VEA

100 knots flight condition is:

(.1000E+01) S** 8 (-.3910E+01) + J(O.)
(.7411E+01) S** 7 (-.4536E+00) + J(-.1807E+01)
(.1920E+02) S** 6 (-.4536E+00) +J( .1B07E+01)
(.3033E+02) S** 5 (-.2712E+01) + J(o.)
.3333E+02) S** 4 .1988E+00) + J( .2632E+00) (4.11)

(-.3508E+01) S* 3 C.1988E+00) + J(-.2632E+O0)
C.11914E+01) S** 2 (-.2312E+00) +J(0.
C.9960E+00) S** 1 (-.4890E-01) + J(0.)
.4526E-01) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN =.1000E+01

It should be noted that there are two unstable open-loop poles at

*~~6* ~s=0.1988 + jO.2632.

The denominator of the open-loop transfer function for the V EAS

140 knots flight condition is:

C.1000E+01) S** 3 (-.3663E+00) + J( .2169E+01)
.7837E+01) S** 7 (-.3663-7+00) + J(-.2169E+O1)
C.2289E+02) S** 6 (-.4018E+01) + J(O.
C.4565E4-02) S** 5 (-.2937E+01) + J(0.)
C.6390E+02) S* 14 ( .1391E+00) + J( .2929E+00) (4.13)
(.9718E+01) 3"* 3 ( .1391E+00) + J(-.2929E+0O)
(.2127E+01) S** 2 (-.3701E+00) + J(O.
C.232)4E+01) 3"* 1 (-.5768E-01) + JCO.)
C.1282E+00) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN =.1000E+01

It should be noted there are two unstable open-loop poles at s=0.1391 +

JO.2929. It should also be noted that all five flight conditions

contain an unstable mode. As a result of these open-loop instabilities,

the closed-loop poles must be checked for stability after each design

trial. Even though the desired outputs might tightly track the desired

maneuver over a specific time period, an unstable mode in a closed-loop

system for an individual digital control law is unacceptable.

For the first design attempt, the a, Z, and c parameters are set to

% one in MULTI. In most cases this results in an unstable system. This

__ result can be checked from the denominator of the closed-loop transfer
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function and therefore a simulation run is a waste of resources. For

" +the unstable system, the gain is then reduced by decreasing 2 until

stable operation is obtained. However, stable operation does not

guarantee that the control limits are not exceeded. Once stable

operation is reached, a simulation is run. If the control limits are

exceeded, c must be reduced until the controls no lor., r reach

saturation. The weighting matrix elements are then adjusted (ratioed

with respect to one another) to achieve acceptable responses. Then, the

proportional plus integral ratio (I/s) is adjusted so that steady-state

behavior is reached within a desired time. Again, system stability and

control limit saturation must be checked after each parameter variation.

Finally, before any design can be attempted, a selection of the

sampling frequency, f, must be made. Based on the current capabilities

of current digital computers, a sampling frequency equal to 50 Hertz is

selected for this study.

The following pages contain the results achieved for the three

commanded maneuvers at the applicable flight conditions.

Yaw Rate Command System

The purpose of the yaw rate command system is to execute a flat

turn about the z-body axis. As originally stated, the yaw rate command

system commands rB to + 10 deg/sec with q,=PB=Oo The perturbation state,

w must also be commanded to zero to complete the output vector as well

as to express the desire to have no z-body velocity while executing a

flat turn. However, with this output vector incorporated into the C

matrix there are two transmission zeros at the origin. As 7entioned in

Chapter III, a stable design with two transmission zeros at the origin
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is nearly impossible to design as the transmission zeros are approached

from the unstable region of the s-plane with increasing gain.

* - Therefore, instead of commanding the perturbation pitch rate, q.,

.- to zero, the perturbation pitch angle, 0 is commanded to zero. Since

=qB in most cases, commanding 0 to zero results in qB being zero.

It is also possible to command the perturbation roll angle,S, to zero

instead of the perturbation roll rate P8 to zero. With the appropriate

- measurement matrix, stable transmission zeros can be obtained. However,

a constant roll rate due to the constant yaw rate results. Examining

the pequation for any flight condition confirms this result. The

magnitude of the constant roll rate is quite unacceptable. Commanding

both4 and PB is impossible as it results in sinCular gain matrices.

Therefore the final choice of output vector to be controlled for the yaw

rate command system is

" ":(4. 1

-_ %:r B-

'' The selection of 0 requires that a measurement matrix be selected

in order that the first Markov parameter, [CB], have full rank. Since

the B matrix is not in zero-B form, there is no current method for
0a -'

obtaining the M matrix in order that the outputs are decoupled from each

other. Therefore, the objective of selecting the M matrix is to obtain

full rank for the [FBI matrix. A careful examination of the A matrix

reveals that unneeded complexity results if the M matrix is not of the

form
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M i 2 1  M22 0 0 (4.15)

O 0 0 0

O 0 0 0

For this command system, mn1 2 "r2 1  m~22 =0 and mn1  0.2b. With this

choice of M matrix, there is a transmission at the origin. One

transmission zero at the origin can be handled by the design method;

however, an upper stability limit must be established.

Successful designs have been obtained for the VEA 20, 40, and 60

knots flight conditions. Designs for the yaw rate command System at

V EAS : 100 and 1140 knots have not been achieved. At these flight

conditions, instabilities and control limit saturation problems are

insurmountable. For the VEA 20 knots flight condition, the final

denominator of the closed-loop transfer function is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3322E+01) + J( .3787E+01)

(.2608E+02) S* 11 (-.3322E+401) + J(-.37877E+01)
(.2712E+03) S** 10 (-.1208E+.02) + J(O.)
C.1701E+04) S** 9 (-.5012E+00) + J( .1498E+01)
(.7196E+04) S** 8 (-.5012E+00) + J(-.1498E+01)
(.2261E+05) S** 7 (-.4188E+01) + J(0.
C.5492E+05) S** 6 (-.3756E-01) +- J( .31014E+01) (4.16)
C.8951E+05) S** 5 (-.3756E-01) + J(-.310'4E+01)
(.9802E+05) S** 4 (-.2037E+01) + J(0.)
.6798E+05) S** 3 (-.3935E-04) +J(0.

(.3461E+04) S** 2 (-.12149E-01) + J(0.)
C.3291E+02) S** 1 (-.4175E-01) +. J(0.
.1290E-02) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN .1000 +01

Or. It should be noted that the closed-loop system poles are ali in the

stable region. The figures of merit are listed in Table V-1 and the

timne response plots in Figures 4a - 4g. The design data~ for each

individual controller precedes the corresponding plots.
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Design Data for the Yaw Rate Command System

. Flight Condition: VEAS 20 knots

T 0.02 seconds

S a 0.25

0.2 0 0 0
0 2.0 0
0 0 0.1 J

'"0 0 0 1.

E:0.5

o.25 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0]

0.2881 0.0016 0 0.0001351 -0.00582
.-0.03929 -0.003245 -0.001686 0.03288|

-0.006159 0.1709 0.00006213 0.0992

0009233 -0.02319 0.001311 0.2163

.152 0.006142 0.0005406 -0.0(23-)"1

., -0.1572 -0.01298 -0.006745 0.131
-. .02464 0.68e3 0.0002485 0.393c

0.03693 -0.1127 0.0007245 0.8673

Input ramp input: 1.0 seconds

.. Input command: 0 = 0.0
p =:0.0

w =0.0
r = 0.1745 rad/sec step

NOTE: Step commands are ramped to steady state over
a specified tine. This time is designated as thE

"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 4f. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, AMe and A~c, for the

.Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS =20 Knots)
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Figure 4g. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A 6a and Op, for the Yaw
awHRate Command System (VEAS 20 Knots)
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Table IV-1
Yaw Rates Results for VEAS 20 knots

Outputs M t tm FV t
p p MMM3

0 0.00084723 8.9 -0.0041178 1.8 -0.000851 10

0.0040857 1.4 -0.000631 10 -0.000631 10

wB 0.1865 2.7 -0.12069 1.4 -0.01753 10

r 0.18666 1.3 0 0 0.17435 1.6

In Table IV-I, the symbols representing the figures of merit are:

M = the positive peak value
p

tp = the time to reach Mp

the negative peak value

tm = the time to reach Mm

FV = final value

t s = the settling time

-.4 Since the similation time equals 10 seconds, it should be noted that a

settling time of 10 seconds does not indicate that the response has

reached steady-state. It should be noted for the output responses that

0 is in radians and PB and rB are in radians/sec. An examination of

the output time responses reveals relatively tight tracking of the

commanded maneuver. However, problems exist in the state responses, p

and v B. The perturbation roll angle state equation is

-0.00239 qB + PB + 0.102 rB (4.17)

For the commanded yaw rate, r9=0.1745 rad/sec and qB= PB= 0 in the

steady-state. Therefore, $ 0.0178 rad/sec in the steady-state. It

should be noted that the increasing roll angle is due to the yaw rate
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and not the roll rate. A side-effect of this undesired roll angle is

-" the y-body axis velocity, vB. An examination of Figure 4e. reveals a

slow, oscillatory, lightly-damped response with a magnitude comparable

to the total velocity. It can be concluded that the yaw rate response

has excited the dutch roll mode. This result is not totally

satisfactory. Another problem exists in the pitch angle perturbation

state equation described below

0 = qB + C.0234 rb ( 4.18)

As shown above, 0 also assumes a constant value in steady-state of 0

0.0040833 rad/sec. The oatput, 0, is given by

0 = 0+0.25 qB + 0.00585 rB (4.19

which violates the condition for zero steady-state error since

e =-0.25 qB-0.O0102 (4.20)

Examining Figure 4d. reveals that qB oscillates around a negative-

valued constant not equal to zero. The conclusion that can be reached

about the yaw rate command system at VEAS = 20 knots is that there is

relatively tight tracking for the desired outputs; however, the state

responses, 4 and vB, are undesirable. The main problem with the yaw

-. rate command system is that only four outputs can be commanded. This

limitation prevents taking into account all the effects caused by the

helicopter executing a flat turn. Another output vector could be

selected as long as a trade-off analysis is performed.

60
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For the VEAS = 40 knots flight condition, the final denominator of

the closed-loop transfer function is

.1000E+01) S** 12 (-.2179E+02) + J(O.

(.3944E+02) S** 11 (-.4658E+01) + J( .3753E+01)
( .5367E+03) S** 10 (-.4658E+01) + J(-.3753E+01)

.4116E+04) S** 9 (-.2409E+00) + J( .3501E+01)

C .2055E+05) S** 8 (-.2409E+00) + J(-.3501E+01)

C(.7536E+05) S** 7 (-.7449E+00) + J( .1712E+01)

(.2066E+06) S** 6 (-.7449E+00) + J(-.1712E+01) (4.21)

C(.3824E+06) S** 5 (-.4022E+01) + J(O.
( .4719E+06) S** 4 (-.2272E+01) + J0.

(.3361E+06) S** 3 (-.1357E-02) + J(o.

(.2100E+05) S** 2 (-.1769E-01) + J(O. )

(.2889E+03) S** 1 (-.4829E-01) + J(0. )

.3541E+00) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the closed-loop system poles are all in the

stable region. For this flight condition, the simulation contains the

actuators dynamics models developed in Chapter I. The figures of merit

are listed in Table IV-2 and the time response plots in Figures 5a. -

5f.

Table IV-2
Yaw Rate Results for VEAS=40 knots

Outputs Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

0 0 0 -0.003705 1.6 -0.001055 10

PB 0.003456 1.4 -0.0000607 0.1 0.0013465 10
wB 0.180373 2.3 -0.151656 1.1 0.013948 10

r B  0.18058 1.2 0 0 0.173435 1.5

An examination of the time responses reveals relatively tight

tracking of the desired output responses. Again, there are

unsatisfactory results for the state responses, t and v . The

perturbation roll angle state equation is

-0.00133 qB PB + 0.07 w) rB (4 .22)
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Design Data for the Yaw Rate Command System
Flight Condition: VEAS =40 knots with actuators

T = 0.02 seconds

a 0.25

[0.2 2. 0
0 2.5 0 0

0 0 0.1 0

0 0 0 1

0.70

0.25 0 0 0
M: 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

S0.3953 0.o01604 0.000424 0.C00492-T
K0  -0.1040 -0.006046 -0.002435 0.06556 |

-0.005336 0.3024 0.0003703 0.1306

0.01545 -0.04818 0.00006562 0.299 J
1.581 -0.006415 0.001689 0.0197

K -0.4159 -0.02419 -0.00974 0.2622
-002134 1.210 0.001481 0-5222

• L0.06179 -0.1927 0.0001615 1.196

Input ramp input: 1.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

p = 0.0
w= 0.0
r = 0.1745 rad/sec step

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a specified

time. This time is designated as the "input ramp time"

given above.

4.
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F ligure 5a. Output Responses, -0(rad.) and pB(rad/see), for the Yaw

Rate Command System W/it~h Actuators (VEA S =40 Knots)
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Figure 5b. Output Responses, w B(ft/see) and rvi' ad/sec), for the Yaw
-.-'-'- .- Rat~e Command System With Actuators (VEA 40q Knots)
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Figure 5c. State Responses, uBra. and q rsc for ' the Yaw Rat Coman

CmdSystem With Actuator s (yA 40 Knots)
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-- Figure 5d. State Responses, uBrd. and qB(rd,c for the Yaw RateCoan

CmdSystem With Actuators (VEA 40 Knots)
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Figure 5e. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6 e and AU, for the

Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS =40 Knots)
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*Figure 5f. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A6 a and ASfor the Yaw

Rate Command System With Actuators (VEAS ~40 Knots)
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In steady-state, 0.01324 rad/sec and results from the constant rB

command. The perturbation side velocity, vB, again shows even greater

effect of the dutch roll made with respect to the total velocity. The

sane problem with 0 and the steady-state error again occur since

0 = + 0.0176 rB. (4.23)

and the desired output response for 0 is

0 0+0.25 qB+O.OO244 rB. (4.24)

Even though tight tracking of the desired outputs is obtained, the

uncontrolled states, and v, exhibit unsatis factory dutch roll mode
SB.

effects.

- . The final denominator of' tine closed-loop transfer function for the

*.V EAS= 6 0 knots flight condition is

(.1000E'+01) S** 12 (-.3506E+02) + J(O.
- -C.,472E+.02) S** 11 (-.3275E+00) +~ J(-.3634E.01)

C.8712E+03) S** 10 (-.3275E+00) + J( .3634E+01)
( 714( ~04) S** 9 (-.5346E+01) + V( .3601E+01)
.3' p05) S** 8 (-.5346E+01) + J(-.360'E+01)
C.5E+06) S** 7 (-.8954E+00) + J( .1767E+01)

.4525E+06) S** 6 (-.8954E+00) + J(-.1767E+01) (4.25)
(.8888E+06) S** 5 (-.4019E+01) + J(0.)
C.1140E+07) S** 4 (-.2433E+01) + J(0.
(.8204E+.06) S** 3 (-.1987E-02) + J( .1808E01)
C.5293E+05) S** 2 (-.1987E-02) + J(-.1808E01)
C.4659E+03) S** 1 (-.66217E-01) + J(0.)
.1632E+02) S** 0 DENkMINATOR GAIN .1000E+01

*.It should be noted that the closed-loop system poles are all in the

*stable region. For this flight condition, the simulation is performed

both with and without actuators. -he figures of merit for the

simulation with actuators are listed in Table IV-3 and the time response

plots in Figures 6a.-6h. The figures of merit for the simulation

without actuators are listed in Table P1-4 and the time response plcts
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Design Data for the Yaw Rate Command System

Flight Condition: VEAS 60 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

*~ =i 0.25

= 02 0 0 0
0 3 5 0 0

3.5 0.1 1
0 0 0 0'¢.:. - 0.8

[0.25 0

0 0 0 0
L0 0 0 0J

0.4388 -0.01392 0.0005775 0.00259
K0  -0.1703 0.008547 -0.002668 0.08984

-0,00717 0.4855 0.0002487 0.517
0.008557 -0.06569 -0.0001695 0.295

1.755 -0.0553 0.00231 0.01036
K, -0.6814 0.03419 -0.01067 0.3594

-G.02868 1.942 0.0009946 0.6063

0.03423 -0.2623 -0.000678 .18

Input ramp time: 1.0 second

Input command: 0 = 0.0
p = 0.0
w 0.0

r = 0.1745 rad/sec step

Note: Ste commands are ramped to steady state over a specified
time. This time is designated as the "input ramp time"
given above.
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Figure 6a. Output Response, PB, for the Yaw Rate Command System

(VEAS 60 Knots)
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Figure 6c. Output Response, WB, for the Yaw Rate Command System

(yEAS =60 Knots)
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Figure 6g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, Ae and AS~ for the
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in Figures 7a.-7h.

Table IV-3
Yaw Rate Response with Actuators for VEAS260 knots

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

0 0 0 -0.00368698 1.5 -0.001453 9.7

PB 0.00366367 1.4 -0.000014934 0.1 0.00165536 9.9
wB 0.2426068 2.1 -0.1219128 1.1 1.007585 10

rB 0.1767156 1.2 0 0 0 171732 1.4

Table 1V-4
Yaw Rate Response for VEAS=60 knots

Outputs Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

o 0 0 -0.0035923 1.5 -0.001395 9.1

PB 0.0035991 1.4 1 0 0.0016613 9.9
WB 0.256420 2.2 -0.124232 1.2 0.0105276 9.9
rB 0.1766397 1.2 0 0 0.1714144 1.4

From the figures of merit and the time response plots, it can be

seen that there is little difference between the simulation with

actuators and the simulation without actuators. Again, an examination

of the output responses reveals relatively tight tracking of the desired

output responses. The problems with 0 and vB reappear as expected.

The roll angle perturbation state equation is

= PB + 0.061 rB. (4.26)

In steady-state, j=0.01064 rad/sec. Even though * in steady-state

improves with increasing total velocity, vB becomes much worse. The

non-zero steady-state error problem disappears since 6 = qB"

From the experience gained at the lower flight conditions, possible

designs at VEAS = 100 and 140 knots would not be practical due to the

increasingly unsatisfactory influence of the dutch roll mode on the

perturbation y-body velocity, vB.
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'S Design Data for the Yaw Rate Command System With Actuators
* ..-' Flight Condition: VEAS 60 knots

T = 0.00 seconds

= 0.25

-~0.2 0 0 01
Z = 0 3.5 0 0

0 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 1.

=0.8
0.25 0 0 01

M= 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0-

0.4388 -0.01382 0.0005775 0.0025

o0.1703 0.008547 -0.002668 0.08984
-0.00717 0.4855 0.0002487 0.517 I
,0.008557 -0.06569 -0.0001695 0.295

1.755 -0.0553 0.00231 0.01036
-0.6814 0.03419 -0.01067 0.3594
-0.02868 1.942 0.0009946 0.6068 1
0.0O3423 -0.2628 -0.000678 1.18 j

Input ramp time: 1.0 second
Input command: 0 = 0.0

p = 0.0
W 0.0
r : 0.1745 rad/sec step

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a specified
time. This time is designated as the "input ramp time"
given above.
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Figure 7a. Output Response, 0, for the Yaw Rate Command System With
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Figure 7b. Output Response, Ps- for the Yaw Rate Command System With
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Figure 7g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6e andA.!c, for the
Yaw Rate Command System With Actuators (VEAS --60 nots)
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Figure 7h. Lateral Control Surface Responses, " a and A6, for the Yawaw.Rate Command System With Actuators (VEAS = 60'Knots)
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Coordinated Turn Command System

The purpose of the coordinated turn command system is to execute a

-coordinated turn. As originally stated, the coordinated turn command

system commanded the perturbation roll rate, tB = ± 10 deg/sec with the

perturbation y-body acceleration, YB = 0. The YB = 0 command

*indicates that there must be no sideslip (8=0) while executing the

coordinated turn. Since YB = VB' vB could be commanded to zero instead.

However, B contains inputs from the control surfaces. In order to

command VB= 0, the output equation would require a D matrix. The

current version of MULTI contains no implementation for a D matrix.

result of this situation, vB is commanded to zero. Since the sideslip

angle, a, is defined by

a = sin-(VB/VT) (4.27)

commanding VB:O is equivalent to having zero sideslip.

Since there are four control surfaces, two more outputs must be

commanded. The perturbation state vectors, 0 and wB, are added to

include the requirement that the helicopter not pitch or have a z-body

velocity.

Referring to Blakelock (Ref 3), a coordinated turn can be defined
.q

for a longitudinally and laterally coupled aircraft. For a given

displacement of the roll angle, the yaw rate, rB, and the pitch rate,

qB1 can be found by the following equations

rB g sin € (4.28)

VT

and

qB= g tan € sin € (4.29)

.~. VT
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These two equations depend on the roll angle, p, and not the rolI rate

-. p o In order to stay within the small angle approximations of the

linearized state equations, + is commanded instead of PB" A second

reason for selecting over PB is that stable transmission zeros are

obtained. Using PB results in a transmission zero at the origin. A

final reason for selecting is that the equations for a coordinated

turn developed in Blakelock can be used to check the responses.

The final output vector selected for the coordinated turn command

system is

y= (4.30)

Since PB= t 10 deg/sec, is commanded to + 30 deg in three seconds.

It should be noted that t ± 30 deg, is definitely straining the small

angle approximations; however, this is ignored to expose te

capabilities of the digital control law design method. Finally, it

should be noted from Equation (4.29), that perturbation pitch rate

results from a perturbation in the roll angle and not from a

Sperturbation in the pitch angle.

Individual digital control laws have been developed at the VEAS

60, 100, and 140 knots flight condition. For these flight conditions,

the expected values of rB and qB in rad/sec are listed in Table IV-5

for a perturbation roll angle, € 30 degrees.

.

4..
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-.Table IV-5
'- -. Expected Values of rB and for the

Coordinated Turn Command System

VEAS rB qB

60 0.158882 0.0917303
100 0.0953289 0.055038
140 0.0680921 0.039313

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS =

60 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.1262E+02) + J( .3797E+02)
( .1317E+03) S** 11 (-.1262E+02) + J(-.3797E+02)
( .8242E+04) S** 10 (-.4646E+02) + J(O. )
( .3326E+06) S** 9 (-.2486E+02) + J( .3818E+00)
( .8307E+07) S** 8 (-.2486E+02) + J(-.3818E+00)
(.1111E+09) S** 7 (-.4274E+01) + J(O. )
(.6773E+09) S** 6 (-.4001E+01) + J(O. ) (4.29)
(.1892E+10) S** 5 (-.4104E+00) + J( .1003E+00)
(.2365E+10) S** 4 (-.4104E+00) + J(-.1003E+00)
(.1462E+10) S** 3 (-.9108E-02) + J(O.
( .4443E+09) s** 2 (-.5949E+00) + J( .8854E01)

lk (.5472E+08) S'* 1 (-.5 949E+00 ) + J(-.885E07)
( .4626E+06) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It is noted that the closed-loop poles are all within the stable region.

The figures of merit are listed in Table IV-6 and the time response

plots are given in Figures 8a.-8g.
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Design Data for the Coordinated Turn Command System
Flight Condition: VEAS = 60 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

a 2.0

[: 0 0 0 0-5"

= 0.5

25 0 0 01
M = 0 0.25 0 0

.0 0 0 0
.. 0 0 0 0

10.96 -0.0252 -0.004485 0 .0 14 4 1 1
K0 =4.636 0.4774 -0.1421 0.06772

0-7813 2.111 -0.2269 0.004588
1- 031 1.308 -0.4693 -0.007605]

5.479 -0.0126 -0.002243 0.007203

K, -2318 0.2387 -0.07105 -0.03386

-013906 1.055 -0,1135 0.002294I

.-05154 0.654 -0.2346 -0.003803
J

Input ramp time: 3.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

. = 0.5235 rad/sec step
v = 0.0

w 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a specified
time. This time is designated as the "input ramp time"
given above.
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Figure 8a. Output Response, Ofor the Coordinated Turn Command System

., ,(VEA S =60 Knots)
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Figure 8b. Output Response, E), for the Ceqordinated Turn Command System

(VEAS =60 Knots)
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Figure 8b. Output Responses, vB and wB , for the Coordinated Turn

Command System (C 60 Knots)
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Figure 8d. State Response, UB, for the Coordinated Turn Command System

(VEAS =60 Knots)
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Figure 8e. State Responses, PB, qB, and rB  for the Coordinated Turn

Command System VEA S tKn)ts
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Figure 8f. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses AMe and AMcp for the
Coordinated Turn Command System (VEAS =60 Knots)
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Figure 8g. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A 6
a and ASP, for theCoordinated Turn Command System (VEAS = 60 Knots)
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Table IV-6
N.F . Coordinated Turn Responses for VEAS 60 knots

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

0 0.00010521 0.9 -0.00009911 4.1 0.00002301 9.9
f 0.52641322 4.4 0 0 0.5234557 3.5
VB 0.0226923 3.1 -0.02664617 0.1 0.004735 10
wB 0.02664741 3.9 -0.04513320 0.7 -0.0043384 9.9

The output responses, 0 and f, are in radians. Examining the

time response plots reveals that extremely tight tracking of the desired

outputs is obtained. The time response plots for the control surfaces

are generated by a linear curve fit routine instead of the usual spline

curve fit routine which smooths the responses between sample instances.

The linear curve fit routine prevents the time responses from appearing

to respond in negative time. An example of this is the vB time response

plot in Figure 8c. Problems with negative time responses occur when

large perturbations are generated from the equilibrium conditions. The

smoothing algorithm causes the response to occur during negative time,

#5. which of course is impossible.

From Figure 8e., rB is found to be equal to 0.16525 rad/sec which

compares favorably to the expected value of 0.158882 rad/sec found in

Table IV-5. The perturbation pitch rate, qB' is approximately zero

which does not compare to the value found in Table IV-5. It can be

concluded that the original assumption of a coupled aircraft is not

true, and that only the lateral modes are excited by the coordinated

turn command system.

The final mystery of the coordinated turn command system is the

perturbation x-body velocity,uB, time response. From the state

equations, it is found that
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-UB32 .1 0-0.019 UB-0.00227 VB+0.0481 wB

+0.0155 PB- 2 .7 7 qB+9.91 rB-1.41A 6e (4.32)

+0.593A6c-0.OI08t~a+0.872A6 
p

which can be further reduced to the following equation by examining the

figures of merit and the time response plots.

UB:-0.019 UB+9 .91 rB+0. 872A6 p  (4.33)

In steady-state, rB=0.16525 rad/sec and d6p=0.22 inches, therefore in

steady-state

UB=-0.019 uB+1. 829 5  (4.34)

VFrom this equation, it can be seen that the increasing perturbation x-

body velocity, UB, is due to the perturbation yaw rate, rB, and the

perturbation tail rotor yaw controlA6p, attaining positive non-zero

constants. Summarizing, the yawing of the helicopter in executing the

coordinated turn causes an increase in the forward body velocity, uB.

From these results, a separate velocity control in addition to the

individual digital control law must be implemented to perform the

commanded turn command system.

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS =

100 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.2381E+01) + J( .2186E+02)
( .2929E+02) S** 11 (-.2381E+01) + J(-.2186E+02)
( .8595E+03) S** 10 (-.4423E+01) + J( .2930E+01)
( .1460E+05) S** 9 (-.4423E+01) + J(-.2930E+01)
( .1378E+06) S** 8 (-.5083E+01) + J( .1015E+01)
( .7664E+06) S** 7 (-.5083E+01) + J(-.1015E+01)
( .2566E+07) S** 6 (-.3128E+01) + J(0. ) (4.33)
( .5063E+07) S** 5 (-.6797E+00) + J(0. )
( .5660E+07) S** 4 (-.5425E+00) + J( .4646E-01)
( .3521E+07) S** 3 (-.5425E+00) + J(-.4646E-01)
(.1148E+07) S** 2 (-.2025E-01) + J(O.
( .1598E+06) S** 1 (-.5982E+00) + J(O. )
( .2792E+04) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01
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It should be noted that closed-loop poles are all located in the stable

?~ . region. The figures of merit are presented in Table IV-7 and the time

responses are in Figures 9a.-9g.

Table IV-7

Coordinated Turn Responses for VEAS ' 100 knots

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

0 0.00029817 1.1 -0.0002789 4.2 0.0000785 10
. 0.545978 4.2 0 0 0.523831 5.6

vB 0.116272 3.5 -0.1067917 0.5 0.051589 10
wB 0.109392 4.4 -0.1465897 1.3 0.000985 10

Examining the time response plots reveals that relatively tight

tracking of the desired output is obtained. However, it should be noted

that there exists a high frequency oscillation in the time response

plots for vB, rB, and the control surfaces. Even though the magnitudes

of these oscillations are relatively small, they cannot be totally

ignored.

From Figure 8e, rB is found approximately, due to the oscillation,

to be slightly less than 0.10 rad/sec which compares favorably to the

expected value of 0.0953289 rad/sec found in Table IV-5. The

perturbation pitch rate, qB' is again approximately zero which indicates

a decoupling of the longitudinal and lateral modes. The magnitude of

the x-body velocity, uB, is smaller than the magnitude of uB found for

the VEAS = 60 knots flight condition. The smaller magnitude results

from the smaller yaw rate and tail rotor yaw control displacements.

.8
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Design Data for the Coordinated Turn Command System
/. . Flight Condition: VEAS 1 100 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

a = 1.75

1.0 0 0 0
E = 0 0.5 0 0

0 0 0.5
0 0 0 0.5.

E= 0.1

- 0.25 0.250
M =: 0.25 0 0
M 0 0

1.739 -0.01389 -0.002782 0.0019661
K0  -1.253 0.1141 -0.02972 -0.01102

- 1802 0.3756 -0.4112 0.0005072
3211 0.2006 -0.07004 -0.001704 J

0937 -0.007936 -0.00159 0.001123
K, -0.158 0.06521 -0.01699 -0.006296

1030 0.2146 -0.0235 0.0002898
1835 0.1146 -0.04003 -0.0009738J

Input ramp time: 3.0 seconds

Input command: 0 = 0.0
0 = 0.5235 rad/sec step
v!3 0.0

wB: 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 9. State Response, u, for the Coordinated Turn Command System
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Figure 9f. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A e and A5) for the
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The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS

140 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.1164E+01) + J( .1652E+02)
(.2184E+02) S** 11 (-.1164E+01) + J(-.1652E+02)
(.4799E+03) S** 10 (-.4765E+01) + J( .1990E+01)
( .6429E+04) S** 9 (-.4765E+01) + J(-.1990E+01)
(.4738E+05) S** 8 (-.3257E+01) + J( .5476E+00)
C .2004E+06) S** 7 (-.3257E+01) + J(-.5476E+00)
C.5030E+06) S** 6 (-.9295E+00) + J( .4506E+00) (4.36)
C .7603E+06) S** 5 (-.9295E+00) + J(-.4506E+00)
(.6986E+06) S** 4 (-.5653E+00) + J(0. )
(.3809E+06) S** 3 (-.2619E-01) + J(0.
(.1141E+06) S** 2 (-.5072E+00) + J(-.3903E-01)
C.1519E+05) S** 1 (-.5072E+00) + J( .3903E-01)
•(.3262E+03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the closed-loop poles are located within the

stable region. For this flight condition, the simulation is performed

both with and without actuators. The figures of merit for the

simulation without actuators are presented in Table IV-8 and the time

response plots in Figures 10a.-10g. The figures of merit for the

simulation with actuators are presented in Table IV-9 and the time

response plots in Figures 11a.-11h.

Table IV-8
Coordinated Turn Results for VEAS 140 knots

Outputs Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

0 0.0001663 6.1 -0.00002261 2.1 0.00013742 10
€ 0.57912 4.5 0 0 0.523761 7.2
V3  0.23351 3.9 -0.2035789 0.7 0.09211712 10

0.199289 5.1 -0.27393537 1.9 0.00613385 10
.9

.°
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Design Data for the Coordinated Turn Command System

Flight Condition: VEAS 140 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

a = 1.75

10 o
0 0 0.2 0

-0 0 0 0.2J

= 0.1

0.5 0250
M 0 0.25 0

00 0 0

1.243 0.005929 -0.00609 -0.0001509

Lo -1.197 0.04457 -0.008789 -0.003228

-0.649 0.1529 -0.01716 0.0002646
.0.3259 0.0756 -0.02501 -0.0004396

0.7103 -0.003388 -0.00348 0.000086241

-= -0.6838 0.02547 -0.005022 -0.001845

-0.09423 0.0874 -0.009803 0.0001512

-0.1862 0.04321 -0.01429 -0.0002512

Input ramp time: 3.0 seconds

Input command: 0 = 0.0

0 = 0.5235 rad/sec step
vB: 0.0
w3= 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a

.,specified time. This time is designated as the

"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 10b. Output Response, 0, for the Coordinated Turn Command System

wa (VEAS =140 Knots)
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Figure 10d. State Response, U, for the Coordinated Turn Command System

(VEAS :140 Knots)
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Figure 10f. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses AS and AS, for the

Coordinated Turn Command System (VEAS 
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* Figure lOg. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A
6a and A6p, for the

Coordinated Turn Command System (VEAS = 140 Knots)
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Design Data for the Coordinated Turn Command System With Actuators
Flight Condition: VEAS 140 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

a = 1.75

1. 0 0 0~

E = 0 0.2 0 0
0 0 0.2 0

10 0 0 0.2J

=0.1

[0.25 0 0 01
M = 0 0.25 0 01

0o 0 0 0l
10 0 0 0.

1.2143 0.005929 -0.00609 -0.00015091
E -1197 0.014457 -0.008789 -0.003228

:03259 0.0756 -0.02501 -0.0004396

.:..cj 0 09 0071 .0064

07103 -0003388 -0.00348 0.00008624'

0  .=6838 0.047 -0.005022 -0.001845
.091423 0.08741 -0.009803 0.0001512
.1862 0.04321 -0.01429 -0.0002512

Input ramp time: 3.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

0 = 0.5235 rad/sec step
VB: 0.0
wB 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the

"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 11c. Output Responses, vB and WB, for the Coordinated Turn
Command System With Actuators (VEAS 140 Knots)

i.

Figure 11d. State Response, UB, and Output Response, VB' for the Coor-
dinated Turn Command System With Actuators (V EAS :140 Knots)
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Figure lie. State Response, uB, for the Coordinated Turn Command System
With Actuators (VEAS 140 Knots)
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Figure l1f. State Responses, PB, qB' and rB, for the Coordinated Turn
. ., Command System With Actuators (VEA 140 Knots)
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Figure 11g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses 6e and A5c, for the
S. Coordinated Turn Command System With Actuators (VEAS=140 Knots)
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Table IV-9
Coordinated Turn Results With Actuators for VEAS 140 knots

Outputs Mp t P tm FV ts3

0 0.0001639 6.1 -0.00002125 2.0 0.0001374 9.3
0.57918 4.5 0 0 0.523777 7.2

vB 0.19958 4.0 -0.202249 C.7 0.002178 10
w3 0.20630 5.1 -0.298619 1.8 0.006909 10

Examining the time response plots and the figures of merit reveals

that relatively tight tracking of the desired outputs is obtained for

the VEAS = 140 flight condition with or without actuators. Again, it

should be noted that a high frequency oscillation of relatively small

magnitude exists in some of the plots. An interesting point is noted

when comparing the two simulations. It appears that the dynamics

introduced by the actuators reduces the magnitudes of the oscillations

without degradation in the output responses. An area of future research

might be the effects of reducing the time constants of the actuator

dynamics. It might be found that even though the oscillations still

exist, they have small enough magnitudes to be ignored. A trade-off

analysis must be performed between reducing the magnitudes of the

oscillations and degradation of the output responses.

From Figure 10e, rB is found approximately due to the oscillation,

to be slightly less than 0.07 rad/sec which compares favorably to the

expected value of 0.0680921 rad/sec found in Table IV-5. The

perturbation pitch rate, q., is again approximately zero. The magnitude

of uB is further reduced by the smaller displacements of the

perturbation yaw rate and perturbation tail rotor yaw control.

Overall, the three individual digital control laws developed for

the coordinated turn command system at the VEAS 60, 100, and 140 knots
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" flight conditions perform relatively tight tracking of the desired

outputs. Small magnitude high-frequency oscillations exist in some time

responses for the VEAS = 100 and 140 knots flight condition. The

expected value of the perturbation yaw rate, rB, compared favorably with

the results obtained for the three flight conditions. The expected

value of the perturbation pitch rate, qB' did not compare well with the

values obtained. The expected value of q. depends on the longitudinal

and lateral models being coupled together which, is not the case

considering the results. Finally, an increase in the x-body velocity,

UB, is experienced during the performance of a coordinated turn. The

perturbation, uB, is due to the displacements of the yaw rate and tail

rotor yaw control and decreases in magnitude with increasing VEAS.

Vertical Rate Command System

The purpose of the vertical rate command system is to perform an

* increase (decrease) in altitude of the helicopter without pitching the

nose of the helicopter and without roll. An equivalent requirement is

that the perturbation in the cyclic pitch control be zero. Without the

cyclic pitch control, the maneuver reduces to a direct lift maneuver.

As originally stated, the vertical rate command system commanded the

perturbation z-earth axis velocity, h E + 20 ft/sec as well as the

perturbation pitch angle being proportional to the perturbation flight

path angle. After consultation with the sponsor, it was found that what

was really desired was 0 = 0. Again, two more desired outputs are

needed to complete the four element y vector. The perturbations, p and

rB are added to include the requirements that the helicopter not roll or

yaw while performing a vertical rate command. Since the x vector

'1. in106
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consists of body-axis states, an equation must be developed to express

hE in body-axis states. Referring to Etkin (Ref 5), the following

equation for is derived

hE -z -E UB sin 0 - vB sin Cos 0 - wB cos cos 0. (4.37)

Since the longitudinal and lateral states are not decoupled, cannot be

set equal to zero. This nonlinear equation must be linearized around

the equilibrium conditions h.e. , P , ' e and Oe to obtain the
*e -e ve we ead e tooaith

final perturbation equation for hE in terms of the body-axis

perturbations states.

The equation hE is linearized by using the following equations:

hE h7 + IhE

e+

) + 0('4.38)e

uB = UBe+ AuB

vB = VBe+ AvB

wB wBe+ AwB

and perturbation approximations:

cos(O) 1
sin((D) 0 (4.39)

Ax~y 0

The resulting equation after mathematical manipulations and the use of

trigonometric identities is

hE : [UB, cos Oe+vBe sin e sin Oe+WB cos 'e sin Oe ] 0
e10e
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+-W Be sin e os Oe 3 Cos e Cos 0
]  +[sin 0 e ] uB

-[sin e Cos e] vB - [Cos 4e Cos Oe] wB  (4.40)

as long as the following equilibrium condition is true

UBe sin Oe-VBe Cos 0e sin 4e - WBe Cos 4 e Cos 0 e 0 (4.41)

The commanded output, hE, depends on the body-axis states, 0, 4, vB

uB, wB. The coefficients for u, UB, and vB are quite small and do not

have to be controlled. The coefficients for 0 and wB are large, with

the coefficient of 0 equal to the total velocity. Since 0 is already

being commanded to zero, the z-earth axis velocity, hE essentially

results from a negative perturbation of the z body-axis velocity, wB.

Since hE is a function of 0 and WB, it cannot be commanded. However,

there is an option in MULTI which obtains outputs as linear combinations

S. . of states. Therefore, the final output vector is

(14.142)

B

After the design is completed, the desired output hE is formed by a

linear combination of the states 0 , u, UB, vB, and wB. Since the

states 4, uB and vB affect hE, they must be observed for undesired

influences.

Individual digital control laws have been developed at the VEAS

20, 40, 60, 100, and 140 knots flight conditions. An interesting result

occurred while the control laws were being developeu. In commanding a

direct lift maneuver, the lateral modes 4), rB and vB experienced large

magnitudes. Since these unexpected results were undesirable, the
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emphasis of the design changed to controlling the lateral modes first

and performing the vertical rate response second. This new emphasis is

reflected in the choice of the E matrix. Each diagonal element of the Z

matrix reflects the desire to control the corresponding output with

respect to the other outputs in the y vector. The Z matrix used in the

designs for all five flight conditions is

0.25 0 0 0
E 1.0 0 0 (4.43)

0 0 0.25 0
0 0 0 1.0

The significance of the 7 matrix elements is that the outputs 4 and rB,

are to be controlled equally but four times harder than the outputs, 0

and wB.

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS =

20 knots flight condition is

( .I000E+01) S** 12 (-.3652E+02) + J( .3560E+00)
(.9920E+02) S** 11 (-.3652E+02) + J(-.3560E+00)
(.3533E+04) S** 10 (-.4621E+01) + J( .3979E+01)

C .5772E+05) S** 9 (-.4621E+01) + J(-.3979E+01)

C.5183E+06) S** 8 (-.8697E+01) + J(0.

C.2775E+07) S** 7 (-.4056E+01) + J(0. )
(.8867E+07) ** 6 (-.1040E+01) + J( .1317E+00) (4.44)
( .1644E+08) S** 5 (-.1040E+01) + J(-.1317E+00)
( .1727E+08) S** 4 (-.1168E+01) + J(O.

(.9623E+07) S** 3 (-.8938E+00) + J(0. )
C.2296E+07) S** 2 (-.1022E-01) + J(0. )
C.6532E+05) S** 1 (-.2137E-01) + J(O. )

.4377E+03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

:t should be noted that the closel-loop poles are all within the stable

region. The figures of merit are presented in Table IV-10 and the time

response plots in Figures 12a.-12e. The equation for hE is

hE: 3 3 .50 + 2.223 €+0.1016 UB+0.0 2 3 3  vB-0.99 4 56 wB (4.45)
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Table IV-10
Vertical Rate Response for VEAS 20 knots

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

0.0000916 8.8 -0.000613 2.1 0.00009114 73
0 0 -0.0008251 2.2 -0.000104 9.0

wB 0 0 -20.38037 2.5 -19.998275 2.1

rB 0.0005902 2.0 0 0 0.0000805 9.1

Examining the time response plots and the figures of merit reveals

extremely tight tracking of the desired outputs. From the time response

plot of hEP it can be concluded that hE = -WB as expected. The one

problem with this flight condition is the large amount of collective

lift control that is called for within a very small span of time. A

large amount of collective control is required due to the low total

velocity. It is possible that the rate limit of the actuator may be

exceeded. A solution to the problem is to increase the ramp time

or the time required for the commanded input to reach steady-state. By

increasing the ramp time, the collective lift control is allowed more

time to perform the maneuver. Of course, the other time responses will

be likewise affected.

4"
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Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command System
Flight Condition: VEAS 20 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

0.25 0 0 0

[0 0 0.25 0~o
0 0 0 1.0

0.75

0.25 0 0 0
M :0 0.25 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2.16 0.01926 0.002027 -0.035451
K0 = K I  -0.2947 -0.03894 -0.02529 0.1983

-0.04497 2.051 0.0009319 0.5429

0.06905 -0.3382 0.002717 1.31

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds

Input command: 0 = 0.0
= 0.0

wB= 20 ft/sec step
rp: 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the

"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 12d. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6 e and A6c, for the

Vertical Rate Command System (V EA S =20 Knots)
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SFigure 12e. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A6 and A65, for the
Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS = 0Knots
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The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS~. -E
40 knots flight condition is

( 1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3671E+02) + J( .3250E+00)
(.9994E+02) S** 11 (-.3671E+02) + J(-.3250E+00)
(.3589E+04) S** 10 (-.4648E+01) + J( .3886E+01)
(.5913E+05) S** 9 (-.4648E+01) + J(-.3886E+01)
(.5334E+06) S** 8 (-.9016E+01) + J(0. )
(.2862E+07) S** 7 (-.4028E+01) + J(0. )
C .9156E+07) S** 6 (-.9772E+00) + J( .6298E-01) (4.46)
-9.1702E+08) S** 5 (-.9772E+01) + J(-.6298E-01)

.1800E+08) S*" 4 (-.1084E+01) + J( .5935E-01)
C .1020E+08) S** 3 (-.1084E+01) + J(-.5935E-01)
- .2562E+07) S** 2 (-.2060E-01) + J(O. )
(.1215E+06) S** 1 (-.3593E-01) + J(O. )
C .1501E+04) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that closed-loop system poles are all in the stable

region. For this flight condition, the simulation is performed both

with and without actuators. The figures of merit for the simulation

without actuators are presented in Table IV-11 and the time resp'nse

plots in Figures 13a.-13e. The figures of merit for the simulation with

actuators are presented in Table IV-12 and the time response plots in

Figures 14a.-14h. The equation for hE is

he = 67.55 0 + 3.468 4 +0.0757 uB+0.017 6 VB-0.99 698 wB (4.47)

Table IV-il
Vertical Rate Responses for VEAS : 40 knots

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

0 0 0 -0.0014824 2.2 -0.000052 9.7
0 0.0014163 2.1 0 0 0.0000623 9.6
wB 0 0 -20.253673 2.6 -19.99738 2.1
rB 0.0009603 2.0 -0.00004467 7.9 -0.00004 164 9.6
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Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command System

% 'o Flight Condition: VEAS = 40 knots

T 0.02 seconds

0%j.25 0 0 0
E = 0 1.0 0 0

0 0 0.250

0 0 0 1.0

= 0.1

M 0 0.25 0 0
0 0 0

2.118 -0.011 0.004525 0.02132

K0 = K, = 0.5571 -0.041 4 6 -0.02609 0.2817
0.02789 2.074 0.003968 0.5202I

.1- L0.08264 -0.3304 0.0007031 1.288

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

, l = 0.0
wB= 20 ft/sec step

r: 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS -40 Knots)
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Figure 13d. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, Ae and M., for the

Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS 40 Knots)
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Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command System With Actuators

Flight Condition: VEA S  40 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

V 0. 2 5  0 0 0

-0.

E 0 1.0 0
0 0 0.250
0 0 0 1.0

-r 0.1I

0 0.25 0 0
0.25 0 0

0 0 0

2.118 -0.011 0.004525 0.021321

o KI -0.5571 -0.04146 -0.02609 0.2817
-0.02789 2.074 0,003968 0.5g202|

0.08264 -0.3304 0.0007031 1.288

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds

Input command: 0 = 0.0

= 0.0
w-= 20 ft/sec step

=rB 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a

specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 14c. Output Responses, 0 and p.for the Vertical Rate Command
System With Actuators (VEAS =40 Knots)
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Figure 14d. Output Response, r a , for the Vertical Rate Command System

With Actuators (VrA A =40 Knots)
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Table IV-12

Vertical Rate Responses With Actuators for VEAS = 40 knots

Outputs Mp t p m  t M  FV t s

0 0.0001672 0.3 -0.0016025 2.4 -0.0000533 10
0.0014575 2.0 -0.0000897 0.1 0.0000674 10

wB 0 0 -20.32646 2.8 -20.00837 2.2

rB 0.0011397 1.9 -0.0001413 0.1 -0.0000252 10

Examining the time response plots and the figures of merit reveals

extremely tight tracking of the desired outputs. From the time response

plots of hE, it can be concluded that hE =-wB as expected. The problem

of a large amount of collective lift control in a short time is still

evident. Again, the problem can be eliminated by increasing the ramp

time. The interesting result that should be noted is the high frequency

oscillations present in the simulation with actuators.

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS

60 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3683E+02) + J( .2783E+00)

( .1005E+03) S** 11 (-.3683E+02) + J(-.2783E+00)
( .3630E+04) S** 10 (-.4648E+01) + J( .3810E+01)
( .6017E+05) S** 9 (-.4648E+01) + J(-.3810E+01)

( .5446E+06) S** 8 (-.9338E+01) + J(O. )
( .2925E+07) S** 7 (-.3983E+01) + J(O. )
( .9361E+07) S** 6 (-.9357E+00) + J( .1143E+00) (4.48)
( .1742E+08) S** 5 (-.9357E+00) + J(-.1143E+0O0)
( .1848E+08) S** 4 (-.1129E+01) + J( .9667E-01)
( .1053E+08) S** 3 (-.1129E+01) + J(-.9667E-01)

( .2678E+07) S** 2 (-.1545E-01) + J(o.
( .1498E+04) S** 1 (-.4663E-01) + J(o. )
( .1498E+04) S** 0 Denominator gain = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the closed-loop poles are all within the stable

region. The figures of merit are presented in Table IV-13 and the time

response plots are in Figures 15a.-15h. The equition for h

he =101.33 0 + 0.06087 uB - 0.99815 wB (4.49)
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..- Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command System
Flight Condition: VEAS 60 knots-' -EAS

T 0.02 seconds

Sa 1.0

0.25 .0 0 0

E 0 1Y .0 02 0]0 0 0.25 0

' " =0.1

M 0 0.25 0
0 0 0 0

LO 1L 2.057 -0.05925 0.005J4 14  0.010621
0.7985 0.03663 -0.02501 0.3364

{-0.03361 2.081 0.002331 0.5372
t-0.04011 -0.2815 -0.001589 1.111

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

0= 0.0
w3 = 20 ft/sec step
r3= 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a

specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 15e. State Responses, PB and q]B' for the Vertical Rate

Command System (EA S :60 Knots)
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Figure 15f. State Responses, uB and v B for the Vertical Rate Command

mnSystem (VEAS :60 Knots)
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Figure 15g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6e and AMc, for

the Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS =60 Knots)
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.... , Table IV-13
°~ Vertical Rate Responses for the VEAS = 60 knots

Outputs Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

0 0.0000345 8.9 -0.0018708 2.1 0.0000336 9.5

0 0 -0.0012733 2.1 -0.0000519 9.8
wB 0 0 -20.173547 2.6 -19.999012 2.2

rB 0.0020950 2.0 0 0 0.0001621 9.6

Examination of the figure of merits and the time response plots

reveals tight tracking of the desired outputs. Figure 15g. shows that

there still might be a problem with the control surface rate limit for

A6. . Effects from the lateral modes are present but minimal.

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the VEAS -

100 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3702E+02) + J(O.

( .1012E+03) S** 11 (-.3675E+02) + J(O.
( .3690E+04) S** 10 (-.4616E+01) + J(-.3579E+01)

" .6190E+05) S** 9 (-.11716E+01) + J( .3579E+01)
. (.5645E+06) S** 8 (-.9710E+01) + J(0.

_(.3043E+07) S** 7 (-.3993E+01) + J(o.
-".9776E+07) S** 6 (-.9952E+00) + J( .8466E-01) (4.50)

* (.1836E+08) S** 5 (-.9952E+00) + J(-.8466E-01)
C .1981E+08) S** 4 (-.1082E+01) + J( .3475E-01)

C.1166E+08) S** 3 (-.1082E+01) + J(-.3475E-01)
(.3206E+07) S** 2 (-.2005E-01) + J(0. )
(.2408E+06) S** 1 (-.8375E-01) + J(0.

C .3629E+04) S** 0 Denominator gain = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the closed-loop poles are all within the stable

region. The figures of merit are presented in Table IV-14 and the time

response plots are in Figures 16a.-16h. The equation for hE

hE= 168.89 0 + 0.0431 uB - 0.9991 wB  (4.51)
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Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command Sy3tem
Flight Condition: VEAS 100 knots

T 0.02 seconds

a- 1.0

0 0. 1
0 0 0.25
0 0 0o

-" : 0. 1

[0.25 0 0 0

M :0 0.25 0 0

0 0 0 0
' "0 0 0 0

LO K, 1.875 -0.1958 0.004245 0.036701
1.218 0.1591 -0.02326 0.3921

{-0.02189 2.085 0.001573 0.5424
0.05239 -0.2135 -0.002823 0.9239

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds

Input command: 0 = 0.0

" = 0.0
.wB: 20 ft/sec step

rB= 0.0

Note: Step commands are ramped to steady state over a
specified time. This time is designated as the
"input ramp time" given above.
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Figure 16d. Output Response, rB  , for the Vertical Rate Command System
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Figure 16e. State Responses, p. and q,,, for the Vertical Rate
Command System (VEAS 100 Knots)
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Figure 16g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6e and A5 for
the Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS 100 Knots,
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Figure 16h. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A and L6P for the
Vertical Rate Command System (VEA 100 Knots)
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Table IV-114
.~ Vertical Rate Responses for the VEA 100 knots

Outputs M pt P M tm FV t

*-0 0 0 -0.0019481 2.2 -0.0030174 9.14

0 0 -0.0010048 2.1 -0.0004611 9.8
wB 0 0 -20.0814928 2.7 -20.000272 2.2
r B 0.00214778 2.0 0 0 0.00014944 9.,3

Examination of the figures of merit and the tine response plots

reveals tight tracking of the desired outputs. Figure 16g. shows that

there still might be a problem with the control surfact rate limit for

66.The effects of the lateral nodes represented by VB, , and r. are

present but minimal.

The denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for the V =AI

* . 140 knots flight condition is

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3730E+021) + J(0.)
( .1016"+03) S** 11 (-.3630E+02) + J(0.)
( .3733E+04) S** 10 (-.4775E+01) + J( .33214E+01)
(.6331E+05) S** 9 (-.4775E+01) + J(-.33214E+01)

( .5819E+06) S** 8 (-. 1008E+02) + J(0.
( .31148E+.07) S** 7 (-.4023E+01) + 3(0.
( .1016E+08) S** 6 (-.10148E+01) + J( .1472E+00) (4.52)
C.1926E+08) S** 5 (-.1048E+.01) + J(-.11472E+00)
(.2116E+08) S* 14 (-.1176E+01) + J(0.
.12814E+08) S** 3 (-.9222E+00) + )',
.3757E+07) S** 2 (-.2391E-01) + 3(C

(.3505E+06) S** 1 (-. 1185E+00) + J(0.
.61401E+04) S** 0 Denominator gain .1000E+01

It should be noted that the closed-loop poles are all within the stable

region. The figures of merit are presented in Table IV-15 and the tine

response plots in Figures 17a.-17h. The equation for h~- is

hE 236.44 0 -0.0161 uB - 99""~ w. 1.3
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" .. Design Data for the Vertical Rate Command System

Flight Condition: VEAS 140 knots

T = 0.02 seconds

a = 1.0

0.2 0 02 0]E_ =: 1.00 0 0

0 0.25 0

"0 0 0 .

= 0.25

0o.25 0 0 01M 0 0.25 0 0

0 0 0
-0 0 0 0

1.387 -0.3071 -0.0006461 0.1996
K 0  K, -1.203 0.3284 -0.01706 0.2881

02173 2.054 0.001875 0.56240.1234 -0.1624 -0.001688 0.8198

Input ramp time: 2.0 seconds
Input command: 0 = 0.0

= 0.0
wB= 20 ft/s,-2 step
r, = 0.0

Note: Step commands are ra ;ped to steady state over a
specified time. Thi. time is designated as the
"input ramp time" giver above.
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-- Figure 17a. Output Response, h E, for the Vertical Rate Command System
(VEA 14'0 Knots)
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Figure 17c. Output Responses, 0 and ~,for the Vertical Rate Command
System (yEAS 140 Knots)
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Figure 17d. Output Response, rB for the Vertical Rate Command System
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Figure 17e. State Responses, p and for the Vertical Ratem
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Figure 17g. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, A6 and A6 for
the Vertical Rate Command System (VEA 1O Knots3'

.1Figure 17h. Lateral Control Surface Responses, A6a and ASP for the
Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS =140O Knots)
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. .Table IV-15
Vertical Rate Responses for the VEAS 140 knots

Outputs Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

0 0 0 -0.002057 2.2 -0.000161 9.6
0 u -0.000810 2.1 -0.000039 9.8

wB 0 0 -20.02749 2.7 -20.000063 2.2
rB 0.001415 2.7 0 0 0.000172 9.7

Examination of the time response plots and the figures of merit

- . reveals tight tracking of the desired outputs. The effects of the

lateral modes represented by p, VB, and rB are minimized for this

flight condition.

In summary, tight tracking control is achieved by the individual

digital control laws for the vertical rate command system at the VEAS =

20, 40, 60, 100, and 140 knots flight conditions. A problem may exist

with exceeding the control surface rate limit for the collective lift

control. This problem is evident at the lower flight conditions. As

mentioned earlier, the deflection of the collective lift control

primarily performs the vertical rate response. Deflections of the

cyclic pitch control and tail rotor yaw control prevent unwanted

perturbations in the lateral modes represented by p, vB, and rB. For

the five flight conditions, these unwanted lateral effects are pretty

well minimized. Overall, the vertical rate command system individual

digital control laws perform much better than the ones developed for the

yaw rate command system and the coordinated turn system.

,-4%
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V. Robust Controller Design

In Chapter IV, a separate multivariable digital control law is

developed at each flight condition for a particular maneuver. Each

digital control law is designed to obtain the tightest tracking of the

commanded maneuver. By using a digital computer, each control law could

be implemented for a maneuver at a particular flight condition by gain

scheduling. The advantages of gain scheduling are that it can be easily

accomplished with current digital flight hardware and the update rate

for gain scheduling is relatively low since flight conditions change

rather slowly. In summary, eleven "best" digital control laws were

developed which can be easily implemented by gain scheduling. Then the

question arises, "Why develop a robust controller if the "best"

performance by individual control laws has already been achieved?" The

advantage of the robust controller over individual control laws is the

reduction in complexity. Robust controllers require less memory which

allows more storage for other data, and they require less computer time

* '"and software since gain scheduling is not required. This reduction in

*.~ computer time allows more computation time for other on-board systems.

As long as performance degradation is minimal, a robust controller would

be better than a number of "best" individual control laws.

One measure of robustness is the ability of a control law design to

yield acceptable performance for an inaccurate parameter in the aircraft

model. Such an ability significantly reduces the fine tuning and

redesign at later stages in the development of a new system. This test

of robustness is mostly concerned with the individual control law for a

-' 4 particular flight condition. A second measure of robustness is the
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ability of a control system design, with fixed gains, to provide

acceptable performance over a wide range of flight conditions. In this

study, emphasis is placed on this measure of robustness. The first

measure of robustness could be an area for future research.

In this chapter, designs for robust controllers for the yaw rate

command system, coordinated turn comnand system, and the vertical rate

command system are developed and their performances compared to those

achieved by the individual control laws. The three command systems are

summarized below:

Yaw Rate Command System:

e = 0.0
.. = 0.0 (5.
Bw - 0.0

rB: 0.1745 rad/sec, step input

Coordinated Turn Command System:

e = 0.0
0 = 0.5235 rad., step input (5.2)

vB = 0.0
w B 0.0

Vertical Rate Command System:

8 = 0.0

= 0.0 (5.3)
wB: 20.0 ft/sec, step input
r 0.0

Note: Each step input has an input ramp time.

Design Methodology

The easiest method in finding a possible robust controller is to

. implement a digital control law developed at one flight condition at the
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other flight conditions for a particular maneuver. It should be noted

that when checking a robust controller, the state equations and the

control limits are different for each flight condition. While

developing individual digital control laws, the flight conditions that

were hardest to design for were the VEAS = 100 knots flight condition

and especially the VEAS = 140 knots flight condition. At these flight

conditions, recurring unstable poles in the closed-loop denominator and

control limit saturation were prevalent. The first attempt at robust

controller design is to implement a control law developed at the lower

more stable flight conditions at the higher more unstable flight

conditions. The results show that even though the figures of merit are

numerically acceptable, the time response plots revealed high-frequency

oscillations which are very unacceptable. The second attempt is to

implement the highest (in terms of VEAS) flight condition's control law

at the lower, more stable flight conditions. The results obtained are

both numerically acceptable as well as graphically acceptable. If this

method had failed, the next step would be to adjust the gain matrix

elements to achieve a robust controller. The rest of this chapter

presents the results achieved by the robust controllers with comparisons

to the results achieved by the individual control laws.

Yaw Rate Command System

As noted in Chapter IV, satisfactory stable designs at the VEAS

100 knots and VEAS = 140 knots flight conditions could not be achieved.

/ Therefore, the control law, shown below, for the VEAS = 60 knots flight

condition was implemented at the VEAS 20 knots and VEAS = 40 knots

6 flight condition.

• " 14b

"S

S.
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. 0.4388 -0.01388 0.0005775 0.00259
u(kT)=[5OHzI -.01703 0.008547 -0.002668 0.08984 e(kT)

-0.00717 0.4855 0.0002487 0.1517 JS0.008557 -0.06569 -.0001695 0.295

1.755 -0.0553 0.00231 0.01036
+ -0.6814 0.03419 -0.01067 0.3594 z(kT)

-0.02868 1.942 0.0009946 0.6068
S0.03423 -0.2628 -0.00067B 1.18 (5.4)

For the VEAS = 20 knots flight condition, the denominator of the clos'ed-

loop transfer function is:

.1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3474E+02) + J(O.
C .5198E+02) S** 11 (-.4551E+01) + J( .3805E+01)

.7471E+03) S** 10 (-.4551E+01) + J9-.3805E+01)
( .5940E+04) S** 9 (-.3024E+00) + J( .3730E+01)
( .3059E+05) S** 8 (-.302"4E+00) + J(-.3730E+01)
(.1159E+06) S** 7 (-.6162E+00) + J( .1741E+01)

.3248E+06) S** 6 (-.6162E+00) + J(-.1741E+01) (5.5)
( .6023E+06) 3** 5 (-.405CE+01) + J(O. )
( .7505E+06) S** 4 (-.2212E+01) + J(0.

.. (.5515E+06) S** 3 ( .2377E-02) + J( .2378E-01)
-(.2060E+05) S** 2 ( .2377E-02) + J(-.2378E-01)
" .2084E+03) S** 1 (-.4361E-01) + J(0.
- .1303E+02) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that there are two unstable poles at 0.002377 -

J0.02378, which indicates that the helicopter, with output feedback, has

two unstable modes. Of course, this is an unacceptable result if only

stable systems are considered. However, there are backup mechanical

systems and manual pilot inputs for severe instability problems. As can

be seen from the figures of merit and the response plots, the unstable

pole effects are negligible. From here on, the robust controller is

deemed acceptable as long as the unstable effects from right-half s-

plane poles or poles outside the unit circle for the z-plane are minimal

and transient responses diverge very slowly. The figures of merit for

the VEAS 20 knots flight conditions are presented in Table V-i and the
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time response plots in Figures 18a. - 18f. Again, it should be noted

that 0 is in

Table V-i

Yaw Rate Results (VEAS = 20 Knots) for the

Robust Controller

Outputs Mp tp Mm  tm FV ts

e 0.00020157 0.5 -0.0027762 1.7 -0.0001351 10

PB 0.0014238 1.0 -0.0000655 1.0 -0.0000655 10

wB 0.33044 2.2 -0.2031981 0.9 0.0120541 10

rB 0.18282 1.2 0 0 0.174541 1.5

radians and PB and rB are in radians/sec. As for the case of the

individual control laws for the yaw rate command system, in Figire

18d. is increasing at a steady rate. As explained in Chapter IV, the

increasing perturbation roll angle, q, is due not to the perturbation

roll rate pB, but to the perturbation yaw rate, rB. In ten seconds,

p reaches approximately ten degrees. The side body velocity, VB, in

Figure 18c. again shows its slow oscillatory behavior.

The VEAS = 60 knots digital controller is also implemented at the

VEAS = 40 knots flight condition. The closed-loop denominator is:

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3486E+02) + J(O. )

( .5267E+02) S** 11 (-.4644E+01) + J( .3764E+01)

( .7773E+03) S** 10 (-.4644E+01) + J(-.3764E+0
1 )

( .6297E+04) S** 9 (-.3126E+00) + J( .3668E+01)

( .3289E+05) S** 8 (-.3126E+00) + J(-.3668E+01)

( .1256E+06) S** 7 (-.7555E+00) + J( .1719 +01)

(.3550E+06) S** 6 (-.7555E+00) + J(-.1719E+01) (5.6)

( .6732E+06) S** 5 (-.4013E+01) + J(O. )

( .8405E+06) S** 4 (-.2316E+01) + J(O.

( .8405E+06) S** 3 (.1727E-01) + J( .5853E-01)

(.3582E 05) S** 2 (.1727E-01) + J(-.5553E-01)

C .4718E+03) S** I (-.9841E-01) + J(o.

' .2027E+03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+O1
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Figure 18ba. Robust Controller Output Responses, O(rad ) - nd p9 (ra/sec),

for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS 20 Knots)
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"'"Figure 18b. Robust Controller Output Responses, WB(ft/seO) and rB(rd/seC ,

,...--.,for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS :20 Knots)
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Figure 18c. Robust Controller State Responses, u and vyE, for the Yaw
Rate Command System (VES=2 nts

7

*Figure 18d. Robust Control ler State Responses, (rad) and q(rad<'sec)
for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS ')O Knotsp
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Figure 18e. Robust Controller Longitudinal Control Surface Responses,

Me and A5 c, for the Yaw Rate Command System
(yv 20 Knots)

f CO

Figure 1Sf. Robust Controller, Lateral Control Surface Responses, A6a and

A6 P, for the Yaw Rate Command System (yEAs 20 Knots)a
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' .It should be noted that the robust controller has again produced

unstable poles at 0.01727 t-j05853.

The figures of merit for this flight condition are presented in

Table V-2 and the time response plots in Figures 19a. - 19f. Again, the

time response plots of and vB should be examined.

Table V-2
Yaw Rate Results (VEAS 40 Knots) for the

Robust Controller

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

V 5.383x10- 7  0.1 -0.0031989 1.6 -0.00108774 9.5

% PB 0.002217 2.5 0 0 -0.0009121 9.9

wB 0.25704 2.2 -0.188623 1.0 0.03262 9.8

rB 0.1801823 1.2 0 0 0.1732855 1.5

Comparisons with the individual digital control laws are listed for

a desired output response in Tables V-3 - V-6. The letter (R) after the

flight condition value stands for robust controller response. The

letter (A) stands for with actuators.

Table V-3
Yaw Rate Results for the Output Response, 0

VEAS Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

20 0.00084723 8.9 -0.0041178 1.8 -0.000851 10

20R 0.00020157 0.5 -0.0027762 1.7 -0.0001351 10

40A 0 0 -0.003705 1.6 0.001085 10

40R 5.383xi0 7  0.1 -0.0031989 1.6 -0.00108774 9.5

60 0 0 -0.0035923 1.5 -0.001395 Q.1
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Figure 19b. Robust Controller Output Responses, w (ads) and Brd/sec),ec
for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS '40 Knots)
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Figure 190. Robust Controller State Responses, O(rad) and q (rad/sec),
for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS = 40 Knots)
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. c.

Figure 19d. Robust Controller State Responses, u and vB, for the Yaw

Rate Command System (VEAS : 40 Knots)
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Figure 19e. Robust Controller Longitudinal Control Surface Responses,

W and AbPfor the Yaw Rate Command System (VA 40 Knots)
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Figure 19. Robust Controller Langtral Control Surface Responses, aad

Ap for the Yaw Rate Command System (VEAS =440 Knots)
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Table V-4
Yaw Rate Results for the Output Response, PBVE.S th Oupu Repose

VEAS  Mp tp MM  tm  FV ts

20 0.0040857 1.4 -0.000631 10 -0.000631 10

20R 0.0014238 1.0 -0.0000655 10 -0.0000655 10

40A 0.003456 1.4 -0.0000607 0.1 0.0013465 10

40R 0.002217 2.5 0 0 0.0009121 9.9

60 0.0035991 1.4 0 0 0.0016613 1.9

Table V-5
Yaw Rate Results for the Output Response, wB

VEAS M tM tm  FV t
ESp p MMms

20 0.1865 2.7 -0.12069 1.4 -0.01753 10

" 20R 0.33044 2.2 -0.2031981 0.9 0.0120541 10

40A 0.180373 2.3 -0.151656 1.1 0.013948 10

I 40R 0.25704 2.2 -0.188623 1.0 0.03262 9.3

60 0.256420 2.2 -0.134232 1.2 0.0105276 9.9

Table V-6

Yaw Rate Results for the Output Response, rB

VEAS Mp tp MM  tm FV ts

20 0.18666 1.3 0 0 0.17435 1.6

20R 0.18282 1.2 0 0 0.174541 1.5

40A 0.18058 1.2 0 0 0.173435 1.5

40R 0.1801823 1.2 0 0 0.1732855 1.5

% 60 0.1766397 1.2 0 0 0.1714144 1.4

1
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The tables show that except for the z-axis body velocity, wB, the

robust controller performs better than the individual counterparts. The

" one obvious drawback, of course, is that the robust controller produced

two unstable modes. The time response plots for the robust controller

are similar to those for the individual control laws.

,. Coordinated Turn Command System

The coordinated turn command system is given by Equation (5.2).

The three flight conditions for the coordinated turn are VEAS 60, 100

and 140 knots. Since the VEAS = 140 knots is the highest (in terms of

VEAS) , it is chosen as the robust controller to be implemented at the

other flight conditions. The control law for the VEA S  140 knots

flight condition is

r1.22433 0.005929 -0.00609 -0.00015091
u(kT)=[50Hz] -1.197 0.04457 -0.008789 -0.003228 e(kT)

.-0.1649 0.1529 -0.01716 0.0002646 -
L-0.3259 0.0756 -0.02501 -0.00043961

r 0.7103 0.003388 -0.00348 -0.000086241
+ -0.6838 0.02547 -0.005022 -0.001845 z(KT)

1-0.09423 0.0874 -0.009803 0.0001512
L-0.1862 0.04321 -0.01429 -0.0002512J (5.7)

For the VEAS 60 knots flight conltion, the closed-loop

denominator is:

C .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.6415E+00) + J( .9269E+01)
( .1608E+02) S** 11 (-.61415E-+00) + J(-.9269E+01)
(.2076E+03) S** 10 (-.2677E+01) + J(-.3078E+01)
(.1817E+04) S** 9 (-.2677E+01) + J(-.3078E+01)
C .1034E+05) S** 8 (-.7606E+00) + J( .5527E+00)
( .3798E+05) S** 7 (-.7606E+00) + J(-.5527E+00)
( .8856E+05) S** 6 (-.3180E+01) + J( .1126E+01) (5.8)
( .1271E+06) S** 5 (-.3180E+01) + J(-.1126E+01)
(.1127E+06) S** 4 (-.1085E-01) + J(0. )
...5981E+05) S** 3 (-.4949E+00) + J( .3192E-01)
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.1738E+05) S** 2 (-.4949E+00) + J(-.3192E-01)
" .2168E+04) S** 1 (-.5587E+00) + J(O.
" .2155E+02) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that unlike the robust controller for the yaw rate

command system, the coordinated turn robust controller produces all

stable poles. This means that the closed-loop poles are all in the

left-half s-plane or within the unit circle in the z-plane.

The figures of merit for the VEAS = 60 knots flight conditions are

presented in Table V-7 and the time response plots in Figures 20a. -

20g.

Table V-7

Coordinated Turn Results (VEAS 60 Knots) for the
Robust Controller

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV t

8 0.000349798 1.1 -0.00025436 4.1 0.00015335 10

0 0.58715576 4.5 0 0 0.52007245 7.24

vB 0.27968256 4.2 -0.1859034 0.5 -0.0088153 10

wB 0.5296735 5.3 -0.8855 2.1 -0.125963 9.9

Even though the figures of merit are numerically acceptable, the robust

controller has introduced slow oscillations in the time responses.

These oscillations, however, are small in magnitude and therefore are

considered acceptable.
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Figure 20a. Robust Controller Output Response,p, for the Coordinated

Turn Command System (VEAS 60 Knots)
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Figure 20b. Robust Controller Output Response,O, for the Coordinated
Turn Command System (yEAS ':60 Knots)
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Figure 20d. Robust Controller State Response, u,, for the Coordinated

Turn Command System (VEA S Z 60 Knots)
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Figure 20e. Robust Controller State Responses, p,,, q, and r- for the
Coordinated Turn Command System (V EA ' Knots '
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For the VEA 100 knots flight condition, the closed-loop

denominator is:

(.1000E+01) S** 12 (-.8889E+00) + J( .1322E+02)
C.1820E+02) S** 11 (-.8889E+00) + J(-. 1322E+02)
(.3235E+03) S** 10 (-.2626E+01) + J( .2490E+01)
(.3579E+04) S** 9 (-.2626E+01) + J(-.21490E+01)
.2292E+05) S** 8 (-.3982E+01) + J( .1172E+.01)

C.8926E+05) S** 7 (-.3982E+01) + J(-.1172E+01)
C.2159E+06) S** 6 (-.8191-7+00) + J(-.51141EN-00) (5.9)

*C.3189E+06) S** 5 (-.8191E+00) + j( .51141E+00)
(.2885E+06) S** 4 (-.14923E+00) + J( .3846E-01)
(.15514E+06) S** 3 (-.4923E+00) + J(-.38146E-01)
( *4591E+05) S** 2 (-.2022E-01) + J(0.
(.59147E+014) S** 1 (-.5629E+00) + J(0.)
(.1027E+03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

it should be noted that the robust controller has produced all stable
poles.

The figures of merit for the VEA 100 knots flight condition are

* .presented in Table V-8 and the time response plots in Figures 21a.-

21g.

Table V-8
Coordinated Turn Results (AS=100 Knots) for the

Robust Controller

Outputs Mpt pImtm FV t

e 0.0001901 1.3 -o.000087 4  4.3 0.0000937 10

'.5839063 4.6 0 0 0.5226756 7.14

vB 0.211791514 4.3 -0.210376 0.3 0.0407919 i0

wB 0.302141226 5.14 -0.1436832 2.0 0.00717331 10
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Figure 21a. Robust Controller Output Response, *, for the Coordinated

Turn.Command System (VEAS 100 Knots)
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Figure 21b. Robust Controller Output Response, 09, for the Coordinated

Turn Command System (VEA S -100 Knots)
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Figure 21c. Robust Controller Output Responses, v B and w B  for
the Coordinated Turn Command System (VEA S % 10 Knots)
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and Ap for the Coordinated Turn Command System

Z P (VEAS = 100 Knots)
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Comparing Figures 21a.-21g. to Figures 9a.-9g. reveals that the

robust controller reduces the magnitude and frequency of the

oscillations experienced by the individual digital control law. It

could be concluded that the robust controller stabilizes the system

better than the individual control law.

Comparisons of the individual digital control law results to the

robust controller results are listed in Tables V-9 - V-12 for the

desired outputs.

Table V-9

Coordinated Turn Results for the Output Response, e

VEAS Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

60 0.00010521 0.9 -0.000099106 4.1 0.00002301 9.9

60R 0.000349798 1.1 -0.00025436 0 0.00015335 10

100 0.00029817 1.1 -0.0002789 4.2 0.00007846 10

IOOR 0.0001901 1.3 -0.0000874 4.3 0.0000937 10

140 0.000166257 6.1 -0.00002261 2.1 0.00013792 10

140A 0.0001639 6.1 -0.00002125 2.0 0.0001374 9.3

Table V-10
Coordinated Turn Results for the Output Response, *

VEAS Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

60 0.52641322 4.4 0 0 0.5234557 3.5

60R 0.58715576 4.5 0 0 0.5200745 7.4

100 0.545978 4.2 0 0 0.523831 5.6

1OOR 0.5839063 4.6 0 0 0.5226756 7.4

140 0.57912 4.5 0 0 0.523761 7.2

140A 0.57918 4.5 0 0 0.523777 7.2
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Table V-11

Coordinated Turn Results for the Output Response, vB

VEAS Mp tp MM tm FV ts

60 0.0226923 3.1 -0.02664617 0.1 0.0004735 10

60R 0.27968256 4.2 -0.1859034 0.5 -0.0088153 10

100 0.116272 3.5 -0.1067917 0.5 0.0515887 10

OOR 0.24791514 4.3 -0.210376 0.8 0.0407919 10

140 0.2335084 3.9 -0.2035789 0.7 0.09211712 10

140A 0.19958 4.0 -0.202249 0.7 0.002178 10

Table V-12

Coordinated Turn Results for the Output Response, wB

Veas Mp tp MM tm  FV ts

C.' 60 0.02664741 3.9 -0.04513320 0.7 -0.0043384 9.9

60R 0.5296735 5.3 -0.8855 2.1 -0.125963 9.9

100 0.1093917 4.4 -0.1465897 1.3 0.0009846 10

1OOR 0.30241226 5.4 -0.436832 2.0 0.00717331 10

140 0.19928899 5.1 -0.27393537 1.9 0.00613385 10

140A 0.20630 5.1 -0.298619 1.8" 0.006909 10

The tables show that the individual control laws perform much

better than the robust controller. The robust controller, however,

provides a more stable response for the VEAS = 100 knots flight

condition than the individual control law. Even though the robust

controller results are not as tight as the individual control laws, they

are still acceptable.
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Vertical Rate Command System

The vertical rate command system is given by Equation (5.3). The

five flight conditions for the coordinated turn are VEAS = 20, 40, 60,

100 and 140 knots. Since the VEAS = 140 knots is the highest (in terms

of VEAS), it is chosen as the robust controller to be implemented at the

other flight conditions. The control law for the VEAS = 140 knots

flight condition is

r1.387 -0.3071 -0.0006461 0.19961
u(kT)=[50Hz] -1.203 0.3284 -0.01706 0.2881 e(kT)

-0.02173 2.054 0.001875 0.5624 -
1-0.1234 -0.1624 -0.001688 0.8198J

1.387 -0.3071 -0.0006461 0.19961
-1.203 0.3284 -0.01706 0.2881 z(kT)
-0.02173 2.054 0.001875 0.5624 I
-0.1234 -0.1624 -0.001688 0.8198. (5.10)

For the VEAS 20 knots flight condition, the closed-loop denominator

is:

( .1000E 01) S** 12 (-.3642E+02) + J(0. )
( .7817E 02) S** 11 (-.2976E+01) + J( .4075E+01)
( .2131E+04) S** 10 (-.2976E+01) + J(-.4075E+01)
( .2706E 05) S** 9 (-.2207E+02) + J(O. )
( .1987E+06) S** 8 (-.5224E+01) + J(O. )
( .9196E 06) S** 7 (-.4288E+01) + J(O. )
( .2678E+07) S** 6 (-.1061E+01) + J( .2414E+00) (5.11)
( .4712E+07) S** 5 (-.1061E+01) + J(-.2414E+00)
( .4817E+07) S** 4 (-.1280E+01) + J(0. )
(.2646E 07) S** 3 (-.7750E+00) + J(0. )
C(.6275E+06) S** 2 ( .1904E-01) + J(O. )
(.1774E+05) S** 1 (-.5695E-01) + J(O. )
(-.5840E 03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the robust controller has produced an unstable

pole at 0.01904.
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The figures of merit for the VEAS = 20 knots flight condition are

presented in Table V-13 and the time response plots in Figures 22a.-22e.

Table V-13
Vertical Rate Results (VEAS = 20 knots) for the

Robust Controller

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

. 6 0.00035173 0.5 -0.00138995 2.5 0.000087675 8.2

- 0.000159426 3.2 -0.0024429 1.1 -0.0001367 8.4

WB 0 0 -20.50402 2.6 -20.0027269 3.0

rB 0.00578838 0.5 -0.0016736 2.7 0.0001686 7.2

It should be remembered that the desired output response hE = - WB"

For the VEAS = 40 knots flight condition, the closed-loop

denominator is:

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3737E+02) + J(O. )
( .7935E+02) S** 11 (-.2225E+02) + J(O. )
( .2183E+04) S** 10 (-.2543E+01) + J( .4214E+01)
( .2776E+05) S** 9 (-.2543E+01) + J(-.4214E+01)
( .2036E+06) S** 8 (-.6387E+01) + J(O. )
( .9528E+06) S** 7 (-.409"E+01) + J(O. )
( .2833E+07) S** 6 (-.8491E+00) + J( .2160E+00) (5.12)
( .5079E+07) S** 5 (-.8491E+00) + J(-.2160E+00)
( .5273E+07) S** 4 (-.1205E+01) + J( .1727E+00)
( .2954E+07) S** 3 (-.1205E+01) + J(-.1727E+00)
(.7366E+06) S** 2 (-.2270E-01) + J( .4671E-01)
(.3454E+05) S** 1 (-.2270E-01) + J(-.4671E-01)

C.1618E+04) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the robust controller has produced all stable

poles for the closed-loop system.

The figures of merit for the VEAS = 40 knots flight condition are

presented in Table V-14 and the time response plots in Figures 23a. -

23f.
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Figure 22b. Robust Controller Output Responses, 0 and ¢(rad), and
rB(rad/sec) for the Vertical Rate Command System
(VEAS = 20 Knots)
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Figure 22c. Robust Controller State Responses, PB and qB, for the
Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS : 20 Knots)
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Figure 23c. Robust Controller State Responses, uB and VB, for the
Vertical Rate Command System (VEAS 40 Knots)
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* Figure 23d. Robust Controller State Responses, B and q8, for the

%Vertical Rate Command System (yEAS = 4 Knots)
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Table V-14
]: Vertical Rate Results (VEAS = 40 knots) for the
V Robust Controller

Outputs M t t FV t

p ptMMm

o 0.002486216 0.7 -0.0024558 2.8 -0.000040161 q.8

0 0.001229876 2.4 -0.00009757 0.4 0.000069291 9.6

wB 0 0 -20.24889 2.6 -19.9939268 2.2

rB 0.00438707 0.6 -0.00063305 2.7 -0.00006738 9.7

For the VEAS = 60 knots flight condition, the closed-loop

denominator is:

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3671E+02) + J(0. )
( .8377E+02) S** 11 (-.2619E+02) + J(0. )
( .2461E+04) S** 10 (-.2234E+01) + J( .4277E+01)
( .3281E+05) S** 9 (-.2234E+01) + J(-.4277E+01)
( .2461E+06) S** 8 (-.8284E+01) + J(0. )
( .1184E+07) S** 7 (-.3994E+01) + J(0. )
( .3641E+07) S** 6 (-.1018E+01) + J( .1685E+00) (5.13)
( .6707E 07) S** 5 (-.1018E+01) + J(-.16855+00)
( .7093E+07) S** 4 (-.1175E+01) + J(0. )
( .4029E+07) S** 3 (-.8519E+00) + J(O.
(.1020E+07) S** 2 (-.3308E-02) + J(0. )
(.5114E+05) S** 1 (-.6064E-01) + J(0. )
(.1582E+03) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

*It should be noted that the robust controller has produced all stable

poles for the closed-loop system.

The figures of merit for the VEAS = 60 knots flight condition are

presented in Table V-15 and the time response plots in Figures 24a. -

'24h.
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Figure 24c. Robust Controller Output Responses, 0 and 0, for
Z the Vertical Rate Command System (VEA $  60 Knots)
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Table V-15
• ., Vertical Rate Results (VEAS = 60 knots) for the

Robust Controller

Outputs Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

, 0 0.003307 0.7 -0.0034546 2.7 0.000008605 9.9

0 0 -0.0016475 2.1 -0.000075719 9.7

wB 0 0 -20.123626 2.6 -19.998419 2.2

rB 0.0032747 1.8 0 0 0.000230178 9.6

For the VEAS 100 knots flight condition, the denominator of the

closed-loop transfer function is:

( .1000E+01) S** 12 (-.3642E+02) + J(O. )

( .9246E+02) S** 11 (-.23251+02) + J(0. )
( .3026E+04) S** 10 (-.2235E+01) + J( .4204E+01)
( .4424E+05) S** 9 (-.2235E+01) + J(-.4204E+01)
( .3487E+06) S** 8 (-.1089E+02) + J(0. )
( .1739E+07) S** 7 (-.3994E+01) + J(o. )
( .5529E+07) S** 6 (-.9016E+00) + J( .1419E+00) (5.14)
(.1049E 08) S** 5 (-.9016E+00) + J(-.1419E+00)
C.1142E+08) S** 4 (-.1133E+01) + J( .104TE+O0)
C.6749E+07) S** 3 (-.1133E+01) + J(-.1041E+00)
(.1852E+07) S** 2 (-.2711E-01) + J(0. )
(.1382E 06) S** 1 (-.7367E-01) + J(0. )
(.2514E+04) S** 0 DENOMINATOR GAIN = .1000E+01

It should be noted that the robust controller produces all stable poles

for the closed-loop system.

The figures of merit for the VEAS = 100 knots flight condition are

presented in Table V-16 and the time response plots in Figure 25a. -

25h.
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I Figure 25a. Robust Controller Output Response, h El for the VerticlRt

Command System (VEA S :100 Knots)
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Figure 25b. Robust Controller Output Response, wB , for the Vertical Rate

Command System (V EAS : 100 Knots)
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Figure 25c. Robust Controller Output Responses, 0 and for the
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IV. Command System (VEAS 2 100 Knots)
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Figure 25f. Robust Controller State Responses, uB and qB, for the

Vertical Rate Command System (VEA S = 100 Knots)
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Figure 25e. Robust Controller State Responses, UB and VB, for the
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i Figure 25g. Robust Controller Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, M~e
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Table V-16

- Vertical Rate Results (VEA 100 knots) for the
Robust Controller

Outputs Mtp tmF

0 0.00291965 0.7 -0.002765 2.7 -0.0000149765 9.8

4*0 0 -0.001139,ht 2.1 -0.0000528 9.8

wB 0 0 -20-103643 2.5 -19.999474 2.2

r B 0.00254462 2.2 -0.0004801 0.2 0.000162637 9.8

As can be seen from Tables V-13 - V-16, the robust controller

results are excellent for the four flight conditions. The one problem

is the unstable pole produced by the robust controller at the VEAS 20

knots flight condition.

Comparisons of the individual digital control law results to the

robust controller results are listed in Tables V-17 -V-20 for the

desired outputs.
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Table V-19
Vertical Rate Results for the Output Response, wB

VEAS mpt p tm FV t

-~20 0 0 -20.38037 2.5 -19.998275 2.1

2CR 0 0 -20.50402 2.6 -20.0027269 3.0

40 0 0 -20.253673 2.6 -19.99738 2.1

40A 0 0 -20.32646 2.8 -20.00837 2.2

40R 0 0 -20.24889 2.6 -19.9939268 2.2

60 0 0 -20.1735469 2.6 -19.999012 2.2

6CR 0 0 -20.123626 2.6 -19.998419 2.2

100 0 0 -20.084928 2.7 -20.000272 2.2

10OR 0 0 -20.103643 2.5 -19.999474 2.2

4140 0 0 -20.027492 2.7 -20.000063 2.2

Table V-20
Vertical Rate Results for the Output Response, rB

VEAS MP tp MMtm FV t

20 0.0005902 2.0 0 0 0.00008046 9.1

20R 0.00578838 0.5 -0.0016736 2.7 0.0001686 7.2

40 0.0009603 2.0 -0.00004467 7.9 -0.00004164 9.6

40A 0.0011397 1.9 -0.00014126 0.1 -0.0000252 10

40R 0.00438707 0.6 -0.00063305 2.7 -0.00006738 9.7

60 0.00209503 2.0 0 0 0.00016207 9.6

6CR 0.0032747 1.8 0 0 0.000230178 9.6

100 0.0024779 2.0 0 0 0.00014944 9.8

10CR 0.00254462 2.2 -0.0004801 0.2 0.000167637 9.8

e140 0.00141495 2.7 0 0 0.00017226 9.7
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Table V-17

Vertical Rate Results for the Output Response, 6

VEAS Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

20 0.00009159 8.8 -0.000613 2.1 0.00009114 7.3

20R 0.00035173 0.5 -0.00138995 2.5 0.000087675 8.2

40 0 0 -0.0014824 2.2 -0.00005151 9.7

40A 0.00016716 0.3 -0.0016025 2.4 -0.0000533 10

40R 0.002486216 0.7 -0.0024558 2.8 -0.000040161 9.8

60 0.000034546 8.9 -0.0018708 2.1 0.000033564 9.5

60R 0.00330708 0.7 -0.0034546 2.7 0.000008605 9.9

100 0 0 -0.0019481 2.2 -0.0000174 9.4

1OOR 0.00291965 0.7 -0.002765 2.7 -0.000049765 9.8

140 0 0 -0.0020574 2.2 -0.0001611 9.6

Table V-18
Vertical Rate Results for the Output Response,

VEAS Mp tp Mm tm FV ts

20 0.000159426 0 -0.0008251 2.2 0.000104 9.0

20R 0.000159426 3.2 -0.0024429 1.1 -0.0001267 8.4

40 0.001416303 2.1 0 0 0.0000623 9.6

40A 0.00145751 2.0 -0.0000897 0.1 0.0000674 10

40R 0.001229876 2.4 -0.00009757 0.4 0.000069291 9.6

60 0 0 -0.00127329 2.1 -0.000051926 9.8

60R 0 0 -0.0016475 2.1 -0.000075719 9.7

100 0 0 -0.0010048 2.1 -0.0000464 9.8

10OR 0 0 -0.0011394 2.1 -0.0000528 9.8

140 0 0 -0.00080998 2.2 -0.00003945 9.8
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A close examination of Tables V-17 - V-20 reveals that the

performance of the individual digital control laws has slightly tighter

tracking than for the robust controller.

In general, the robust controllers show tight tracking performance

slightly worse than the performances achieved by the individual digital

control laws. The unstable pole encountered for the vertical rate

command system at VEAS z 20 knots could possibly be eliminated by using

the VEAS = 60 knots control law. The unstable poles produced by the

robust controller for the yaw rate response at the VEAS = 20 knots and

VEAS 2 40 knots flight conditions could possibly be made stable by

redesigning the VEAS = 60 knots control law. The tradeoff might be

degraded performance at the VEAS = 60 knots flight condition if only one

controller for all flight conditions is desired. However, as mentioned

earlier, unstable systems can be further compensated by back-up

mechanical systems and manual pilot inputs. Therefore, for a robust

controller that provides tight tracking control over the entire flight

spectrum, an unstable pole(s), which produces a very slow divergence can

be overlooked.
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I

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thesis Summary

This thesis effort is designed to show the applicability of

Professor Brian Porter's control law techniques as applied to the UH-60A

Black Hawk helicopter. Development of digital control laws for the yaw

rate command system, the coordinated turn command system, and the

vertical rate command system are considered. Each command system must

perform the desired maneuver at its applicable flight conditions. The

flight conditions for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter for this study

are VEAS = 20, 40, 60, 100, and 140 knots. Development of a robust

controller is considered for each command system by implementing the

individual digital control law developed at the highest flight condition

(in terms of VEAS) at the other applicable flight conditions.

Chapter I presents an introduction to the need for a study in this

area. Chapter II describes the required state space representation

needed to model the helicopter's equations of motion. A brief summary

of control law theory for the regular and irregular design techniques as

well as the effects of transmission zeros is presented in Chapter III.

Chapter IV describes the development of the control laws and presents

the results achieved by the individual digital control laws for the

three commanded maneuvers. Chapter V discusses the results achieved by

the robust controllers with comparisons to the results achieved by the

individual control laws.

Appendix A in this thesis contains the development of the equations

of motion and the resulting computer program, NONSIM, which simulates a
.1

nonlinear, symmetrical aircraft at a constant flight condition. The
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program NONSIM will eventually be implemented in MULTI giving the C.A.D.

package a nonlinear simulation capability. The effects of adding a

computational delay during the simulation for the helicopter are shown

in Appendix B.

Conclusir s

This thesis concludes that digital tracker control laws can indeed

be successfully designed for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter especially

for the coordinated turn command system and the vertical rate command

system. Controllers designed for the three maneuvers at their

applicable flight conditions are found to tightly track the commanded

inputs. However, a problem does exist in the yaw rate command system in

that the dutch roll mode is present in the uncontrolled states, € and

vB•

Theory provides that total decoupling of outputs is achievable.

However, the high-gain nature of the design technique would require

'V large control surface deflections, unless the input vector u is shaped

to meet performance specifications. Thus the control law parameter, c,

is adjusted to reduce the control surface commands and still meet the

overall tracking requirements in a satisfactory manner. There is some

acceptable interaction between outputs. It is acknowledged that the

designs are not optimum in every sense; however, the design method is a

viable alternative to other multivariable techniques. The major

advantages of this design technique based on preliminary designs are:

1. The ease of design and the ability to fine tune to specific

requirements.
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2. The use of output feedback without the need of full state

"' 4' information.

3. The high degree of decoupling available.

4. The similarity in developing continuous and discrete designs.

The robust controller for each of the three maneuvers shows results

slightly worse than the results achieved by the individual control laws.

Robustness, in this study, is the ability of a constant gain controller,

designed for a particular flight condition, to adequately perform the

same maneuver at the other flight conditions. Except for the three

flight conditions in which unstable poles are produced by the robust

controller, the robust controller could be implemented in the digital

computer instead of the individual control laws. The problem of

unstable poles using a robust controller can be ignored as long as the

effects of these poles are small over the time interval of interest and

if there are back-up mechanical systems and manual pilot inputs. The

advantage of a robust controller to avoid gain scheduling over a wide

range of flight conditions is enough to neglect unstable poles that have

minimal effects on the desired outputs.

Recommendations

There are several areas of interest which should be investigated in

the future. It was noted for the coordinated turn command system that

there existed high frequency oscillations in some outputs for the VEAS

100 and 140 knots flight conditions. These oscillations have appeared

in other theses (Ref 2), but the origin of these oscillations is still a

mystery. One hypothesis suggests that the oscillations have some

correlation to the sampling frequency. Therefore, one area of future
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research is to find the cause of the oscillations and to remedy the

problem.

Another area to be researched is the excitation of the dutch roll

" mode in the yaw rate command system. The limitation that the number of

outputs must equal the number of control surfaces restricts satisfactory

results for this maneuver. An area of future research would be the

development of another approach that would be implemented when the

number of desired outputs to be controlled is greater than the number of

control surfaces.

Final recommendations suggest improvements in the computer program

MULTI. These include, but are not limited to:

1. Implementationcofanti-windup compensation to prevent saturation

of the control surface limits.

2. The addition of compensation filters to handle cases in which

two or more transmission zeros are located at the origin or in the

right-half of the s-plane.
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Appendix A

Nonlinear simulation of a Symmetrical Aircraft

One addition to MULTI that has been recommended by previous theses

is the simulation of a nonlinear symmetrical aircraft. Appendix A

contains the equations of motion needed for the simulation, the

resulting program called NONSIM, and a brief output simulation of the

program's capabilities. The equations of motion are written in the

body-axis coordinate system. The following assumptions are made in

developing the equations of motion:

1. The aircraft is a rigid body, and mass is constant.

2. The earth's surface is an inertial reference frame.

3. The atmosphere is assumed fixed with respect to the earth.

4. Aerodynamics are fixed for a particular flight condition.

The last assumption could be eliminated if a processor array could

be employed. For changing flight conditions, the processor array would

refer to aerodynamic tables and graphs, interpolate between points, and

provide the new data to the on-going simulation.

Currently, program NONSIM is an independent program to be

integrated into MULTI at a later date. Things that must be considered

when integrating NONSIM into MULTI are:

1. The control surfaces of NONSIM must be the same as the u vector
in MULTI.

2. NONSIM must be a separate overlay that inputs its own data file
but uses MULTI's simulation option.

The program NONSIM simulates any nonlinear symmetrical aircraft

that can be modeled by the following equations:

%
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* Force Equations:

u m.. [Xa+T xBligsin8)+rv-qw(A1

1
V - [Y+T +mgsinpcosO]+pw-ru (A-2)

[Z +T+go~o6+up (A-3)

2 Moment Equations:

I xz Ity
+ - [N+I~~I,9p~~q1(-4

A Ix- -Ip-xqr 
A4

q XXIZZ- XZ [M+I ~(r2 _ p2 ) + (Iz-x~r (A-5)

*Ixz Iyy
r = [L+Ixzpq + (Iyiz~q

Ixx yy
A [NIzrIx- y)q (A-6)

where A is given by

A III(A-7)

Kinemactic Equations:

0 p+[sin~tanOlq+[cos~tanO]r (A-8)

6 (cos~lq-[sino]r (A-9)

4,=[sin4,ecOlq+[ccs~sec8Ir (A-10)

Vs Trajectory Equations:

xE [cosecosiPlu + [sin~sin~cosi-cos,sinplv

+ [cos~cosOcos)+sin,sinplw (A-11)

A -2
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":" •- YE [cosOsin ]u + [sin~sinesinp+cospcost]v

+ [cososinOsin -sincos ]w (A-12)

ZE : [-sin6]u + [sinpcoselv + [cos~cosO]w (A-13)
o p

where u, v, and w are total velocities, p, q, and r are total angular

velocities, , , and t are total angles, and XE, YE' and zE are totaland totandl

trajectories. It should be noted that these states are not perturbation

states.

The aerodynamic force equation along the x-body axis in terms of

lift and drag is

Xa Lsina - Dcos (A-14)

%where the total lift is given by

L = QSCL (A-15)

- -' and the dynamic pressure by

Q = 1/2 pV2  1/2 p[u 2+v2 w2 ]I /2  (A-16)

and the total drag by

D QSCD :QS(CD + KC2) (A-17)
0

-.. The constant K is a function of the configuration shape, thrust

. coefficient, and Mach number and is given by

K = - (A-18)

where e is the configuration constant and A is the aspect ratio. The

nondimensional total lift, CL, is a function of the angle of attack, the

rate of change of angle of atttack, the pitch rate, the total velocity,

S,"and the control surfaces and is given by

C L =CLaT+CLaa+CL&&+CL V+CL6' (A-19)

'A-
'.
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where aT is the trimmed angle of attack which gives the aircraft its

trimmed lift. From Equation (A-16), the nondimensional drag is a
function of C2  The terms, i.e. C2 nd CL CL. q are normally

omitted for simulation purposes. Therefore, CD can be approximated by

CD CD + 2KCLo [O.5CLo+ CLaa + CL a

+ CLqq + CLVV + CL 6] (A-20)

where

CL CL aT (A-21)

An equivalent expression for the angle of attack is

a = tan - (w/u) (A-22)

and is used in the simulation instead of a. An expression for & can be

derived by taking the derivative with respect to time of the a

represented by Equation (A-21) and is given for the simulation by

uw-wu 
(A-23)

U2+W
2

It should be noted from Equation (A-15), that the expression for the

true velocity, V, is given by

V [u2 + v2 + w2 ] 1 1 2  (A-24)

Therefore, great caution must be used when data is entered for CLv which

is given by

3CL (A-25)

CLV- TV

The user should reference a book on aircraft dynamics before supplying a

data value to this nondimensional coefficient.

The aerodynamic force equation along the z-body axis in terms of

lift and drag is

A-4
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Za -Lcosa - Lcos sina (A-26

where the sideslip angle 0 is given by

B sin-1 (v/V). (A-27)

The total dimensional side-force Y along the y-body axis is given

by

Y = QS[Cy B + Cyp p + Cy r r + Cy 6). (A-28)

The total dimensional rolling moment L about the x-body axis is

given by

L = QSb[CL B + CL p + CL r + CL 3. (A-29)
p r 6

The total dimensional pitching moment M about the y-body axis is

given by

M z QSCCM + CM a + CM& +CM V + CM q +CM 63. (A-30)

Sq 6

where Cm is given by

0CM0= CMOT . (A-31)

The total dimensional yawing moment N about the z-body axis is

given by

N = QSb[CN a6 + CN p + CN r + CN 6] . (A-32)
(3p r6

The current version of NONSIM assumes that the lateral control

surfaces affect only lateral states and the longitudinal control surface

affect only longitudinal states. Therefore,

CI 6 = CI 
6e + C, 6f (I:L,M) (A-33)

6 6 f
where the longitudinal control surfaces are nominally

6e = elevator

6f = flaperon

The control surfaces are the same as those for the AFTI/F-16 (Ref 2).

4 A-5
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It should be noted that even though 6e currently infers elevator

displacement, it could also be defined as something else by the user.

For the lateral case, an example is

C j6 = CJ 6 6a + CJ6D6DT + CJ6 6r + Cj6c6. (J=Y,L,N) (A-34)

where the lateral control surfaces are nominally

6 a =aileron

6 DT differential tail

6r = rudder

6 = vertical canard

It should be noted the assumption of decoupled control surfaces might

not be valid. If this is the case, the program must be changed to

reflect the case of lateral control surfaces affecting longitudinal

states or vice-versa.

The flight path angle is given by

y 8 - a (A-35)

The rest of the features of the program NONSIM are listed in Ghe

comments that are printed when the program is run or are found by

examining the example simulation. The sample data file that is listed

after the program can be generated by examining the read from user's

data file statements. The program can enter data interactively from the

terminal or can be read from a stored file. When inputting from the

terminal, the program is not user friendly.

The following is a printout of the program NONSIM, a data file

listing and an example simulation exhibiting the features of NONSIM.

The example simulation is for AFTI/F-16 flying at Mach=1.6 and an

altitude of 30,000 feet (Ref 2).
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PROGRAM NnNSIM(nOlr'IIT TAFF6--OITFIJT,rtATA,TAF'F3zrIATA)
EXTERNAL F
INTRINSIC ATAN,SIN,COR,TAN

C*THIS OPTION SIMUL[ AT[ES A NON. INFA'R, SYthF TRICAL AIRCRAFT.

C*INPUTS TO THE SIMULATION ARF:
C* FIXX- X MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA OF AIRCRAFT, SLUG-FT SO.
C* PIXZ- XZ CROSS PR'ODUCT OF INERTIA OF AIRCRAFT, SLUfI-FT SO.
C* BIYY- Y MASS MOMFNT OF INERTTA OF AIRCRAFT, Si.UG-FT SQ.
C* FIZZ- Z MASS MOMtENT OF TNF RTIA OF AJRCFT, SLUG-FT SO.
C* AL'G'.- AIRCRAFT GROSS WEIGHT, POONDS
F * VTRFPS- TRUE AIRSF'EFL', FFT PFR SECOND~
C* CBAR- WING MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORDJ
C* S- WING RFFERENCE AREA
r* 0- DIYNAMIC PRESSURE
C* AR- ASP'ECT RATIO
C * EO-
F* ETXD- THRUST AlONG X-FQ['Y
C* FTYB- THRUST AlONG Y-POIlY
f * FTZB- THRUST AlON6 7-RO['Y
C* CLO- INITIAL COEFFICIENT OF LIFT IN THE X-IIIRECTION
C* CLA- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT DUlE TO ANGLE' OF ANGLE
C* CLAD- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT ['UE TO RATE OF CHANGE OF ALPHA
C* CLV- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT DUlE TO VFLGCITY INCREMENT ALONG OX
C* CLQ0- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT DUE TO RATE OF CHANGE O3F PITCH ANGIE
C* CLDFE- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT DUE TO ELEVATOR
C* CLDE- COEFFICIENT OF LIFT pLIF. TO FLAFERON
fL* CDMIN- INITIAL COEFFICIENT OF- DRAG
C* CYBETA- FORCE [DERIVATIVE DUE TO SIDESLIP
C* CYP- FORCE DERIVATIVE DIIF TO RATE OF CHANGE OF ROL.L. ANGI F
C* CYR- FORCE D'ERIVATIVE DUE rO RATE OF CHANGE OF YAW ANGL-E
C* CYATI-R- FORCE DFRIVATIVE DIIF TO AILERON
C* CYRUDD- FORCE DERIVATIVE DUE TO RUDDj[ER,
C* CYDT- Y-FORCF DFRIVATIVE DUEF TO THE IFFERFNTIAL. TAIL
C* CYEIC- Y-FORCE DEiRIVATIVE DUE 'TO TH4E VERTICAL CANARD
C* CLEBFTA- ROLLING MOMENT DERIVATIVE mF TO SIDESLIP
C* CL-P-ROLLING MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO RATE CHANGE OF ROL.L
C. * CLR-ROI.ING MOMENT DEFRIVATIVE PLUE TO RATE CHANGE OF YAW ANG
C* CLAILR- ROIL-ING MOMENT 6ERIVATIVE DUE TO AILERON
C* CL.RUDD- ROLLING MOMENT [iFRIVAj lYE [DUE TO RUjDDER

C* CLFT- ROLLING MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO DIFF.TAIL
F.* CI.DC- ROL LIN(; MOMENT [iERIVATIVE JltIF TO CANARD
C* CMI)- INITIAL COEFFICIFNT OF PITCHING MOMENT
fl* cmA- COEFFICIENT OF PITFHING MFMNT DUE TO ANSLE OF ATTACK

*C* CMV- COEFFICIENT OF PITCHTNG MOMENT DUE TO FORWANu' Y, 1_n[TY
C* CMQ- COEFFIC 'IENT OF PITCHTNCG MOMENT DUE TO RATE OF CHANGE OF
f,. PITCH ANCGLE (THETA)
C* CMItF-COEFJCIFNT OF PITCHIN(G MOMENT DUE- TO FLFVATOR
C* CMDF- F ETCHING MOMENT DERIVATIVE [DUE TO FLAFRON
C* CNBFETA- YAWIN5 MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUEL TO STIES1 IF,
C* CNP-YAWING MOMENT FRIVATIVEi FROM RATE CHANGE OF: ROLL ANGLE
Ct CNR-YAW.ING MOMFNT DFRIVATIVF FIIN HATE CHANGFE OF YAWL ANGL F
C* CNAII R- YAWING~ MOl-Et4T rFFJ VAl lVE DUEF TO AILEFRON
C* (-NRUrfiI- YAWING MOMF NT ['FF:IVATIV UE- 0l TOfJilriER
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f, CNIIT- YAWING MOMFNT rlFRIVATIVE DUF TO riIFF. TAIL
CS CNDC- YAWING MOlMENT IIFRTVAI lYE 1111F1T1 CANARDI
C* ['ELTAE- ELEVATOR D'EFLECTION

CSEFLTAA- AILERON DEEL ECT ION
C* EiELTAR- RUDDER DEFL.ECTION
CS IE LIAF- F APFRON ['ELECT ION
CS * ELTAT- DIFFERENTIAL TAIL rtiEFCrION
C* fill TAC- VFRTICAL. CANARri DFF[ ECTION
C* T- INITIAL STARTING TIME OF SIMillATION
CS TOUT- STIEP SIUE OF STMULATJON
C* TTOTAL- TOTAL. TIME OF SIMULATION
CS F'HIT- TRIM ROLL. ANGLE

A CS THFTAT- TRIM PITCH ANGLE
C* FSIT- TRIM YAW ANGLE
C* EDETAT- TRIM SIDESLIP ANGLE
CS GAMMAr- TRIM FLIGHT PATH ANrLF
CS ALPHAT- TRIM ANGIE OF ATTACK~

CSTPHI- TOTAL RCL.L ANGLE (=PHI+FPHIT)
CS TTHETA- TOTAL FITCH ANGLE (=TllElA+lHETAT)
CS* TPSI- TUrAL YAW ANGL.E (=PSI+P5lT)
CS TBETA- TOTAL SI[DESLIP ANGLE ( -ETA~fRETAT)
CS TGAMMA- TOTAL Ff I GHT PA rH ANGI E (-=Gt1A4 GAtilA
CS TALFHA- TOTAL. ANGSIE OF ATTACK\ (z7A1.fHA+AL f'HAT)
C*
C*OIATPUTS OF SIMULATION ARE::

CS X-X TRAJECTORY FR~OM EbOU'Y TO VEHICLE CARRIED FFP111
CS Y-Y TRAJECTORY FROM HOrY TO VFHIFl F CAR'RIEII FR6MV

(25 Z-Z TRAJECTORY FROM BDY TO VEHICLE CAkRIED FRANC~
CS* PHI- ROLLI ANGI F
CS THETA- PITCH ANGLE
CS P'ST- YAW ANGL.E
CS UE- VELOCITY AL.ONG OX
CS* VB- VEi OCITY ALONG OY
C* WIC- VELOCITY ALONG OZ
CS P- AIRCRAFT AN!31LA1R VFLOCITY IN ROLL.
CS 0- AIRCRAFT AN6ULAR VELOCITY IN FITCH
CS R- AIRCRAFT ANGULAR VFL(ICITY IN YAW
CS B~ETA- SIrIESLIP ANGLE

CSALPHA- AN6L.E OF ATTACK(
CS GAMMA- FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
CS* HEIGHT- ALTITUDF (HFIGliT=-'Z)
CS

DIMFNSION f*2dDT1>G(?
REAL. FIXX,DIXZ,BIYY,TZ7

*REAl. ACiW, VTFF, GRAV, MASS, (BAR,, S, R, P_,.
REAL CLO,C1.ACLArI,CLIV,CL.0,C-riE ,CLE'F-
RFAL CYFTA, UP~, CYR, CYAI LR, C'ktllr, YrT, lYlIC
RFAI. Cl.FlE IA,ClP, CLPP AIllR,Cl.RJT'D,fLTtt,
RFAI M H MD 'V M CMT'ii,

* ~~~~~~RAL. CNBETh, CNI-' PUNR,('NA I' N:It ,il N
REFAl1. F T XRFTY P , FTIP

*RFAL 11I-LT AE ,rTFL T AA ,rI'1.T A R It F1.T A F, DEL T AT ,rIEL TA C
U*-*RAL PS IT, 7!4[TAT, Pi T, D'E7 Al , ;AIMAT, At FUHAT
RFAL TFHtI , rTliF TA, TfI ,1 TA, T(GAiIMA, TALFHA
REAl. T,TOIJT,TTOIAI ,TlNIT,SAhF'l.F
REAL. FiAMMAtALFllf, bE TrAA- HAD
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REAL HFIGHT
I NTEGER Nf:N, IF1 '3, 1WORK 5), I1, N2 N3, N4

~:. .KKKREAL RFLXRR,ARSF:RR,G,G11Or,(c
REAl. WORK(352)
REAL C,D,E,DET,K,J,PI
COMMON/1/EIXX,BIY't,'177Z,F'TX7
COMMON/C/MA9S, 'JTRF PS, GHAV, C BAR, 0, S,R
COMMON/X/CLO, ,Cl A, C1 All, (A '. .' Cl (1, ,F [F ,Ct ['F
COMMON/Y/CYPETA, CY, CYR, rYA I I., cypu[iri, CYPlT, CYIC
(:OMMON/7/C.r'M 1 N, AL PHAT, BIF TAT, At PHArI, BE- 1IA, Al FPHf
COMMONJ/L/Cl-ET A,(-LtP, CL R,F.LAT-R ,CI FAJ;Iil, CLDT, CLDC

C0MM()N/N/CNF4ETA, CNP, ,fNR, ,LNA1L.R 7 C NRUrill, ,CtrT , C~(
GUMN/FT/'FTXB,FTYFB,Fr7R4
COMMON/f'EL.TA/f'ELTAE , DIF L FAA, ['CL TAR, EIELT\F , DELTAT , [ELTAW
CIJMMOL4/MULTF'I /c, r' , F, ['F , K, P I
DIATA IW0Rt(,lOR/-J*0,3j2*0./

C*oDE PARAMIFTERS
RrLERR=0. 000100
ASERR=0 .000100

IFI.AG-.
NFGN=12

PRINT*,W
PRINT*, 'THIS OPTION SETS LIP AN[' RU1Nq A FTIULArTON FOFR A
PRINT*, 'NONL INEAR, SYMIF TRIl.AL AIE:-RAFT.'
PRINTW, 4 OF INn~ns 74
PRINT*,' I OF OUTPUTS 24'
F'RINT*,THE OUTPUTS OF THF SfIVILATJON ARE THE PERTURBATION'
PRINTWANGLES PHI, THETA, PSI, BETA, GAMMA, AND A ,LPHA'
PRINT,'([DEG. ), THF BODY VFLOFIT7FS Xi', VB, AND Off
PRINT*,'(FT/SEC), THE EARIH FRAME TRAJECTOF:IES X, Y,'
F'RINT*,'AN' Z (Fr), HEIGHT, TRUEF VELOCITY, AND T[IF'
PRINTWV'ERIVATIVE OF ALPHA. THE FINAL OUTPUTS ARE THE'
PRINTWTOTAI. AN6GLES (TR'IMi PERTUR[IAT TON) PHI, THETA, PSI,'
PRITNT*,'E4ETA, GAMMA, Awl ALFPHA (EG,).'
PRINT*, '
PRINT*,'CAUTION: Al L NONOTMEN1SI(NA. FORCE AND MOMFNT

-~~ PRINTWCOEFFICIEJTS DUE TO AN AN(iLE MUST HoVE UNITS OF'
PRINTS,' uTrEG,. AilL ANG.E(S WILLI. BE INPUrTTED AND OUT-'
PRINT*r'PUTTED IN DEGREES.,

'I..PRINT, '
F'RINT*, 'WHEN TRIMMING THF AIRCRAFT (All1. FFRTLIRBATIONS AF''

S F'PRINT*, 'EQUAL TO 0) THE FOLLOWING EOIJATIONJS MUST B3E
PRINT*, 'SATISF[ED (VikFPS - Tk1IF VE.IOCIFTY)'I

PR NT* ' ( 1) CLO =CLAWA.F'HAT + rLVWVTF'S'
PRINT*, ' (2) CMO = CMA*AL F'HAT + CI V*VTFRFF'S'
PRINT, '..HERE AI.F'HAF IS THF TRIN ANGLE OF ATTACK.'
PRINTW '
PRINT*,'
FRINTS, THE UISFR MUS~T INPUIT THE FOLLOWING DATA:'
PRINTW,

* ..*~PRINTS,' S THF DATA STOk' ON TAPE17LIATA?'
FR[NT*,W 1= YES W ~N
REAL'S, NI
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IE(NIFUbI) GJO TO 500
La 4 -

CS ENTER FIATA FROM THE UISER'S TFRMINAL
* C*

PRINTS,'
- PRINT*,'FNTFP, THE MOIMFNTS OF INF$TIA#

PRIMT*,'IXX PIYY BIUZZ PIUX7.
RE.Arl', F4IXX,FUyYBIZZ,pIX?

* PRINT*,
P'RINTS, 'ENTER G VAI OF (GRAVITY ,I.F. 32UfT/S;EC SO,)'
PRINTS, GRAVITY>..
REAL'S, GNAV
PRINT*,' /

PRINT*,ENTER THE AIRCRAFT WEIGHT ANDl THE TRUE AIRSFPEED:'1
PRINT*,'ACGJ VT >

REAl'S, ACGW,VTRFPS
PRINTS,'/
P'RINT*,'ENTER THE WING, RFERUNCE AREA, THE WING MEAN AFRO-'

PRINTS,'EYNAMING CHORE', AND' THE IDYNiAMIC PRESSURE:'
PRINT, 'S CfJAlR% 0
REAl'S, S,CFAR,fl
PRINTS, 'EN1lER CONFIGURATION CONSTANT F USEr' IN Col CUT AT TtG'
PRINT*,'K
REAl'S, EQ
PRINTSW

4< PRINTS,'ENTER THE LIFT (CI.) COEFFTCIENlS:'

PRINT*, 'CLO CLA CLAD' CN.Y rLQ CDtE CLr'E
READS, CiO,CL A,rI.Ari,CL V,C-I 0,C[ li','A ;' PRNT'RINTT,'ENTER THE Y FORCE COFFICIFNTS:'

44 PRINT*, 'BETA P R AILFF:ON RUDDElR D'TE. TAIL CANARI;'
REAr'S ,CYT4ETA, CYP, CYR. LYAII .8, CYRUD'r', CYJ1T, .CYI'C
PRINT,'

fl.4~4 PRINT*,'ENTER THE INITIAl DRAG (CEIMIN) COEFFICIENT >

READ*S, £111111
PRINTS,'
PRINTS,'FNTFR THE INITIAl PITCHING MV1MFNT COFFE(C.MO)
READS, CHO
PRINTS,'
PRINTS,'ENTER THE ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICl1ENTS (ELi.)'
PRINTS,'BETA F' R AIlE-RON RUDDER i'IEF.TAIL CANARPr'
READ*S, £LPFTA,CLP,CLR,CLAIL-R,CIRI'Ii,CLDIl,CLFC
PRINTS,'/
PRINTS,'ENTER THE PITCHING MOMENT (CM) COEFICNTS:.'
PRINTS,'CMA CMAD CMV CMI? CMOP CUF
RFAE'S ,CMA, CHAt,CMV,C:MU, CHOP ,CMI'E
PRINT*,'

F PRINTS,'FNTFR THEF YAW4ING MOMENT COlEFFICIENTS ((UN)'
F PRTNT*,'DE-TA F' R AILERON R(IDE'ER rjIFE.TAIL CANAFTii

HEADS*, C14BFTA,CNP,(:NHCNAl h ,C-NFIJDrI,C'NJll ,NNDC
v PRINT*,'

PRINTS, 'ENIER THF FO)RCES D'UE TO THRUS9T (FT)'
PRINTS,'XE' VS WW'

.4, *, HADS, FTXBF-TYFI,FTZFI
A PRINT*,'/

PRINIS,'FNTF; INITIAL TlIE OF SIMUt ATION:
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REAE'*, TINIT
te PFRINT*, 'ENTFR FTNAL TTMF (if- STMIL ATION':

RFArI*, TTOTAL
PRINT*, 'FNTER TIME SIFF' SIZF OF SIMUL.ATION>.:
RkAD*, SAMPL E
PRINT*,'
PRINT*, 'FNTFR THF 1FNM COITTONS FOR:'
PKINTt,i-HI IHEIA F'SI It ITA 8LPHAT AlFHATI (I'Efl.)
h'FA['*, FHIT,THET6TrF-SlT,IFTAT,AI FHAT,ALFHADi
PR IN #, '11B VB W B
RFArl*, 6O(4),r;0(5),GO(6)
PRINT~, 'P 0 R'

PRINIWX Y 7 ..
RiFAri*, G( 010) ,0f(1 1 (o(.12)
PRINT*,',
F'RINT*, 'FNTFR VflMMoNLiIF1 CONTROL SUJRFACE [FFCTIONS (rIFG.)'
PRINT*, 'ELEVATOR AJI.ERON RiJfi[iFR.%
RFAri*, IiFLTAF,[,FI TA.DF!-TiAR
PRINT*,'FtAFEROn EBIFF.TAIL CAArY.:
RFAl' t, TE[ TAUJ , 'LlT' 1*. Thc
6O TO 1000

500 CONTINUE

(C* F14TFR DIATA FROM TIAF lJ5FR'c. TIATA FII F

RFAJ(3,*) MRXX,F4JYY,BIZZ,BMX7
REAE'(3,*) GRAV

IVrNFAr' 311() AcGiW kYIFF1-S

RFA[(3,*) C.0, CI A, Cl Aft, C V,( 11d', FCI lD-
READ ( 3, U CYPE TA, CYF, CYR, UYATL R, CYRJIL.CYD T, CYC
RF All(3, *) CDMIN
RFAI(3,*) CL BHA, Ci P, Q R, (1 A J LR, CL RUDD', ITCLI'C
REA[1(3,*) CMO, CHA, CADi, UIV. IGQ,CMJF, CMIF
kFAD ( 3, *) CNllFTA, CNPUhi,ulW--II N, CNRJli l, CNJT T,CNf'C
REAlli'3,*) FTXIB,FTYEB,FTZP
F:FAD (3, *) TTNIT,TTOTAI ,;tMF'IE

*REAiP(34) PHI T,THETAT, PSIT, BE TAT, Al.F-HAT, ALPHAri
RFAl'(3,*) GO(4),6O(5),60(6)
REA[(3,*) (30(7)p130U3),60(?)
RFAT(3,*) O(1),3 1 ;~ '
REA[1(3,*) [ELTAF, ,FLTAA, DEL TAR, DELTAF, DFLTATDELTAC

1000 CONTINLuE

* (* C'ALCUL ATION OF MATHFMATTCAI, COiFFFJTFNTS [ISFII IN THF
(2* NONLINFAR E'ItFEN TIAI.. iA.UAT1ONS.

5- P1-3. 14159216539979310
A= s/ cpAR **2,

ts=1.0,/(FT*AR*FO)
MA S S- A C W/ GRAI
['FT PIXX*F4JYY'*E'77-(FBTXZ**2)*F'1YY

~ *A.~.C:E'(YY*B17Z/[FIT
l'=ETXZ*F'IYY/t'FT
E= (141 X*B IZZ--BT I )ET
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PRINT* p'THIS CONUI.JIIFS T11F INPUT OF THE 11ATrA
PRINT*, 'THE SIMUL.ATION WIl L NOW BEGITN.'
PRJNT*,'

C* REWRITE THF INPUT Ill THF UISER FOR ntjlF'LIT CHECKS

WRITF(6,5)

WRITE(6, 10)
10 FORiMAT( I6X, 'AT f"CRAF T FARAW TERS')

IWRITE(6,IS) BIXXGkoV,53
15 FORMAT(1X,'EJXX =',F14.6,tX,' OFRAV ',F14.6'.1.X

+,I S = ',FIO.6)
WRITF(6,20) EiYY,AVLW,U.MR

20 FORMAT(1X,'iBTYY = ',Fl4.6,1X,' ACOW =',Fl4.6,1X:
W, CF'AR = ',FJO.6)
IORTTE(6, 1.5) E4IZZ,VTRFF'S,AR

25 FORMA1(lX,'E7Z = ',FJ4.6,tX,'VTRFP5 ',F14.6,IX
W AR = ',F10.6)

WR]TF(6,30) B1X7,0
30 FORMAT(1X,'EIXZ = ',Fl4.6,1X,' 0 =',F14.6)

WRITF(6,35)
35 FOMT X

WRITE(6,40)
40FORMAT(SXL.ONGITUIINAL BDY AXIS COEFFICIF-4TS')
WRITE(6,41) CLO,CIIO

4 2 FORMAT(IX, C10 ',lP13.6,lX.' ('MO = ',IFF17).6)
inWRITE(6,45) CI..V,CM')

45 FORMAT(lX,' CLV = ',1PEi3.6,lX,' ('MV =',lFF3.6)
WR(TF(6,50) CL-A,CMA

5, FORMAT(1X, CIA =',lPF13.6,lX,'* CMA =',1FE'l.6)

WRTiE(6,51) CLAV,CMAfi
51 FORMAT(1X, CLAY' = ',1P'E13.6,lX,' CIAD = ',1FF13.6)

WRITE(6,55) ('LO,CtlO
5 5 FORNAT(1X, ('[0 = ',1F'E13.6,lX,' ('M0 ',1FF13.6)

WRITE(6,60) CL-TiF,CME
60 FORMATI, ('IDF = ',IF'EJ3.6,lX, ('MIlE = ',lPF13.6)

*WRITE(6,62) CLF.IF,CMIiF
62 FORMAT(IX,' ('IrF = ',1PE13.60WX, CMDF =',1FF13,6)

65 FORMAT(0IX, 'CIIHIN =',IPE13.6)

70 RITE(6,70)

WRITE(6,75)
75 FORN-AT(8XIAT-IIR FnODY AXIS COFFFIClEWTS')

!JRITE(6,80) CYE4FTA,FLbETA,C0iETrN
H0 FORMAT(iX, CYI FTA l ~FFl3-6,lX,' CIPFTf) 'IPE13.6,IX,

N+' CNPFETA = ',IFFli.6)
WRITF(6,85i) r.Fii,CNP

sf85 FORMAT(IX, CYF = ',IPFl3.6,lXv' CL = rP'-.,X
'9+0 (NP ',1F13.6)

WRITF(6,90) C'YR,C-R,CNR
90 FOHiAT(IX, C'YR = I1PF13.60WX, CL-R = ',IFE13.6,1X,

V + CNR Iff 13.6)
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'4R1TE(6,95) CYAIL.R,CI..ATI FR,CNATLR
95 FORMAI(ZX, CYAlLFR = ',IPE13.6,IX,' CIfiIIR = ',IFlF3.6,IX,

* +' LNAILR = ',IPE13.6)
WRIF (6, 100) CYRIii Ci R(JrtI R, fiih

100 FORMAT(IX,' CYFUD[', = ',1F'E13.6,IX,' CLFRLii'= ',IFE13.6,1X,
V' CNIRUID = ',IF'FI3.6)
WRITE(6,102) CYE'T,CLIJT,CN'T

107 FORMAT(.IX,' CYrIT = ',1FE1l3.6,1X,' CHIT = ',]FE13.6,lX,

WRITF(6, 104) CY'Cd;lADC,CN.IIC
104 FORMAT(1X,' CYOJC = ',1PE13.6,lX,' CLDC = ',1PF13.6,IX,

+' CNrDC= ',IFF13.6)

WRITEG60 05)
-' 105

* WRITE(6PI07)
107 FORMAT(HXt'THRUST COFFFICIENTS')

WRITE(6,108) FTXB,F'TYB,FTZC
108 FIORMAT(1X,'FTXB = ',IFF13,6,lX,'FTYB ',IPE13.6,AX,

+'FT7Ii = ',1PF.13.6)
WRITF(6, 109)

109 FRA(X
WRITE(6, 110)

1.10 FORNATI(8X,'COMMANrIFrI cnNTROL. SURFACE rEFL EClTIONS'#')
IRITE(60i11) [ELTAE,1lELTAA,lIFLTAR

111 FORMlAT(lX,'FELTAE = ',1F'El3.6,1X,' rIELTAA = ',1F'F13.6,lX,
+' DELTAR = ',IPE13.6)
WRITE(6,1110) rIFl.TAF,IIlF.TAT,TIFl.TAC

1110 FORMAT(lX,'fELTAF = ',1FE13.6,1X,' rIELTAT = ',1PE13.6,1X,
+' fIFLTAC = ',flPF13.6)
WRTTE(6, 112)

* WRITF(6,211)
211 FORMAT(RX,'THF TRIM ANGLES OF' THE AIRCR'AFT:')

WRITE(6,212) PHIT,THETAT,FSIT
*212 FOR1MAT(1X,' PHIT ='PlPF3.6,2X,' THETAT = ',IF'EI3.6,2X,

+' PSIT = 'PIPE13.6)
FiAMMAT=THETAT-Al PHAT
'RITE(6,214) EBETAT,AL.FHAT,GAMMAT

214 FOR;MAT(IX,'BFTAT ::',1FFJl.8,.2X,' ALPHAT =',1F'F.13.6,2'X,
+' GAMrIAT = ',1PE13.6)

WRITE (6, 112)

C* CONVERT FROM TRIM ANGI ES TO F'ERTIRBA71ON ANGLES

TALPHA=ATAN(GO(6)/GO(4))*1SO.0/'I
AtF'HA=TALPHA-AL.PHAT
TBFTAASN(GO(5)/VTRFF5c)*1 8O.0/'I
ETA=TKFFTA~- ETA T
60(1)=0

GAMMA= THE TAT --ALFPHA T

*%~P * ~ WF:TE(6,113) TTNI1
113 FORMAT(IX,'THF OIITP11TS AT T 'PF5.2,' SETEONI'S ARK:')
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115 FORMAT(IX,' PHT =',tPE13.6,1X, THETA ',1F'13.6,IX,
+' PSI = ',IPE13.6)
WRITF(6,1?0) GO(4),GO(5),&O0(6)

120 FORMAT(lX,' UJ1 = ',tPEt3.6,IX,' VB ',IPE13.6,lX,

3~ ~~C +' P='1F36

C* ERROR CHECK ON INITIAL UH (lt CANNOT FOIJAL 0)
t2*

IF (GO(4).FO.0.000) THFN
PRINTWTHE INITIAL liP CANNOT BE ZERO AS IT WILL'
E-RINT*, CAUSE7 Al PHA=ATANU4F4/LJP4) TO BLOW UP.'

END' IF

WRITF(6,125) GO(7),6O(8),ufl(9)
12 5 FORtIAT(tX,' P =',1PEI3.6,lX,' Q ',lF'F13.6,.IX,

+1 R = ',IPEl3.6)
WRITE(6,130) (O(10),G0(1I),GO(12)

130 FORMAT(tX, X = ,F1.,X' Y =',lPF3.6,1X,
+0 Z = ',1PE13.6)

WRITF(6,135) ALP'HA,GA'IlMA,PETA
135 FORMAT(IX,' ALPHA = ',tFE13.6,1X, GAMMA =',IPF13.6,lX,

I'~ B' ETA =',1F'E13.6)

HEIGHT=-GO( 12)

C;* CHECK ON THE VAI UC. OF HEIGHT FOR A POSSIJ4[ F CRASH

IF (HEIGHT.[T.0,0) THEN
PRINT*,'

PRINT*,* CCCC RRR;F AA 5555 NH HH * V'
PRIN7*,* CC CC RR RR AAAA SS SS HH HH * V'

PRTNT*,'* CC RR RR AA AA SSS NH HH * V'
PRINT*,* CC RRRR AAAAAAAA SSSS HHHHHHH * V'

*PRINT*,'* CC RR RR AA AA SSS NH HH * V'
PRINT*,'* CC CC RR RR AA AA SS SS NH NH *'

PRINT*,'* CCCC RR RR AA AA SSSS HH HH * V'

PRINT*,'
STOP

ENn IF
WRITF (6,136) HFTGHTrVTRFF'SAI PHAI

136 FORMAT(1X,'HEIGHT = ',lFE13.6,IX,'VTRFFS =',lPE13.6,lX,

P'Al.PHAtl = ',lPL13.6)

C* INITIAI.I7ATIONS OiF THF STATES

G(J(2)=THFTA*PI/180.O
GO( 3)=PSIT*FI/I80,0
DO0 200 N-1,12

6 (N) =6 0(N)
200 CnNTINluE

' 4 TTOTAL=TTOTAL-SAMPIF
2000 CONT I11N11

P'RINT*,'
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C* CAlI 1.S TO ODE, OUTPUTS FR~OM ClrIF, AND CHF CKS FOR FFRROR MlFSSAOFS

D 0 999 J=TINTT,TTOlAL,SAMP1.F
TOUT :TINI T+SAMF'LIE

9999 CAIlL nn!:'(F,NFOIN,G3,TTNIT,TnULT,RFI FRR,AEBSFR$,IF,A6,WORK,
+ IWORK)

WR11F(6,137) TOUT
'si.137 FORMAT(tX,'THF OUTPUITS Al T =',F5.2,1 SFCONIS AR'[:')

C* CONVERT PHI, THETA, PSI. ALPHA. AND ['FA FROM F:ArITArS
C* TO DFGREF:S FOR PRINTING PURPOSEFS. CONVFRT PHI, THIETA, mNri
C* F'S! TO PERTURBATION AN69LEIS FROM TOTAl. AN4(LFS.

(01)=G( I )*I 80.0/PI-F'ITT
f(2)=G(2')*180,0/PJ-THFi:TAT
G (3) .:G (3) * 180. 0/P I -PS! I
Al. PHA=At PHA*I8O,0./F'
l~iFTA=E'FTA* 180,0/F[

"S IAMMAG(2) -AL.F'HA

140 FORMAT(1X,' PHI =',ilPEI3.6,1X,' THETA ',1FE13.6,1X,
* ~~+ P lSI 1E36

1.5 WRTTE(6,145) G(4),G(5),G'(6)
15 FflRMAT~.tX,' LIP ',lPEIJ3.6,lX,' V[4 I ',FT 13 . I X,
+ WD W= ',1PEI3.6)

C.* FRROR- CHEC:K ON LIP (Lui ChNNOIi 1-1110 0

IF (G(4).F0.O,000) THf-N
F'RINrTK,'rRROR IN LiE (IIP=O.0) CAUS1ES AL-F'HA-=ATAN'

'5" F'RINT*,'(WEB/Ur) TO B'LOW (IF'.'
END IF

150 FORMAr~lX,' PF' ',1F'E!3.6,lX,' 0='PPI3.6,1X,
+ I R = ,IPF13.6)

WRITE(6,155) G(10),Gi(11),(G(12)
15 Fflh'IAT0WX, X = ',lPFI3.6,1X,' Y= ',1FF3.6,lX,

+ p Z = ',IPEl3.6)
WRI7F(6, 160) AlPFHtA,GAMM'A,PFTA

160 FORMAT(lX,' ALP'HA =',1FEL3.6,IX,' GAMMA 'v1F'E13.6,lX,
+ ' IETA = ',IF'113.6)

HEIGHT=-(( 12)
IF (HFIGHiT.LT-O.0) THFN
FR INTW,
PRINT*, '****'*******~**'**~
F'FTNT;.'* CCC'C RFRRR AA SSSS HH HH * 4'
P'RINT*,'* CC ITr F R RR AAMA C;l 513 H HH * *'
PR I ?T* C* C,; RR RF A ,A A A 133S HH HH **
F'RINT*, * CC RRINk AAAAAAMA 5335 HUH111IiH * *

PPINT*, '* Ci; RR RR: AA AA 9S!3 IflUi HI- * *
r'R INot*' CC CC R R FNR r, A A A SR 55 H HH *

F'RI-T*,'* CCCC F IR RR AA AA S5SSS HH HH V *

P'RINT*, '**************'********
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STOP
? END IF

t -WRITF'6,162) HFIC'HI,VTRFPS,AI.FPHAD~
162 FORMAT(1X,'HE-IOHT --',1PE13.6,IX'V.lRFPS =',IFE13.t,1X,

+- 'AIFPHAI='1F36
PRINT*,'/
WRITF(6, 1432)

1632 FORMAT(1XTHEF TOTA. AFLS(TRIM + PERiTIRBATION)
VTAI..PIIA-ALPHA +AI.PHA T

TRF:TA=BETA4-BETATl
TPH i( I( )+FPHI1
TTfIETA=G()t THFTAT
TPSI=G(3)+PSIT

WNTTE(6,1634) TAI PHiA,TO-AltiA,TF'ETA
1634 FORKifT(IX, 'TAI PH ', ItFE.13.6,I, TGAMIA r'IF'El3.6,lX

+ CTBETA =',IPE13.6)
- -,WRITE(6,1636) TF'HT,TTIWFTA,TFSI

1636 FCJRMAT(1X,' TF'HI = ',lrE[3.6,1x,' TTHETA =',lFE13.6,1X

+ T TSTI = ',IP'F13.6)

C* CONVERT ANGLES FROM D'F.GREES TI) RADIANS FOR STMI[l ATlON

63(1 )=TPHI*PJ/380.O
G( 2hTTHETAaPI1/18O. 0
G(3)=TPSI*F'I/18O.0

IA
IF(IFLAGPNF.2) THEN
PRINT*,'/

V IF(JFLA6.FU.3) THE-N
FRINT*,INTFGRATJON ID NOT REACH TOUIT F4CAIISE'
PRINTWFRROR TOLFH' :CES TOO SMALL. REIFERR,ATiSERR'

4 P~FRINT*, 'NCREASEDJ Ar :iRiATIFLY FOR CONTINIING.'
PRIN~TW'

*PRINIE, DiOES THE llS F WANT OTIF 1111 FRAN\CE. PARAMETEFRS'
PRINT*,RELERR = ',RFIlF&RR,' AND) ARSERRS- ',ABSERR
P'RTNT*, 'JINCRF-ASIFD?-1'
PRINT*,'ENTER (1=YFS 0=140) /

REAII*, N3,
IF(N3.FAI.1) THEN

PRINT*,ENT[F; NEW RELERR ANDr AE'SFRR:'
PRINT*, 'RFLERR AWSEFRR >

RFAD*, RFI ERR,ARF4SkR
Zr GO TO 9999

END IF
END IF
TF(TF[AFI.EO,4) THEN

PRFINT*, 'INTl BRArjON 11i NOT REACH TOUT HEFCATIS';F
PR N1~ ,'MRETHANS0 1[SWEUH'

4 FRINIt,
F RINT*, ' [I1[S IfE1 ll$f : W4ANI TO CONT INUlE?'

* PflTUNT*,' FNIE5; (t=t'ES Ur Nil)
RE.Ai'*,N4
TF(N4.FO).1) THELN

-. ~ NO J 91199
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r D IF
Mi IF

TF( fFLiAfJG.5 IHFN

FRI NT*, ' IN7TF;RA I TIN Ti II NOT REAiCH TOI T FPFCAHSF'
FhIN1 *, 'FUHATIONS A'FEf)R M0 11E STI FF.

ENDi IF
TF(IFLfAIG.F0.6) lHEN

PRINT*,'INVAI.Irl ]NP01 FARAMtFTFF;S'(FriT~ ERRRF.)'
ENDI IF

(2* ENr PR~OGRAM TILIF To ER.ROR liFSSiA5ES FROMI ODF
(2*

P'RINT*,'
f-'RlNT*, 'TtiF FROGRAN HA'S KFEN TERMT:f1 iFri TILIF TO FFF:O0'
PR1NT), MESsAiW rRoii oi)kE.,
PRINT*,'
STOP

ENDi IF
(2*

FRINT*!
999 CONTINUE

FRINT*,'IDES THF LISFR VANT TO CONTINUE THF STIM IATIflN7'
FRINT*, ENTER 0 ILF SrMlJI.AlIOtN END!S'
F-RINT*,'ENTER 1 IF S]MULATIION ('UNTINIIES WITH THE SAMF'
FRTNTW, CONTROI. SURFACE [DEFLECTIONS.'
F'RINT*; ENTER 2 IF SM1UI ATTON CONTrINUES WITH NFW
FRINT*, ' CONJ ROL SURFACE LiFFLEC I IONS. '
FRINT*, ENTElR 3 IF SIM[I.ATTniN CON-rINUFS WI1H NFW FORL:ES'
PRI NT*, ' IlE 19) Tli~iU:-T VA~LUES.'
r'RIN7*, 'ENTER 4 JF SIM11I rATION CON! INUES WITH B~OTH NF1''
FRIN'T*, CO'NTROL SUIRFAiCE T~IEFLECT IINS AND~ NI-W
FRINT*, FORC:ES rilF TO IHR(IST.'
PR[NT*,'FNTFR *
F<EAI*, N2
IF(N?.NF.0) THEN

* PRJNTWENTFR NFI. FINAl SiMIJlATION TIME
* REAi* , TTOTAI..

PRINT,'FNTER NFW SAMPLIING 7I Ti
REArl* ,SAIIFI E
IF(N2.En.2) THFN

PRINTW,
FRINT*, 'ENTER NFWJ CONTROL SURFACE TIFFl ECTTIONS:'
PRINT*,'iELTAIE EiELTAA [iFLTAR>
RFAf'*, IFi.TAF,EiF TAA,IiFL TAR
FRINT*,'DEI.TAF KiELTAT DFLTAC

WRITE(6,,30ei)
WR]TF(6,307)

4. WRITE(6,110) rwi. TAF,IWFLTAA,F DEL TAR
WRITFA,31 2) fi-.l TAF J11i1 TtA,IiFHTA(.
WFITE(6,305)

FNTI IF
__ TF(N?.EQ.3) THEN

PRINT*,'
FRIN~TW ENTFR TOPF NFW FORCES 1111F 10 THYIST, (F T)
P'RINT*, 'Xbi YR ZF1
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FNFAi*, F TXBP T f liF T 7B
WFRITE(6, -305)

* WRITFA,320)
WRI TF(6, 325) lFTXB.,FTYB,FTZ3
WFR1TF(6,3 05)

END IF
iF(N?.F0.4) THEN

PRIN'T*,'
PRINT*, 'ENTER THF CONTROL. SIRFfiCI nun ECTTnNS:'

PFmT.*, 'EL. rAE UIFI.TM rTIF5TAR
RFAr*, Tift TAP., Dt L TAi, DF I TAR
FF:T'tJTi, ' IF~ TAF DELTA r rF L.T A C
FNFA14, DEL TAf, J;F! TAT ,h'FLTAC,
PRINT*,'
PRtINT*, 'FNTLR THE MF W F ORCES [i'W. TO THRWUYT El)
PRINIT*, 'XB YEB ZR
RFAP!*, FTXFB,FTY[ FT7B
WKITE(6, 305)

LRITE(6,307)
307 FOlRMAI (RX, 'COMmAWIiFr' COiNTROL SUJRFACE rIFFLFr'T IONS:'

* ~~~~~~~WRITE(6,310) tIT~-rF AF.A
310 FORM'AT(I,'IDEITAF -=' , 1FF3.6,1Xv,'r'FLTA A = ',1F3.6,

+ lXv'DELTAR =',I.FE1t3.6)
WRITF(6,312) riFLTAF,rlFLTAT,rIFLTAC

312 FORMATM1,'rIELTAF = ',1.FF13.6,1X,'rlFLrfT= '?lFEI1i,6,
+ IX,'l'EI.TAC = ',IF'E13.6)

WRITE(6,315i)
3315FORMAT (I,

WRTTE(6,320)
- . .~-10 FORMATMR, 'THE NL', FOREES DlUE TO THRUST (FT.) ARE:')

* * WRITE(6,3?Sj) FTXLb,FlIYR,FTZI
*325 FORMfiT(IX,'FlX' = 'rI113.6,1X, FTYF' ',lF'F13-.6,lX,

+ ' FT7PE = ',1PE113.6)
L"RITF6,305)

END IF
130 TO' 200

El.SE
STOP

END IF
END

C* THIS SUBROUITNE FORMS THF NONt INFAR IiIFFERFNT)A.
C* EQUATIONS OIF THE SYMMETRIChL AIRCRAFT.

C* THE VARJAFLF FnQUIVA1FNT5 ARF:
C* 61):PH 1
C* (;2)=THFTA
C* G3 z PS I

C G 7) =F,

C* ( 10) X
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((11) )'r

C G( 12)=7

SUB~ROUTINE F(T,(GE'rOT)
RFEAI FIXX,PTXZEITYY,BiZ7

FA I, CYPFTA,CYF P,CLR,C[AI[RCylIr'cT P Ci
REAL CM0riPAT~Ai~~hPiLH

RE At. C FPFTA ,CNFrCNF; 3Nr I Frru'iCHTCI
REAL1 FTXLI,FTYFI,FTZII

RFAI TPFL.TtI , I1F 1. IAA, riF ITAR, DFLTAF , rF[. TAT , IIELTAC
REAL c, riE,IET, K , T
1I1I11F NS ION (3( 1:2) .( fTnT( 1 :)
Co0MMnNE//IXx.EB Ey~dpZ7,EIIX7
CO~M0N/C/MSSVTRFF5,J1 GAYc F Ap. U C)I
ctfltioN /X.,CLOCLA, Ci AT'ijCU),f PO, C[.rF ,CLflF
fCt mMON/Y/CYI-EiTA, CYF', C'F,,CYAT I. *cys~uriri, CYrT ,CYllC

COM~i10/Z/C['MilN,Al .PHAT IBET)T ,AI PIAII A,6ALFHA
*~ - Ci1MI~/ /11 IPFTA TI ' iR.AA[ C 1Ii'*L(1 , UT DC

'o.COMiMON/M/ CMNRLTA, C MI, C: , F.11 CI M FNI C I

~ J[~[flTAR,, rn TAF ,DF'LTAT,FlTAC

V IRF S'-:( G(4 * " Hl5*<'+ G 6 ) * ? ) ** ( I./2, 0
ALPFHAATAN(G'(6) /G 4)-AtF'HAT *1'l O. 0
FiFTAzASIN((i ( 5i) /VTRF PS) h TAI 1.FTR. .0

CML'.CNA TI R~fi':I .rA+ ,;NRli'ril*r'EI..TAR+CNr'r*[ir'LTAT+Ct~r'C*r'EL-TAC
Cii zC[.ILS*fl. AA+I r'i'*r'rl TAS+FLt r'r*r'ib Tr'iT+FLli(U*TlFI...'TAC

rY D-CYA T1-R,* PELTAAK, YRUrii* DEL TAR f+CY TiT *tDEL.TAT +CYJ'[.*rEL T6C

C;* PHI rip.RiVATIVE FOiiArTuu

+TAN (. )*fl(9)

C * THFTA IERIVATIVc E:OUATIN
* 17*
*(IIT (2) =COS (5 ( I) *GS(8)-S 1,, 5 1) )*Bf 9

C* PSI ['FRIVA FIVE FOLIATIN

*C* U BODIY DEFRIVATIVE F01IOJN

4(.*710CA*AI Ff14H I F-1. J '* Afl'*AI vf-HAPi C[ 0*1L (9 ff+ L V*
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4 VTFFFS i[FLP) *C0r (BETIA) *1135 At. II i) f*FTXP-IIASS*UkAV*
+STIN (G (2)) /hAS+ J(9) *1,(79() 6

* C> V BUOjY DERIVATIVE FlIATION
£4

rsrI0(5)=(n*S*(UYIFTA*FTAIOOFTCPB7+CRl(
4 CY10)+FT YR4MS*IAY9[tS4 (13()*CS( (2))).'IAS+6&)6(

* 4-+6(9) *G( 4

C t1 ( W. BODiY DFRIVATIVE FOIIATICIN

GDOT (6)=(-Q*5* (CLU+C[ A*AI H*10*0PICAIATli

+CLO43M)+CL.VtVTFSLDI*lS(AH)-t.S(£9(4?k*1*
H051A +C AAlFH ,l0-/P14(LADALPHAV'+[LI (J*i(3+C*

*+VTP FFPS+£LP0) I*CIJ'S ( BIETA) *SINB(o PHA f FTZF{+MjASS*L3MV
*-4COS (5l(1I)*CO3(B(2) 1 /9A (0)3*c 4 )-:) *G5

C4 CA! (,[It ATT IN OF TH IAF R IVA fITVE OF (it PHA
£4

Al PlAr=(IT (4)tf(6) -POrr (6)*(4))(( 4) **2+G()*2
£4

r: P tiERIVArTVE FQlIATION

Gri (7) =C* ( 0*30*- l I - VAt*P FTAt 3.0 +F1 P46(7 4£! P* 9)
+C I_[ [If) +IX7*G *I()4PY--b 17)*6(8)53(9f14 0 )jl*(**

*(£FF~tFT~lfO./F+CF*;+C~t?)CND +BHI XX -DT)

/* U4 DERIVATIVi" FIIAT]OIN

*(3rloi(8)=F(f*400Rei*CMO+'MA*Al F'HA*1P0.0l/P'T+£Ci*CBB)+
4 tA ri*A L.F H AF1 V-£*IV TRFP S + Cri) +lT 1X7* (69)C 4- G(71* +
+( bTZZ-Bi XX) *6(9 1*7( 7))

£4
C R4 DERIVATIVE FOIIAFiON

+(FIXX-DIYY)t6(7)*6(3)-01X476*6)C(9))/IIET

f, [ X L'FF'NIVATIVE EQUATION
£4

C*F Y IIEFrYATIVE EQUATION

+5I EN (G3) ) +[~ G3( I() t11W3 (G( 3))1*46(5) + ( FOS In
+SJN(6(2)) )*SIN(())*-F lfN(G I) )*'5U(3) )*6 (S)

Ft7 DF RI 'AT IV[ Fif! Tl I ON
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GDOT 12)=(-SIN(G(2)) )*,(4 )+(SIN(G(1))*CO3(r3(() ,2)+

RETURN
END

-"

--EOR--
l-.:,---EOR--

---EflF--
END OF FILE
'? F.ND

AERO IS A LOCAL FILE

-J

XEDIT,DATA
XEEIIT 3.1.00

"""? ?? F'*

10033.429 53876.269 612-8.452 132.13217338 2.26 ,527 2
32.2

21018.0 1591.75
300.0 11.32 1129.3126 30.0 0.8
0.06202943 0.066129 -2.97469? 0.0 3.458724 0.006180 0.004004
-0.019192 0.026463 0.516864 0,000362 0.000 l.5 0.000281 0.0,D1541

0.0449031142
-0.001702 -0.257331 0.018261 -0.00025 0.000077 -0.000811 0.000232
0.0010042202 -0.010705 0.')01?81 0.0 -1.889366 -0.008C61 -0.001432
0.00088 0.004371 -0.24637 0.0002,36 -0.000349 0.000291 0.01541
15778.99151 0.0 0.0
0.0 5.0 1.0

0.0 0.9380064 0.0 0.0 0.9330064 0.0
1591.5367 0.0 26.057853

0.0 0.0 -30000.0
- 0.0 0.0 0.0 010 0.0 0.0

-L" -- OR--
-- FOF--
END OF FILF
' END

I-ATA IS A LOCAI. FII F
/

GFT, t!=OIF
""" /I IBRARY'I I)

• ,'-, I IF:AY ( L! )
," W 1 N!, * .F ROD, TA

I [;EW NT', AEF:f', rifi1A.

01.706 CF' SFC~I:.(h , L AIF [1 I (TN T7 TMF.
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THIS OPTION SFTS UP AND RLINS A STMULATION FOR A
NONLINEAR. SYMMETRICAL AIRCRAFT.

I OF INPUTS 74
# OF OUTPUTS 24

THE OUTPUTS OF THE SIMUl.ATION A'E THF PFERILJRATION
ANGLES PHI, THETA, PSI, BEiA, GAMMA, AND ALPHA
(EG,), THE BODY VF.OOITTES XB, VB, AND WB
(FT/SEC), THE EARTH FRAME TRAJECTOFRIES X, Y,
AND Z (FT), HEIGHT, TRUE VELOCITi, AND THE

DERIVATIVE OF ALPHA. THE FINAL OUTPUTS ARE THE
TOTAL_ ANGL ES (TRIM+PFRTURBAT ION) PHI, THETA, PSI,
BEIA, GAMMA, AND ALPHA (DEG.).

CAUTION: ALL NOND'IM'NSIONAl. FORCE AND MOMENT

COEFFICTENTS DUE TO AN ANGLE MUST HAVE UNITS OF
( 1/lIFG.) . Al L ANGLES WIl L BE INPUTTED AND OUT-
PUITED IN DEGRFEj,

S. WHEN TRIMMING TIHE AIRCRAFT (AlL PEFRTURBATIONS ARF

EQUAL TO 0) TH4E FOLLOWING EQUATIONS MUST PE

SATISFIED (VTRFPS - TRUE VFt OCIFT'ry
(I) C.O -- CLA*Al FHAT + CLV*VTRFPS
(2) Clio CMA*AI PHAT + CL tV*VTRFPS

WHERE ALPHAT IS THE TR'll ASiGl E OF ATTACK,

. THE USER MUST INPUT THE FOL.L I I)U DATA:

IS THE DATA STORFE ON TA'ET:--ATAT
( 1= YES , 0= NO ) §

THIS CONCiLUIES THF INPUT OF THE DATA.
THE SIMULATION WILL NOW BEGIN,

AIRCRAFT PARAMEERS
PIXX = 10033.429000 GRAV 32.200000 S = 300.000000
BIYY 53876.269000 AC6W = 21018.000000 CBAF = 11.320000
b IZ = 61278.452000 VTRFPS 1591.750000 AR = 2.341145
BIXZ 282.132170 0 = 1129.312600

LONGITUDINAL BODY AXIS COEFFICIENTS
CLO = 6.102943E-02 CMlP = 1.0014220E-03

- CLV = 0. CM' = 0.
CLA = 6.612900F-02 CNiA = -1,070500F-02

CLAD -2.974699EfV,0 CAHA 5.01?8lOE-OL
t - 3. 458724F4 00 0 0 -1 .I0,l tF+00

CL.DE = 6. 130000E-03 CH1F -8.01 2 [00(-F-0.3
WC [LF = 4.00400OF-03 MPF -1 .4300,E-03

2-' COMIN 4.490311E-012

S[AT-D[R pnPY AX IS CliFF F [CI FN rV
CIB[TA -1 .91 .0'.-? IL I-A = -1. 7'02000F-03 Ct FTA P. L,0000,T)-04

* ". A-22. . . . . , . . , ..,'.. . . .. ..U . . -, . .. . . . , ., ., ' . .. . -. - .. , . . ..,
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CYP = 2.646300E-02 Ci P = -2.573310E-01 CNP = 4.371000E-03

-CYR = 5.168640E-01 CLR = I 1826100F-02 CNR = -2.463670E-OJ
W CYAILR = 3.620000E-04 CLATLR = -2.500000E-04 CNAILR = 2.360000E-04

CYRUDD = 5.520000E-04 f;KiFIID = 7.700000F-05 CNRUDII = -3.490000E-04
CYDT = 2.810000E-04 CLIDT = -8.110000E-04 CNDT = 2,310000E-04
CYDC = 1.54.1000F-03 C.rIC = 2.320000F-04 cNrnc = 1.541000E-03

THRUST COEFFICIENTS

FTXB 1.577898E+04 FTYB = 0. FTZD = 0.

COMMANDED CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIONS:
DELTAE = 0. DELTAA = 0. ['ELTAI< = 0.
DELTAF = 0. DELTAT = 09 DELTAC = 0.

THE TRIM ANGLES OF THE A[RiCRAFT:

PHIT = 0. THETAT = 9.2BOO64E-01 PSIT = 0.
BETAT = 0. ALF'HAT = 9.380064E-01 GAMMAFr = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 0.00 SECONDS ARE:
PHI = 0. THETA = 0, PSI = 0.

UP = 1.591537E+03 VP = 0. WE = 2.60578SEF0I
P2 0. 0= 0. R 0.
X 0. Y 0. Z = -3.000000E+04

ALPHA = 1.448921F-09 GAMMA = 0. BETA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3.000000E+04 VTRFPS = 1.591750E+03 ALPHAD = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 1.00 SECONIS ARE:

PHI = 0. THETA = 3.04468BE-02 PSI 0.
LIP = 1.591496E403 VP = 0. WB = 2.603781E+01
P = 0. 0 = 8.450937E-04 R 0.

.4 X = 1.591731E+03 Y = 0. 7 = -3.000044F+04
ALPHA = -7.461600E-04 GAMMA = 3.119304E-02 BETA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3.000044E+04 VTRFF'S 1.,91709E+03 AtPHAD 1.65025BE-04

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + PERTURBATION):

TALPHA = 9.372602F-OI TGAHMA = 3.119304E-02 TBFTA = 0.
TPHI = 0. TTHETA =  9.684533E-01 TFSI = 0."..'

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 2.00 SFCONI'S ARE:
PHI = 0. THETA = 6.231936E-02 PSI = 0.
UP = 1.591435E+03 VP = 0. WB = 2.597282E+01

F = 0. 0 = 4.454864E-04 R = 0.
X = 3.183410F+03 Y = 0. Z = -3.000i78E+04

ALPHA : -3.008699E-03 GAMMA = 6.532806E-02 BETA r 0.

HEIGHT = 3.000178E+04 VTRFF'S = 1.591647E+03 A[PHAD = 2.677518E-05

THE TOTAl_ ANGLES (TRIM + PERTURBATION):
TALF'HA = 9.349977E-01 TGANMA = 6.532806E-02 TFTA - 0.

TPHI = 0. ITHEIA = 1.00032,SE+00 1FSI 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 3.00 SFCONrIS AF:F
1PHI = 0, 1HETA = 9.399488E-02 PI = 0.

UP = 1.591357E403 VP = 0. WD = ,5395U8lF+0i

"9, P = 0, C) = 5.302806E-04 R r 0.
X 4775018E+3 Y 0. Z -3,000404F404

A. ALPHA = -3,668.22E-03 nAMMA -' 9.766310C-02 FETA 0.
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HEIGHT 3.000.104Fi.0 VT1hFF'S 1,u91560F03 AI.HArD -'1.671,213F-O.

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRI + PFERTI RBAT.ION):
TAIPHA = 9.343382F-0) TGAthiIA 9.76631OE-02 T]'FT6 0.

TF'HI = 0. TTHETA 1 1.032001E+00 TF'SI = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 4.00 SFcoNr- ARF:
PHI = 0. THETA 1.256336E-01 PSI = 0.

Pli = .591261E403 VB = 0. W B = 2. -59435 ,E41 "

F = 0. P - 9.594745E-04 R = 0.
X = 6.366537E+03 Y 0 0. Z = -3,00072!E+04

ALPHA = -3,971213E-03 GA P'M A = I.296048E-01 BETA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3.000721F+04 VTFFFS = I.591471E+03 Al. rli'D = 8.0-15119Ec-0t

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + PFERTUF:A(ATI ON):
TA[ PHA = 9.3403'2E-01 TCAh-MA = .296048F-01 TPETA,. = 0.

T'HI = 0. TTIIETA = 1.0.3,40E+00 TF'Si = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 5.00 SECONDIS ARF:
PHI = 0, IIH7TA = 1.571800E-01 PSI = 0.

UB = 1.591147F-f03 VD = 0. WR = 2.5966497+01
F' = 0. P - 6.2275-30E-04 R 0.
X = 7.957948E+03 Y = 0. Z -3.001124F+04

ALPHA = -3.062427-0"3 GAMiA I .6o242 E-01 BETA 0.
HEIGHT = 3.001124E+04 V1 kFF'S 1.591359E-03 Al PHAT' = 1.239335E-0,

"""- THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM i F'FRIURATION):
TALPHA = 9.349,40E-01 TGAMMA = 1.60142517-0I TIDFTA = 0.

TF'HI = 0. TI*HETA z I.095186E+00 TF--I 0.

DOES THE USER WANT TO CONTINUE TH[- SiMULATION'?
ENTER 0 IF SIMULATION ENDS.
ENTER I IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH THE SAMI

CONTROL SURFACE DEFI.ECT IONS.
ENTER 2 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH NEW

CONTRnL SURFACE IEFLECTIONS.
ENTER 3 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH NEW FORCES

DUE TO THRUST VALUES.
ENTER 4 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH BOTH NF1,

CONTROL SURFACE DFFI..ECTIONS AND NEW
FORCES DUE TO THRUST.

ENTER $>
" ?2

- ENTER NEW FINAl SIMUI.LATION TIMF
-'1 ? 7.0

ENTER NFW SAMPLING TIME

? 0.5

,ENTFR NEW CONTROL. SUPACE f'EFI.FrTIFN5:DELTAE DELTAA DELTAR
,.

?! -10.0,0,0
* DEL.TAF DEL TAT DELTAC

?,' 0,0,0

COMMANPE[ CONTRfI_. SURFACE DEFLECTIONS:
1% rFI.TAE -1. 000000F+01 r iL TM -- 0. DELT A 0.

A A-24
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riELTAF = 0. rEILTAT 0. DELTAC = 0.

THE OITFIJTS AT T = 5,50 SECONTJS ARE:
PHI = 0. TIFH TA I. 03249F+00 PSI = 0.
UP z 1.589883E+03 VB = 0. WP = 3.117252E+01
F = 0. 0 4.067032E-02 R = 0.
X = 8.753298E+03 Y 0. Z = -3.001P90E+04

ALPHAA = 1.352434E-01 GAMMA 1.11BOC.6F+00 BETA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3.001990E+04 VIRFFS 1.590183E+03 AL.'HAD -5." 6t39E-(3

THE TOTAL ANG ES (TRIM + PERTURIBATION) :
TALPI4A = 1.123250E+00 TGAMMiA = 1.1138006F+00 1BETA = 0.

TPHI 0 0, TTHETA = 2.241256F+00 TF S 1 0.

Th.I OUTPUTS AT T = 6.00 SECONDS ARE:
i"I1 = 0. THETA = 2.462264F+00 PSI : 0.
UB = 1.588287E+03 VS = 0. W= 3.497711E+01
P = 0. 0 = 4.026444E-01 R = 0.
X = 9,547696E+03 Y = 0. Z = -3.004244E+04

AtPHA = 3.237298E-01 GAMMA = 2.138534E+00 BETA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3,004244E+04 VT.FF'S = 1.588670E+03 A[FHAII = -4+300306E-03

THF TOTAL ANG.FS (TRIM + FFRTURF'ATI(N)"
IALF'.HA .,261736E+00 1GViiA = 2.13.?P534EfO0 TBETA 0.

TPHI 0. ITHETA = 3.400270F+00 TFSI 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 6.50 SECONItS ARE:
PHI = 0. THETA = 3.612220E+00 PSI = 0.
UP = 1.586389E+03 V8 = 0 WD = 3.770433E+01
P = 0. Q = 4.002324F-02 R = 0.
X - 1.034072E+04 Y = 0. Z = -3.007930E+04

AtPHA 4.23759SF-01 GAMMA = 3.188460F+00 BETA - 0.
HEIGHT = 3.007930E+04 VTRFPS = 1.536831E+03 ALPHAD = -3.070267F-03

THE TOTAL- ANGLES (TRIM + PERTURBATION):
TALPHA = 1.361766E+00 TGAMMA = 3.188460E+00 TBETA 0.

TPHI = 0. TTHETA = 4.550226F+00 TPSI = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 7,00 SECONDS ARE:
PHI = 0. THETA = 4.755843E+00 PSI = 0.
UP = 1.584187E+03 VB = 0. WB = 3.963559E+01
P = 0. 0 = 3.985751E-02 R = 0.
X = 1.113193E+04 Y = 0. Z = -3.01307?-+04

AtPHA 4.954742E-01 GAMMA = 4.260369E+00 BFTA = 0.
HEIGHT = 3.013079E+04 VTRFV'S 1 I.534673E+03 ALFHA' = -2.200330E-03

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + PFERTUR rAl TON):
TAl.FHA = 1.41345t[f00 TGAMNA 4.260369E+00 IFPETA =0.

TF'HI = 0. ITIAFfA 5.6938-0E O0 TF'SI = O.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 7.50 SFCONDS ARE:
PHI = 0. THFIA = .095095E+00 PSi -- 0.
UP = 1.581681E+03 VI 0. WD = 4.09833]E+01
P = 0. 0 3.962666E-02 R = 0.
X = 1.192007E+04 Y = 0. 7 = -3.01970 F+04
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ALPHA = 5.466607E-01 GAMMA 5.348434E+00 BETA = 0.
HEIGHT - 3.01970PE+04 VTRFF, -1 .582190E.403 ALF'HAD = -1.600524E-03

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + FERTURBATION):
TALPHA = 1.484667E+00 TGAMMA = 5.348434[+00 TRFTA = 0.

TFHI = 0. TTHETA = 6.8.33101E+00 TPSI 0.

DOES THF USER WANT TO CONTINUE THF SIMULATION?
ENTER 0 IF SIMULATION ENDS.
ENTER I IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH THE SAME

CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIONS.
ENTER 2 IF SIMULATION CONTINSIEF WTTH NFW

CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIO;IS.
ENTER 3 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH NEW FORCES

DUE TO THRUST VALUES.
ENTER 4 IF SIMULATION CONTINlJFS WITH B4OTH NEW

CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIONS AND NEW
FORCES DUE TO THRUST.

ENTER 4.::.

ENTER NEW FINAL SIMULATION TIME
? 9.0
ENTER NFW SAMPLING TIME

.'.,."? 0.5

ENTER NEW CONTROL SURFACE T'IEF ECTTONS
DELTAE DELTAA DELTAR >

DELTAF PELTAT IDELTAC >
? 0,0,0

COMMANDED CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTIONS:
DELTAE = 0. DELTAA = 5.OOOOOOE+O0 IELTAR = 0.
DELTAF = 0. IIELTAT = 0. DELTAC = 0.

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 8.00 SECONDS ARE:
PHI = -1.057936E-01 THETA = 5.901053E+O0 PSI = 1.244022E-01
UP = 1.580099E+03 VB = -2.287607E400 WB = 3.687502E+01
P = -3.944181E-03 0 = -5.539928F-04 R = 4.436074E-03
X = 1.270799E+04 Y = 2.749679E-01 Z = -3.027205E+04

ALPHA = 3.983940E-01 GAMMA = 5.502659F+00 BFTA = -8.322300E-02
HEIGHT = 3.027205E+04 VTRF'S .580525E+03 AI.FHA 4.417483F-03

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + PERTURBATION):
TALPHA = 1.33A400E+00 TGAMMA 51.502659E+00 TETA -9.372:300E-02

IPHI = -I.057936F-01 TTIJETA :6.39059F+00 TPSI 1.244022E-01

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 8.50 SECONDS ARE:
PHI = -1.999566C-0t IHFTA t .890 14OFf00 F'SI 2.4 8 74 "E-0
UP = l.5,8505E+03 VP -4.186078Ei00 WE; 3.3821Y4F+01

F' = -3.522863E-03 Q -2.4485F-04 R = 4.1943Fi--03
ALX = 1.349413E+04 Y I ,20917E+00 Z = -3.034J4F+04
ALPHA = 2.892193F-01 GAfMA = 5.600921E+00 BFFrA -i.5206'03F-0

HEIGHT 3.034848E+04 V1RFF"3 l.578869E+03 ALF'iili 3.'211058E-03
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THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + FFRTUJFBATION):
,'.. TALPHA = 1.227226F+00 TGAMMA = 5.600921E+00 TBFTA -1,520653F-01
" '-5" TPHI =-1.989566E-01 TTHFTA = 6.828146E400 TF I 2.18784 -0

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 9.00 SECONDS ARE:
PHI = -2.016624E-01 THFTA = 5.886945E+00 P53 3.6700'JIE-Oi
UB = 1.576884E+03 VB = -5.649249E+00 WB = 3.1 779E+O [

P = -3.631460E-03 0 = -2 .35,S, 08E -0,., R = 4.0064E -0 3
X = 1.427933E+04 Y = 3.070341E+00 Z = -3.04:'603F+04

ALPHA = 2.091374F-01 GAM =MA 5.677807E+00 BETA = -2.V 2766 F-01
HEIGHT = 3.042603E+04 VTRFvS 1,577209E+03 ALFHAD 2.45r.374--03

THE TOTAL ANGLES (TRIM + F'FRTUF-BATION)
TAL.PHA = 1.147144E+00 TbAMMA = 5.677307E+00 TbETA -2.052766E-01.

TF'HI = -2.816624E-01 TTIHFTA = 6. 824'951E ., TF" = 3.67O -1

THE OUTPUTS AT T = 9.50 SECONDS ARE'
P FHI = -3.1.540E-01 T'iIA 5.889429F+00 PSI = 4.804443F-01
UB = 1.575244E+03 VP -6.779127E+00 WD = 2.99280,F+01

SP = -2.983431E-03 Q = 1.125403F- 04 R 3,8628KiE-03
4' X = 1.506361Ef04 Y -5.841438E+00 Z = -3.050442E+04

ALFHA = 1.492644F-01 GAMHA 5.7,40164E+O BETA = -2. 473753E-01
HEIGHT = 3.050442E+04 VIRFFS = .57550E+03 ALFHAL' 1.716483E-03

THE TOTAL ANGLFS (TRIM + PFRTUIRBATION):
TALPHA = 1.037271E400 TGArMA = '.740164E+00 TBETA = -2.473753E-01

TPHT = -3.565240E-0I TTIHEA = 6.827435F+0,O TF'SI = 4.804443E-01.

DOES THE USER WANT TO CONTINUE THE SIMULATION?
4. FNTER 0 IF STMUIATTON ENDS.

ENTER 1 IF SIMULATION CNT[NIIES WITH THE SAME
A CONTROL SURFACE IDFLFCTIONS.

ENTER 2 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH NEW
CONTROl. SURFACE DFFL ETIONS,

ENTER 3 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WIIH NEW FORCES
DUE TO THRUST VAILUFS.

ENTER 4 IF SIMULATION CONTINUES WITH BOTH NEW
CONTROL SURFACE DEFFLFCTIONS ANUL NFW
FORCES DUE TO THRUST.

FNTFR i
? 0

3,513 CF SECONDS EXECUTION TiMF.
/'BYE

,4, UN-T841028 LOG OFF 13.29.21.

JSN=SCIO SRU-S 15.219
TAF CONNECT TINE 00.22.38.
LOC(,3E D OUT.

HOST DISCONNFCTED CONTROI CHARACTFFR= FSC)
ENTER INPUT TO CONNECI FO HOST

-. 4
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a Appendix B

Coordinated Turn With Computational Delay

This appendix contains responses for the coordinated turn command

system with a computational delay modelled in the system for the VEAS

60 knots flight condition.

A delay in the time response can be modelled by the following block

diagrams:

x(s) 4 e (s) (B-i)

u(t) u(t+Tl) (B-2)

where T1 is the computational delay factor to be implemented in the

e4

system. The idea of the computational delay is to model the amount of

time allotted to computations in the digital computer and the time it

takes the resulting electrical signal to reach the control inputs. The

previous designs were based on instantaneous control which is not a

realistic situation. The time response plots for T i = 0.02 seconds are

presented in Figures B-la.-B-1g. It is evident from the time response

plots, that the addition of the computational delay has destabilized the

system. These results correspond well to what was expected from theory

in that a delay destabilizes the plant. Further design efforts reduced

the magnitude of the growing oscillations only.

.1

B-1

N '-,
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.Figure B-la. State Responses, PBJ- qB, and rB, for the Coordinated

Turn Command System With Computational Delay(V EAs 60
? _. knots)
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FigureB-ib. Output Response, Gfor the Coordinated Turn Command

System With Computational Delay (VEAS: 60 knots)
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io Figure B-ic. Output Response, *, for the Coordinated Turn Command

. System With Computational Delay (VEAs=60 knots)
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Figure B-If. Longitudinal Control Surface Responses, n~e and Mc.,

for the Coordinated Turn Command System With Computational
Delay (VEAS =60 knots.
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Command Systm With Computational 

Delay
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